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Introduction
The scattering of electrons from hadrons has historically been an important tool for the
understanding of the basic constituents of matter. Electrons are particularly useful probes,
since they are point-like and stable and can be easily produced and accelerated. Moreover,
their interactions can be described in the well understood and calculable electroweak sector
of the Standard Model.
The resolution with which the target hadron is probed is measured by the square
of the four-momentum transfer, Q2 . Early experiments at SLAC and DESY observed a
scaling behaviour, such that, other than the 1=Q4 term arising from the exchange photon
propagator, there is no discernible dependence of the cross section on Q2 when the Bjorken
scaling variable x = Q2=2m is xed, where  is the energy transferred in the target rest
frame, and m is the invariant mass of the target.
Such deep inelastic ep interactions have been instrumental in the development of the
modern picture of hadrons, as being composed of point-like quarks with spin one half and
fractional electric charge. These quarks interact with one another via the strong force, by
the exchange of intermediate gauge bosons, the gluons.
In the theory of quarks and gluons, Quantum Chromodynamics, the coupling constant
S plays a central role. The main diculty is that this coupling constant is dependent
on the scale (say, momentum transfer) of the process involved and that it becomes large
for large scales (small Q2 ). This means that a perturbative expansion in S will eventually break down and that the problem of connement of quarks and gluons in colourless
particles cannot be solved in perturbative quantum chromodynamics.
In deep inelastic ep scattering, the hadronic nal state is the result of both a perturbative stage which describes what happens to the parton shortly after (and before) it is
kicked out of the proton, and a non-perturbative stage where the `partonic nal state' is
transformed in the hadronic nal state. The problem is then to disentangle the dynamics
of the hard subprocess and the soft hadronisation phase.
HERA is the world's rst electron-proton collider. The large centre-of-mass energy
p
( s  300 GeV) allows to explore new regimes: new particles with masses up to 300 GeV
can be produced, the structure of the proton can be studied with a resolving power varying
over 5 orders of magnitude down to dimensions of 10;18 m and partons with very small
fractional proton momenta (Bjorken-x down to 10;6 ) become experimentally accessible.
The much larger centre-of-mass energy, with respect to previous xed-target experiments,
also o ers a large phase space for production of hadrons in the nal state. This allows the
detailed characteristics of the hadronic nal state to be probed in a previously unexplored
kinematical domain. An advantage of HERA is that most measurements can be performed
at a variable scale. The mean multiplicity of charged particles can e.g. be studied as a
function of the hadronic centre-of-mass energy and also the dependence on the virtuality
of the exchanged photon can be investigated.
The H1 experiment consists of a multipurpose detector, set up around the northern
9
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interaction point of HERA, that can measure both the scattered electron and a large part
of the hadronic nal state. Provided that the transition from partons to hadrons can be
properly modelled, this opens up the possibility to study the underlying parton dynamics.
Variables based on the hadronic nal state can be dened for specic regions in phase space
such that e.g. properties of hadrons ranging from the current region to the region of phase
space close to the proton remnant can be investigated. By comparing the fragmentation
of the current quark to hadronic nal states in e+ e; annihilations the universality of the
quark fragmentation process can be tested.
Because no-one can anticipate all future theoretical developments, one of the purposes
of this work is to record as much information as possible on the hadronic nal state in
deep inelastic ep scattering for future reference. One can however, already with present
theories and models, interpret the data and draw some conclusions. The comparison with
data from other types of processes will further help in this. Together with other results
from the H1 and ZEUS experiments, a complete picture of the nal state in deep inelastic
scattering in the kinematical range available at HERA is slowly emerging.
This work is organised as follows. The rst two chapters discuss the theoretical framework that is used to describe particle production in deep inelastic scattering and the
statistical tools that will be used in the analysis of the hadronic nal state. Chapter 3
gives a short overview of the experimental setup. Chapters 4 and 5 present the experimental results on the multiplicity structure of the hadronic nal state in non-di ractive
and di ractive deep inelastic scattering, respectively. These results are further analysed
and compared to theoretical predictions and to Monte Carlo models. The comparison
with experimental results from lower-energy lepton-nucleon interactions, as well as results
from e+ e; annihilations and hadron-hadron collisions, covering a wide energy range, will
further help to understand the dynamical processes that are involved in the formation of
the hadronic nal state in deep inelastic scattering. To conclude, Chapter 6 gives a summary of the main results. For easy reference, all numerical results are listed in Appendix
B. They can also be obtained in digital form from the Durham HEPDATA database (for
more information, see Appendix B).

A note on units

In this work, a system of natural units is used, whereby ~ = c = 1.

10

1
Theoretical framework
The multiparticle nal state in deep inelastic ep scattering (DIS) is thought to be the
result of the interplay of several mechanisms governing the hard ep interaction and the
subsequent fragmentation into hadrons. This chapter introduces the various theoretical
ideas that are used to describe DIS. Special attention is given to the di ractive photon
dissociation process, which accounts for about 10% of the total DIS cross section. Finally,
an overview is given of how these ideas are implemented in Monte Carlo models. In the
subsequent chapters, these models are put to the test by comparisons to experimental
data.

1.1 Deep inelastic scattering

1.1.1 Cross section and kinematical variables

The generic diagram
p for the DIS process ep ! eX is shown in Fig. 1.1. At xed ep centreof-mass energy s, two variables are sucient to fully determine the kinematics of the
scattering process. They are conventionally chosen out of a number of Lorentz-invariant
candidates: Q2 , the four-momentum squared of the exchanged boson Bjorken-x, which
in the `naive' Quark-Parton Model is the fraction of the proton momentum carried by the
struck quark (measured in the proton innite momentum frame) y , the fraction of the
energy transferred from the initial electron to the hadronic system in the rest frame of the
incoming proton W , the invariant mass of the hadronic nal state and  , the absolute
energy transferred from the electron to the hadronic system in the proton rest frame.
These variables can be expressed as a function of the four-momenta of the incoming
and outgoing particles as follows 1]:

Q2 = ;q2 = ;(k ; k0 )2
2
x = 2PQ  q 
y = PP  kq 
W = (P + q)2 = sy ; Q2 + m2p 
 = qm P 
p

(1.1)
(1.2)
(1.3)
(1.4)
(1.5)

with mp the proton mass, s = (P + q )2  4Ee Ep and the four-momenta as dened in
11
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e+

k0

k
q
p

e+



X

P

Figure 1.1 : Generic diagram for
deep inelastic ep ! eX scattering
2

In the squared momentum transfer (Q ) range accessible by HERA, the scattering process is dominated by the exchange of a virtual photon,  , which is radiated o the scattering positron and then
interacts with the proton. The lepton vertex can be calculated exactly in Quantum Electrodynamics
(QED). The proton vertex, however, has to be parameterised using structure functions, which can
be interpreted as describing the parton content of the proton.

Fig. 1.1.
\Deep" and \inelastic" refer to Q2  m2p and W 2  m2p respectively, which ensures
that perturbative QCD is applicable to the hard scattering process and that nucleon
resonance production can be neglected. With the present HERA beam energies, s reaches
approximately 90 000 GeV2. Using the relation Q2 = sxy , one can conclude that x-values
down to 10;4 can be reached in the deep inelastic scattering regime where Q2 > 10 GeV2 .
Generally the momentum transfer Q2 is still small compared to the mass of the Z 0
( 91:2 GeV). The scattering process is therefore dominated by the exchange of a virtual
photon and the di erential cross section can be expressed in terms of two independent
`structure functions' F1 and F2 1]:
d2
4 2EM y 2 xF (x Q2) + (1 ; y )F (x Q2) 
=
2
dxdQ2
xQ4  1

4 2
y2
1
2
= xQEM
1
;
y
+
4
2 1 + R(x Q2) F2 (x Q )

(1.6)
(1.7)


2 
2
2
4

y
y
2
2
EM
=
1;y +
F (x Q ) ; 2 FL (x Q ) :
(1.8)
xQ4
2 2
EM is the electromagnetic coupling constant. In the above equations, the cross section is
also expressed in terms of the longitudinal structure function FL and the ratio R dened
as:

FL = F2 ; 2xF1
R = F F;LF = F2 2;xF2xF1 =
2
L
1
R can be interpreted as the ratio of the cross sections

L:
T

(1.9)
(1.10)

and T for the absorption of
longitudinally and transversely polarised virtual photons on protons, respectively, with
p
2
2
tot = L + T . This ratio is however rather small for Q > 10 GeV , as determined
For Q2

L

1000 GeV2 the contribution from Z 0 exchange is about 1%.
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P

q
xP
xP + q

Figure 1.2 : The Quark-Parton Model approximation of deep inelastic scattering

The hadronic vertex of Fig. 1.1 is approximated as a sum over all the quark and antiquark constituents of the proton. The interaction between the virtual photon and a quark is calculable in
QED.

in 2].
The structure functions Fi are arbitrary functions of the kinematical variables x and
2
Q describing the  p ! X transition. They have to be obtained from experiment and
their determination is a major part of the experimental program at HERA 3,4].

1.1.2 Views on deep inelastic scattering
The Quark-Parton Model

It is traditional to analyse DIS from the standpoint of the proton innite momentum
frame, since in that frame the current is essentially trivial and the physics of the DIS
structure functions can be identied with the quark distributions inside the proton. This
leads to the Quark-Parton Model (QPM) 1], which is an attempt to gain insight in what
happens at the   p ! X vertex of Fig. 1.1.
The basic idea is that, at large Q2  the   p interaction can be expressed as the sum of
independent scatterings from point-like quark constituents, which behave as if they were
free inside the proton during the interaction (see Fig. 1.2). The argument is that the
scattering occurs over a short timescale of order 1=Q and that, due to relativistic time
dilatation, the photon sees a frozen state of non-interacting quarks. The nal hadronisation
process, which is a direct consequence of the colour connement property of QCD, occurs
only much later.
In this case, the relation between the structure functions and the quark densities inside
the proton is simple:

F2 = 2F = X e2f (x)
1
q q
x
q

(1.11)

where the sum runs over all quark avours, eq is the quark charge and fq (x) is the density
of quarks with momentum fraction x inside the proton (the left equation is known as
the Callan-Gross relation and only holds exactly in the QPM). Note that the structure
functions exhibit so-called Bjorken scaling, i.e. they are independent of Q2 .
In addition to the three `valence' quarks which carry its quantum numbers, the proton
also contains an innite `sea' of qq pairs. When probed at a scale Q, all sea quark avours
13
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.3 : Time-ordered contributions to DIS in the proton rest frame

Time runs from left to right. Diagram (a) shows how the photon can scatter on a parton already
present in the proton's wave function. However, in the proton rest frame, the dominant timeordered process is (b) where to photon rst uctuates in a qq pair and then interacts with the
proton. (c) shows how this can be achieved through the exchange of a gluon.

with mass mq . Q are active. Experimental measurements of the structure functions
for deep inelastic p D ! X and N ! X scattering were used to estimate the
fq (x) distributions and early on it was found that the quarks carry only about half of
the momentum of a nucleon 5]. The remainder can only be explained using Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD) and is attributed to the gluon constituents of the proton.

The photon uctuation picture
When viewed in the proton rest frame, an alternative picture for DIS emerges 6]. In
general, one must consider time-ordered processes where the virtual photon creates pairs
(as in Fig. 1.3b) or scatters on the quark constituents already present in the proton wave
function (Fig. 1.3a).
In the limit of large photon energy  (= Ee ; Ee0 ), the dominant time-ordered process
in the proton rest frame is virtual qq pair production (as in Fig. 1.3b), where one of the
quarks of the pair scatters, annihilates, or is captured in the proton. Thus, at high  in
the proton rest frame, the physics of DIS is dominated by the Fock-state structure of the
virtual photon, rather than that of the proton.
In fact, it is natural to identify sea- and heavy-quark contributions to the DIS structure
functions at small x, with pair-production processes such as shown in Fig. 1.3c. Alternatively, one can identify this type of pair production process with the photon-gluon fusion
mechanism or with the evolution of the proton structure functions (see also Sec. 1.2).
However, from the standpoint of physics in the proton rest frame, it is most natural to
identify pair production at high  as the materialisation of the photon's hadronic structure
by the proton target.
An important concept in the analysis of DIS in the proton rest frame is the Io e time
7],
which is dened as the e ective distance between the production of the quark pair
I
and its interaction with the proton. In 6] it is shown that:
I

CI 
= xm
p

(1.12)

where CI is a dimensionless constant of order 1. Thus, at small x, the photon converts to
a quark pair at a large distance before it interacts in the proton. At HERA, where one
14
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can study the structure functions down to x  10;4 , the Io e distance can be as large as
104 fm. This means that there is even enough time for the qq pair to evolve into a more
complex partonic system (qq , qqg , : : : ) before the actual interaction occurs.
The   p collision will thus bear some resemblance to hadron-hadron interactions. However, theoretically, the  p process is much more attractive than hadron-hadron collisions
because, thanks to the high virtuality of the photon, the uctuation into a partonic system
is actually calculable in perturbative QCD 8].

1.1.3 Optical model formulation
The proton is not necessarily always destroyed in DIS. Sometimes the proton remains intact
or is only excited to a low-mass system. These are processes of the type ep ! eXY , where
Y is the proton or a low-mass hadronic system with the same quantum numbers as the
incoming proton. This is called di ractive DIS in analogy to di raction in hadron-hadron
collisions, where one of the hadrons scatters elastically and the other hadron dissociates.
For a fundamental understanding of di raction in high energy physics, it is necessary to
develop a formalism analogous to di raction or `shadow scattering' in optics.
As explained in the previous section, the photon can be regarded as a superposition of
Fock-states:

j i =

X

k

ck j ki

(1.13)

where the sum over j k i = jqq i jqqg i, : : : runs over states with denite numbers of
partons with denite impact parameters and longitudinal momenta. The photon state
j i is normalised, so that:

h j i =

X

k

jckj2 = 1:

(1.14)

The various states in this superposition are absorbed (into inelastic channels) in di erent amounts by the proton, so that the superposition of states which arises from shadow
scattering is not simply proportional to the incident one. Shadow scattering thus leads
not only to elastic scattering, but also to production of inelastic states which have the
same internal quantum numbers as the incident photon.
In 9] it is argued that the states j k i are approximate eigenstates of the di ractive
part of the S matrix, because the partons have no internal structure and all the variables
on which the absorption of the state may depend have xed values. One can thus write:
ImT j k i = tk j k i

(1.15)

where ImT is the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude operator, ImT = 1 ; ReS
(in 10] it is shown that the scattering amplitude is mainly imaginary, i.e. the scattering
process is driven by a large absorption). The eigenvalue tk is the absorption coecient for
the state j k i. These eigenvalues vary, of course, with the number of partons and their
impact parameters and longitudinal momenta.
The imaginary part of the elastic amplitude is:
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h jImT j i =

X

k

jck j2tk = hti:

(1.16)

In other words, it is given by the average over absorption coecients, which are weighted
according to the probability of occurrence of the states j k i in the virtual photon state j i.
Using the optical theorem, the total cross section and the elastic cross section (ignoring
any contribution from the real part) are given by:
tot
el

= 2hti
= hti2:

(1.17)
(1.18)

The cross section for the production of di ractive states (i.e. with the same quantum
numbers as the incoming virtual photon), with elastic scattering removed, is:
di

=

X

=

X

k
k

jh kjImT j ij2 ;
jck j2t2k ;

= ht2 i ; hti2:



X

k

el

jck j2tk

!2

(1.19)

From this, one can see that the cross section for inelastic di raction is proportional to the
dispersion h(t ; hti)2i in absorption coecients for diagonal channels. Di ractive DIS can
thus only arise if the parton states jqqi, jqqg i, : : : are absorbed by di erent amounts.
Eqs. (1.17)-(1.19) imply 21 tot ; el ; di = hti ; ht2 i. The requirement 0  tk  1
for the absorption probabilities leads to the upper bound di + el  12 tot (Pumplin
bound 9]). The bound is saturated if each j k i is either completely transparent or fully
absorbed, so that hti = ht2i. The remainder of the cross section describes non-di ractive
inelastic scattering.
In 9] a specic model to describe the absorption coecients in a phenomenological
manner is used. One of the results is that, for small momentum transfers t between the
photon and the proton, the main contribution to the (large) dispersion comes from the
variation in the number of partons.

1.2 Particle production in deep inelastic scattering
1.2.1 QCD extension of the parton model
In QCD it becomes clear that quarks cannot be regarded as completely free when struck,
but that they couple to gluons and that the QPM is only the zeroth order approximation
in a perturbative expansion in the strong coupling constant S .
Quarks may radiate (and absorb) gluons, which in turn may split into quark-antiquark
or gluon pairs. With increasing Q2, more and more of these uctuations inside the proton
can be resolved, which results in a depletion of quarks at large x and a corresponding
accumulation at lower x. In fact, at small x and large Q2, it is the gluon content that
governs the interaction with the proton and gives rise to the DIS cross section via the
16
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 1.4 : Feynman diagrams for deep inelastic scattering up to O(S )

In addition to the lowest order QPM diagram (a), the following O(S ) corrections are shown: (b)
initial state QCD Compton radiation (c) nal state QCD Compton radiation (d) and (e) the
Boson-Gluon Fusion (BGF) process.

creation of qq pairs. Such scale-violating Q2 dependence has been observed in the data
3, 4, 11].
Higher order QCD corrections to the   q ! q process have been calculated to O(2S ).
In most Monte Carlo models, however, only the matrix elements up to O(S ) are used.
Figure 1.4 shows the Feynman diagrams for some of the O(S ) corrections to the QPM.
These diagrams are divergent in the limit when the gluon energy or the opening angle
vanishes (soft or collinear singularities). The regularisation of these divergences leads to
the running of the coupling constant S . Furthermore, in order for the parton model
to survive, remaining singularities have to be absorbed in the parton densities, with the
consequence that these become Q2 dependent. By far the most common way to accomplish
this is the modied Minimal Subtraction scheme (MS) 12].

1.2.2 Parton showers

Leading-Log parton showers

A complete calculation of the matrix elements to orders beyond O(2S ) is at present not
possible. Perturbative QCD can however go a long way in describing the parton densities
inside the proton as well as after the hard interaction with the photon, down to a resolution
scale Q0 of a few GeV (the perturbative description must break down when S becomes
too large). This is done by considering processes as illustrated in Fig. 1.5, where gluons
are emitted and give rise to initial and nal state parton showers.
While in the initial-state cascade a parton, typically close to the mass-shell, radiates
a gluon and becomes further o the mass-shell, in the nal state cascade its virtuality
will decrease at each step in the cascade. The initial state cascade is constrained by
the proton structure functions. In fact, the parton shower approach is equivalent to the
DGLAP equations 13] which describe the evolution of the structure functions with Q2 .
In the Leading-Logarithmic Approximation (LLA) 14] the probability P for a branching q ! qg to take place with a small change in virtuality dt is:
dPq!qg = Z dz S P (z ):
(1.20)
dt
2 qg
Pqg (z) are the Altarelli-Parisi splitting kernels 13] which describe the probability that a
parton of four-momentum zp (0  z  1) will be found in what started as a parton of
17
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Figure 1.5 : Parton showers in DIS

Gluon emissions before and after the boson vertex give rise to the initial and nal state parton
showers, respectively.

initial momentum p before the branching. These splitting kernels can be calculated in
perturbative QCD.
Because parton showers rely on emission probabilities, not amplitudes, coherence effects require special attention. In particular, the separation of the initial and nal state
parton shower implies that interference terms, which were calculated correctly in the matrix element approach, are neglected. In practice, interference e ects can be realised by
phase space restrictions for parton emission. For example, the e ect of destructive interference between subsequent emissions in a parton shower can be approximated by imposing
`angular ordering': in the nal state cascade, only emissions with a smaller opening angle
than the previous one are allowed, so that i+1 < i . The physical reason for this is
that large wavelength quanta cannot be emitted from dipole sources with small transverse
momenta 14].
The evaluation of a diagram such as in Fig. 1.5 involves integrations over the internal
momenta exchanged between the partons 5]. The result will be something like:

S

Z

Z
2
dkTi
dxi
2 : : : x : : :

kTi

i

(1.21)

where the dots represent functions which depend on the actual nature of the emitted
partons and their dynamics and kT and xP are the transverse and longitudinal momentum
components of the partons, respectively (P is the proton momentum).
2
2
2
over
With strong kT ordering, Q20 : : :kTi
;1 kTi : : :Q , the nested integration
2
2
n
all n branches can be carried out. The result is an expression / (S ln(Q =Q0) . The
kT integration thus yields large logarithms when the kT 's are strongly ordered. They
compensate for the smallness of S . Since S decreases only logarithmically with Q2 and
is compensated by a logarithmically growing term in Q2, all graphs with branches up
to n = 1 need to be summed up. This is called a Leading-Log Approximation (LLA),
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since each power n in S is accompanied
by the same (maximal) power of ln(Q2=Q20).
;
Subleading terms would be / nS ln(Q2 =Q20) n;1 . The LLA is expected to be a good
approximation when Q2 is large, provided that x is not too small in order not to produce
large ln 1=x terms also.
A special case for which the integration in Eq. 1.21 can still be carried out analytically,
occurs when in addition to the above conditions also strong ordering in x is required,
x : : :xi+1 xi xi;1 : : :x0 . The large
logarithmic terms arising from the
2
integration are then of the form / (S (Q2) ln QQ20 ln x1 )n . This is the Double Leading-Log
Approximation (DLLA) 5,14]. It is expected to hold for large Q2 and small x.
The DLLA turns out, however, to overestimate the gluon multiplicities in the parton cascade. One of the shortcomings is that the DLLA completely ignores the energymomentum balance since the energy of the radiating parton remains unchanged after a
gluon emission. To control the parton production, the Modied Leading-Log Approximation (MLLA) takes into account non-leading single logarithmic e ects 14].

The Colour-Dipole Model
Another type of parton shower model is the Colour Dipole Model (CDM) 15]. The colour
charges of the scattered quark and the proton remnant are assumed to form a colour dipole,
from which gluons can be radiated. Subsequent gluon radiation emanates from dipoles
spanned between the newly created colour charges and the others, and so on. To good
approximation it can be assumed that these dipoles radiate independently. The CDM uses
the leading order cross section for the emission of a gluon with transverse momentum pT
at rapidity y y in the soft gluon approximation 1]:
2

d = N2c S dp2T dy
pT

(1.22)

with Nc the number of colour charges. The cross section is uniform in rapidity and ln p2T .
Kinematically, the phase space is bounded by jy j < ln(E=pT ), where E is the total energy
of the radiating system.
In DIS one of the colour charges, the proton remnant, is not pointlike. The suppression
of radiation with short wavelength from an extended source is taken into account with a
special parameter of O(1 fm) that describes the extent of the remnant.
In practice, these parton shower models are used in combination with the exact xed
order matrix elements to take care of the hard emissions that are not properly covered.
The CDM for example covers the QCD-Compton graphs by dipole radiation, but for the
BGF graph the matrix element is used.
In contrast to the leading logarithmic parton shower, in the CDM it is not possible to
make the distinction between initial and nal state radiation. Soft gluon interference is
automatically taken into account.

1.2.3 Hadronisation

Eventually the perturbative calculation of parton showers has to be stopped because,
at a scale Q0 of the order of 1 GeV, the coupling constant S becomes too large. The
subsequent hadronisation stage describes the non-perturbative process of transforming the
y

Rapidity is dened in Sec. 1.2.4.
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nal, coloured partons into a jet of colour-neutral hadrons. Two di erent approaches exist
to compare the parton level result of perturbative QCD calculations and the hadron-level
measurements from real-world experiments.

Local Parton-Hadron Duality
A rst way out is to assume that a parton jet resembles a hadron jet in some aspects.
An initial argument for such a behaviour was the proof of `pre-connement', i.e., while
still in the perturbative region, the parton cascade already prepares colour singlet clusters
with nite mass independent of energy 16]. One can further distinguish two kinds of
observables:

Infrared and collinear safe observables. In this case the value of the observable

does not change if a soft particle is added or if one particle is split into two collinear
particles. Such observables do not depend on the cuto scale Q0 and are therefore
likely to be independent of the nal stage of the jet evolution. Quantities of this
type are e.g. energy ows and -correlations and variables describing the global shape
of the event in momentum space.
Infrared sensitive observables. Here particles are counted. Examples are multiplicities, inclusive spectra and particle correlations. These observables depend on
the cuto Q0. If one cannot `x' these observables by proper normalisation or rescaling so that they become infrared safe, one can interpret Q0 as a hadron mass (say
Q0  m ) and compare the observables for a parton jet evolved down to hadronic
scales directly to the experimental data. This procedure has been shown to work for
momentum spectra and is called `Local Parton-Hadron Duality' (LPHD) 17].
The connection between parton level and hadron level dynamics has been investigated
by the Lund group for parton cascades treated in the CDM 18,19]. For centre-of-mass
energies above  50 GeV, the uctuations in the hadron multiplicity are to better than 90%
determined by the hardest and second hardest gluons emitted. Further softer radiation
and subsequent (Lund string) hadronisation, adds only small (sub-Poissonian) uctuations
to those induced in the initial stage of the shower development. These analytical results
provide a quantitative realisation of the notion of LPHD derived directly from perturbative
QCD.
The LPHD hypothesis has been experimentally investigated by the LEP and HERA
experiments 20{22] and the data were found to be consistent with the predictions of the
MLLA and LPHD.

Lund string fragmentation
Specic models have been developed to describe the hadronisation process. The Monte
Carlo models described in Sec. 1.4 all use the Lund string model. However, alternatives do
exist, e.g. the cluster model by Marchesini and Webber 23], implemented in the HERWIG
Monte Carlo generator 24].
In the Lund string model 25], a quark and an antiquark moving apart stretch a
colour eld between them. The eld is thought to be string-like with constant energy
density per unit length of O(1 GeV=fm), and with transverse dimension of O(1 fm).
When the stored energy becomes large enough, the string can break up and create a qq
pair from the vacuum. The newly created q and q terminate the loose string ends, such
that the new string pieces are themselves colour neutral. The process is iterated with
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the new strings until all the available energy is depleted. The string model gives rise to
scaling fragmentation functions, a rapidity plateau with uniform particle density, and a
logarithmic increase of mean multiplicity hni = a + b ln E , where E is the string invariant
mass.

1.2.4 Phase space for the hadronic nal state
The properties of the hadronic nal state will be studied in the hadronic centre-of-mass
system (CMS), dened by the condition P~ + ~q = 0. The positive z -axis is usually dened
by the direction of the virtual photon, ~q. Particles moving forward are therefore said to
belong to the current or photon hemisphere, while particles going backwards are assigned
to the target or proton remnant hemisphere.
The rapidity y of a particle with momentum p = (E px py  pz ) is dened as:
+ pz :
y = 21 ln E
E;p
z

(1.23)

However, often the mass of a particle is not known and the particle is taken to be a
pion with a mass equal to 0:140 GeV. Neglecting the mass altogether, one denes the
pseudorapidity  :
+ pz = ; ln tan  
 = 12 ln jj~p~p jj ;
p
2
z

(1.24)

with  the polar angle of the particle momentum. Rapidity transforms under a Lorentz
boost in the z -direction with velocity  as:

y ! y 0 = y ; coth :

(1.25)

In the hadronic CMS, rapidity can take any value with ymin < y < ymax (see Fig 1.6),
with

ymax  ln W
m

and

ymin = ;ymax:

(1.26)

At HERA, with W . 300 GeV, pions can be produced with ;7:5 < y < 7:5. The
rapidity distribution thus has a total width of 2 ln(W=m ). According to a simple model
of independent quark fragmentation 26], the rapidity distribution is expected to have
a at plateau, with a height that is energy independent. The total multiplicity would
therefore rise approximately logarithmically with energy W .
Another useful frame of reference is the Breit frame. Here the virtual photon is entirely
space-like, q = (0 0 0 Q) and the incoming parton with momentum xP has its momentum
reversed after being struck. If universality of quark fragmentation holds, the height of the
rapidity plateau in the current hemisphere of the Breit frame is expected to be as in e+ e;
annihilation. This can easily be seen in the photon uctuation picture where a photon
with virtuality Q2 uctuates in a qq pair and one quark interacts with the proton, while
the other fragments similarly as in e+ e; ! qq interactions. The current hemisphere in
the Breit frame covers a range in rapidity with a width  ln Q=m.
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dn=dy
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current
2 ln(W=m)
ln(1=x ; 1)
2 ln(Q=m)
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0 ymax
(Breit)

y

Figure 1.6 : The rapidity distribution in DIS

The sizes of the target and current hemispheres in the CMS and Breit frame are indicated. They
can easily be expressed by using the relation W 2 = Q2 (1=x ; 1) (neglecting the proton mass).

The remainder of the rapidity plateau is expected to have a height similar to the plateau
height in hadron-hadron interactions. Therefore, the total multiplicity is approximately
given by:

Q2 + C ln( 1 ; 1):
hni = Ce+ e; ln m
hh x
2

(1.27)

If the heights Ce+ e; and Chh are not too di erent, as suggested in 27], the multiplicity
will mainly depend on the centre-of-mass energy W alone and not on 1=x or Q2 separately.
In QCD it is expected that hard multi-jet production is less frequent in lepton-hadron
collisions than in e+ e; annihilations 14]. Radiation from the target remnant { a composite
colour source { is expected to be strongly suppressed by the so-called `antenna e ect'. (Due
to coherence only a certain fraction of the size of an antenna participates in the emission
and consequently only the energy available in that fraction can be used for the emission.
Short wavelength emission on the other hand corresponds to large energy momentum of
the quanta and that is the origin of the damping.) For suciently small values of Bjorkenx it also suppresses hard gluon radiation in the current region. The probability per event
for hard gluon radiation is consequently larger in e+ e; annihilation. As shown in 19],
the antenna e ect leads to a smaller increase with energy W and to smaller multiplicity
uctuations in DIS in the central rapidity region, compared with e+ e; annihilation.

1.3 Diraction

1.3.1 Large Rapidity Gap events

At HERA, a class of DIS events has been detected of the type ep ! eXY with a large gap
in rapidity with no hadronic activity (see Fig. 1.7a) between the hadronic systems X and
Y 28, 29]. In a normal fragmentation process, colour elds span the rapidity range from
the struck quark to the proton remnant, leading to a relatively homogeneous distribution
of hadrons. Large gaps are therefore infrequent and, moreover, exponentially suppressed.
However, in processes where the colour ow is interrupted and where two colour-neutral
objects fragment independently, large gaps can be produced. It is thus natural to interpret
the `Large Rapidity Gap' (LRG) events as due to the exchange of a colourless object as
in Fig. 1.7b.
Some additional variables, beside the normal DIS variables (x, Q2 ), are need to specify
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Figure 1.7 : Kinematics of Large Rapidity Gap events

(a) Rapidity distributions for normal DIS events (top) and for LRG events (bottom). The systems
X and Y are separated by the largest rapidity gap in the event Y contains the proton or its
remnant.
(b) Generic diagram for LRG events. The virtual photon scatters o a colourless object { a pomeron
in Regge phenomenology { inside the proton. Because there are no colour connections between the
systems X and Y , a large rapidity gap can develop.

the kinematics of a LRG event 30,31]. First, the hadronic nal state is separated by
looking for the largest rapidity gap in the event. The two resulting hadronic systems are
labelled X and Y , the last one being the one containing the proton or proton remnant.
Using the four-momenta as in Fig. 1.7b the following kinematical variables can be dened:

MY
MX
t


= P 0 2
= (P ; P 0 + q )2
= (P ; P 0 )2 
2

= 2(P ;QP 0 )  q 
xIP = x :

(1.28)
(1.29)
(1.30)
(1.31)
(1.32)

Here, the label IP is used to indicate the kinematics of the pomeron, although the momentum exchange between the systems X and Y need not be interpreted as pomeron
exchange. The above kinematical variables have the following meaning: MX and MY
are the invariant masses of the hadronic systems X and Y , respectively t is the squared
momentum transfer at the pY vertex and  and xIP can be interpreted in a QPM-like
picture as the momentum fraction of the IP exchange carried by the struck quark and
the momentum fraction of the proton carried by the IP exchange, respectively. It is also
useful to note that MX is the centre-of-mass energy of the   IP interaction and has thus
a similar meaning as W in the  p CMS.
These new kinematical variables are not independent. The following relations hold:
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2
2
xIP = QQ2 ++WM2X;;mt2 
p
2
Q
 = Q2 + M 2 ; t :
X

(1.33)
(1.34)

LRG events are mainly attributed to di ractive photon dissociation. In the following,
the terms \LRG events" and \di ractive events" will be used synonymously, although,
in practice, some contribution from non-di ractive and double-di ractive (where also the
proton dissociates) processes is to be expected.

1.3.2 QCD-Regge approach to di ractive DIS
Regge phenomenology, which describes elastic hadron-hadron collisions at high energy, can
be used to parameterise di ractive DIS. Just like in hadronic interactions, LRG events are
thought to take place via the exchange of a pomeron (IP ), carrying vacuum quantum
numbers, or reggeons (IR) related to mesons. Using a QCD approach, the pomeron (and
reggeons) is endowed with a partonic sub-structure and the concept of parton distributions
in the pomeron and sub-leading reggeons is used to model di ractive DIS 32].
The cross section for di ractive events can then be expressed as follows :




d ep!eXY = 4 2EM 1 ; y + y 2 F D(4) (x   Q2 t)
(1.35)
IP
dxdQ2 dtd
2Q4
2 2
In this model, only single di ractive processes of the type ep ! eXp are considered, such
that the proton remains intact (MY = mp). The structure function for di ractive events
can then be parameterised as follows:
BIRt
BIP t
F2D(4)(xIP   Q2 t) = 2eIP (t);1 F2IP ( Q2) + 2eIR(t);1 F2IR( Q2)
xIP
xIP

(1.36)

where the expressions in front of the pomeron and meson structure functions (F2IP and
F2IR ) are the pomeron and meson uxes in the proton, as motivated by Regge theory 33].
This approach, adopted in a recent study of the di ractive DIS cross section at HERA
31,34], and assuming the DGLAP evolution equations, indicates that the pomeron must
have a large hard gluon content at a resolution scale of a few GeV (see Fig. 1.8). A subleading meson exchange is however needed at larger values of xIP or MX , if the hypothesis
of factorisation into ux-factors and pomeron and reggeon structure functions is to be
maintained.

1.3.3 Soft Colour Interactions
An alternative way to model LRG events is provided by the concept of Soft Colour Interactions (SCI) 35]. In this model the rapidity gaps are due to changes in the colour
structure of the event after the hard interaction has taken place. At low x, most events
are due to photon-gluon fusion, resulting in a colour octet-octet conguration in the nal
state. In the string model, there would be two fragmenting strings spanned (Fig. 1.9a). It
is assumed that while the produced quark and antiquark travel to leave the proton, soft
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Figure 1.8 : Parton distributions inside the pomeron resulting from a QCDanalysis of the structure function 31]
2

The sum of the light quark and the gluon distributions are shown at dierent resolution scales Q .
In obtaining these results, dierent parameterisations were used. In \ t 2" the gluon distribution is
parameterised at the starting scale Q20 = 3 GeV2 with only the rst term in a polynomial expansion,
while in \ t 3" the rst 3 terms are included. \Fit 1" (not shown) uses only quarks at the starting
scale and does not describe the data well. The gures are normalised such that they represent the
parton distributions multiplied by the ux factor at xIP = 0:003. z is the fractional momentum of
the pomeron carried by the struck parton.
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Figure 1.9 : String rearrangement due to Soft Colour Interactions

String con gurations for the normal case (a), and after soft colour interactions, leading to either
longer strings (b) or a rapidity gap (c).

gluons are exchanged between them and the proton remnant (see Fig. 1.9b). These gluons
do not change the momenta signicantly, but may rotate the colour conguration of the
qq pair. The nal conguration may turn out to be a colour singlet, in which case there
would be no colour eld connecting it with the remnant (Fig. 1.9c).
One of the attractive features of this model is an explanation of the absolute rate of
LRG events. If soft gluon exchange results in a random colour conguration, the ratio
of colour singlet to colour octet congurations would be 1=(1 + 8)  10%, close to the
experimental measurement.

1.4 Monte Carlo generators

1.4.1 The JETSET Monte Carlo generator for e+e; annihilations

In order to make comparisons with the hadronic nal state produced in e+ e; annihilations,
the JETSET Monte Carlo generator 36] is used throughout this work. This generator has
been tuned by several LEP experiments (see e.g. 37]) and describes data from e+ e;
experiments very well.
The production process e+ e; ! qq is a pure electroweak process. Once the quarks
are produced they can evolve into gluons and more quarks: a process that is described by
Leading-Log parton showers. The hadronisation model implemented in JETSET is the de
facto standard for Monte Carlo generators. It is based on the Lund string fragmentation
model 18,25].

1.4.2 Monte Carlo models for deep inelastic scattering
In the following chapters, several Monte Carlo models are used to compare the data to theoretical predictions for the hadronic nal state of both non-di ractive and di ractive DIS.
These models generate events using some experimentally determined parameterisation for
the parton densities as input (the GRV parameterisation 38] e.g. describes the HERA
F2 results very well). QCD evolution is implemented using di erent approximations and
phenomenological models are used for the non-perturbative hadronisation phase.
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LEPTO
LEPTO 39] is based on the leading order QCD matrix elements with Leading-Log DGLAP
parton showers for soft emissions. Therefore, the model is often called \MEPS" (Matrix
Elements + Parton Showers). Angular ordering is imposed to model colour coherence.
The rather sophisticated Lund string model as implemented in JETSET is used for hadronisation. LEPTO is capable of producing a fraction of events with a large rapidity gap by
using the concept of `Soft Colour Interactions' to rearrange the colour strings during the
formation of the hadronic nal state (see Sec. 1.3.3).

ARIADNE
In ARIADNE 40] perturbative QCD radiation is modelled with radiating colour dipoles
according to the CDM. The same matrix elements as in the MEPS model are used. Therefore this model is often called \MEAR" (Matrix Elements + Ariadne). Hadronisation is
performed with the string model as implemented in JETSET. ARIADNE allows to model
rapidity gaps either by scattering on a pomeron, or by colour reconnections.

DJANGO

DJANGO is based on HERACLES 41] for the electroweak interaction and on the LEPTO
program to model the hadronic nal state. HERACLES includes rst order radiative
QED corrections (see also Sec. 4.1.3) and the simulation of real Bremsstrahlung photons.
The CDM as implemented in ARIADNE is used to model QCD parton cascades. The
hadronisation is again modelled as in JETSET and is based on string fragmentation.

RAPGAP
The RAPGAP generator models LRG events as deep inelastic scattering of a virtual photon o a pomeron or reggeon coupled to the initial state proton. The pomeron and reggeon
are given a partonic content. The meson structure function is taken to be that of the pion
42]. To assess the sensitivity to the quark-gluon content of the pomeron, results are presented for two sets of parton densities (labelled \RG F2D (t 3)" and \RG F2D (t 1)"): i)
a `hard gluon' distribution (\t 3" in 31]) where gluons carry 80% of the momentum at
the starting scale Q20 = 3 GeV2  ii) a `qq only' distribution where only quarks are present
at Q20 (\t 1" in 31]). Di erent partonic sub-processes are implemented using Born term
and rst order perturbative QCD matrix elements: eq ! eq scattering, QCD-Compton
scattering (eq ! eqg ) and BGF o a gluon in the colourless exchange (eg ! eqq ). Higher
order e ects in the QCD cascade are treated with the parton shower model, as implemented
in LEPTO. Hadronisation is carried out with the Lund string fragmentation scheme, as
in JETSET. QED radiative processes are included via an interface to HERACLES.
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2
Statistical analysis of multiplicity
distributions
The multiplicity distribution of hadrons produced in high energy interactions is one of
the basic measures characterising multiparticle nal states. The uctuation pattern of
the number of particles produced in a given domain of phase space reveals the nature
of the correlations among hadrons and is, therefore, sensitive to the dynamics of the
process. Whereas the total event multiplicity remains of considerable importance, interest
has shifted with time towards studies of the multiplicity distribution in subdomains of
phase space. In these restricted domains, global conservation constraints are minimised
and dynamical correlation e ects are better revealed 43, 44].
This chapter presents the statistical tools that will be used in the analysis of the multiplicity structure of the hadronic nal state in deep inelastic ep scattering. First the link
is made between the multiplicity distributions and its moments and the q -particle correlation functions. Scaling, a recurrent concept in the study of multiplicity distributions, is
treated in Sec. 2.2. Finally, some parametric distributions which naturally lead to scaling
will be discussed in Sec. 2.3.

2.1 The multiplicity distribution and its moments
The set of probabilities Pn to produce n charged hadrons in a given region of phase space
is known as the multiplicity distribution. Pn is simply the ratio n = of thePinclusive cross
section n for n particles in the nal state to the total cross section = n n . Because
of this, it is a very robust observable with respect to systematic uncertainties which have
a global e ect on the measurement of the absolute event rates (`luminosity', see Ch. 3).
When studying a multiparticle nal state, one can ask whether the production of
particles was independent or whether the particles were correlated. Two particles are positively (negatively) correlated when the presence of the rst particle increases (decreases)
the probability to nd the second. It is evident that the uctuation of the total number of
particles will be larger if the particles are positively correlated, while the average multiplicity remains una ected. In high energy physics, particle correlations were rst exploited by
Mueller in the formulation of the concept of short range order 45]. Since then, correlations
have been extensively used as probes of the interaction and hadronisation dynamics 44].
In the following some variables are dened that can help to quantify these results.
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2.1.1 Particle correlations

Consider some inclusive reaction a + b ! c + X , c1 + c2 + X , : : : , where the position in
phase space of some particles c is xed and X can be anything. The q -particle density
function q is equal to the inclusive di erential cross section:
q
q (y1 y2 : : :yq ) = 1 dy dyd : : : dy :
1 2
q

(2.1)

Here, yi is a variable needed to specify the position in phase space of particle i (e.g.
rapidity).
Generally, these particle densities contain `trivial' contributions from lower order correlations. Therefore it is advantageous to consider the cumulant correlation functions q ,
known from statistical physics, which vanish whenever one of their arguments becomes
statistically independent of the others. The relation between the q and q is:

1 (y1)
2 (y1 y2)
3 (y1 y2 y3)
4 (y1  y2 y3 y4)

=
=
=
=

1(y1)
(2.2)
2(y1 y2) ; 1(yX
(2.3)
1)1 (y2 )
3(y1 y2 y3 ) ; 1(y1 )2(y2  y3) + 21 (y1 )1(y2)1 (y3) (2.4)
X
4 (y1 y2 y3  y4) ; 1(y1 )3 (y1  y2 y3)
X
X
; 2 (y1 y2)2(y3 y4) + 2 1(y1)1(y2)2(y3 y4)
;61 (y1)1(y2)1(y3)1(y4)
(2.5)

and so on (see 46] for the extension to higher order correlations). The summation runs
over all possible permutations of particles 1, 2, : : :q .

2.1.2 Multiplicity moments

Various types of moments and their combinations play a central role in the analysis of
probability distributions. The (plain) multiplicity moments are dened as:
p
p = hn i =

1
X
n=0

np Pn :

(2.6)

These moments are frequently normalised to the mean multiplicity as follows:
p
Cp = hhnnipi :

(2.7)

Additionally, central moments (taken with respect to the mean) are also important:

mp = h(n ; hni)pi =

1
X
n=0

(n ; hni)pPn :

(2.8)

The most common measure of the width of the multiplicity distribution is the dispersion,
which is just the square root of the second central moment:
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D = pm2 = hn2 i ; hni2:
p

(2.9)

The normalised factorial moments, Rq = R~ q =hniq , are dened as:

Rq = hn(n ; 1) :h:n:i(qn ; q + 1)i = hn1iq

1
X
n=0

n(n ; 1) : : : (n ; q + 1)Pn :

(2.10)

Finally, the normalised factorial cumulants, Kq = K~ q =hniq , can be expressed as a
function of the normalised factorial moments:

K1
K2
K3
K4

=
=
=
=

R1 
R2 ; 1
R3 ; 3R2 + 2
R4 ; 4R3 R1 + 12R2R21 ; 3R2 ; 6

(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)

and so on. The extension of these formulae to higher orders can be found in 46].
The connection between the multiplicity distribution and particle correlations is made
explicit in the relations between the factorial moment (cumulant) of order q , R~q (K~ q ),
in a phase space domain (say, rapidity #) and the q -particle densities q and correlation
functions q :

R~q =
K~ q =

Z
Z

:::
:::

Z
Z

q (y1 y2 : : :yq )dy1 dy2 : : : dyq 

(2.15)

q (y1  y2 : : :yq )dy1 dy2 : : : dyq :

(2.16)

2.1.3 Forward-backward correlations
An alternative method to study the multiplicity structure of the nal state is to classify
the nal state particles according to the z -component of their momentum. Particles with
pz > 0 (pz < 0) are assigned to the `forward' (`backward') event hemisphere. One can
then look at the correlation between the number of particles produced in these forward and
backward hemispheres. Forward-backward correlations are useful if the statistics is too
low to investigate in detail the di erential correlation function, while it may already allow
to discriminate between various models of multiple production and di erent hadronisation
schemes.
The forward-backward correlation can be studied 47] by plotting the average number
of particles produced in one hemisphere against the number of particles in the opposite
hemisphere. Experimentally, one nds that this relation is well parameterised by a linear
dependency:

hnF i = aF + bF nB 
hnB i = aB + bB nB :
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Here nF and nB are the number of particles produced in the forward and backward
hemispheres, respectively. The parameters aFB and bFB can be obtained from a t. The
slope bF can also be calculated using:

bF = hnFhnnB2 ii ;; hhnnF ihi2nB i :
B

B

(2.19)

A similar equation holds for bB .
The correction of the two-dimensional probability distribution P (nF  nB ) for detector e ects can however be troublesome, so that it is sometimes easier to calculate the
correlation parameter :
2
2
2
 = D ;2DDFD; DB 
F B

(2.20)

with D, DF and DB the dispersions of the multiplicity distribution in full phase space,
and in the forward and backward hemispheres, respectively. This correlation parameter is
equal to the slope parameter b in Eq. (2.18) for forward-backward symmetric processes.
In the case that particles are randomly (binomially) distributed between the forward
and backward hemispheres, the correlation parameter  is given by:

D2 ; hni :
= D
2 + hni

(2.21)

Finally, it is useful to note that, by using particles in opposite hemispheres, FB
explicitly measures long-range correlations.

2.1.4 Superposition of multiplicity distributions
In the above discussion the link is made between the width of the multiplicity distribution
and particle correlations. Typically, one thinks of short range correlations between particles which are created during the hadronisation process (due to e.g. hadronic resonance
decays). There is, however, also another way to interpret broad multiplicity distributions.
Consider the situation where the observed multiplicity distribution is the result of the
superposition of processes with a di erent topology (di erent average multiplicity). Let's
assume that these individual processes produce particles without any correlation. In that
case they yield a Poissonian and the total observed multiplicity distribution is equal to:
Z

n

) d:
Pn = f ()e;n (n
n!

(2.22)

f () is a function that describes the distribution of the average multiplicity of the di erent
processes. (Eq. (2.22) is called a Poisson transform.) The function f () is constrained by
the following normalisation conditions:
Z

Z

f ()d = f ()d = 1:
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This has the result that the total average multiplicity is simply hni = n. Furthermore, it
is easy to show that the dispersion is equal to:

D2 = n +

Z

2 f ()d ; 1

2

n2:

(2.24)

Thus, the dispersion of the total multiplicity distribution is simply proportional to the
spread in .
The conclusion is that broad multiplicity distributions can be interpreted as the result of the superposition of distinct event topologies with di erent average multiplicities.
In reality, short range correlations will always be present, so that, if phase space e ects
can be neglected, the multiplicity distribution will be broader than a Poissonian. Differences in the multiplicity structure of di erent processes (e+ e; , lepton-hadron, hadronhadron, : : : ) that can not be explained by the correlation introduced in the hadronisation
process, should be attributed to fundamental di erences in the event topology.

2.2 Scaling

2.2.1 Koba-Nielsen-Oleson scaling
To introduce the scaling laws for the hadronic nal state, it is convenient to dene the
dimensionless variable Feynman-x:

xF = ppL 
max

(2.25)

which measures, in the hadronic centre-of-mass frame, the ratio of the longitudinal momentum component pL of a detected particle to the maximally allowed momentum pmax .
In the case of deep inelastic scattering pmax  W=2. Clearly xF varies from -1 to 1.
When plotting a distribution of xF , one nds that the spectrum decreases rapidly in
the range from jxF j = 0 to 1, like / (1 ; jxF j)n for x ! 1. At low energy, the shape of
the xF distribution is found to be energy independent (to good approximation), an e ect
known as `Feynman scaling' 48]. In the meantime, violation of Feynman scaling has been
observed in e+ e; , lepton-hadron and hadron-hadron collisions.
As a result of Feynman scaling, Koba, Nielsen and Oleson derived a scaling law for
the multiplicity distribution 49]. They studied the limit for n ! 1 and hni ! 1 with
z = n=hni xed. In this case one obtains the KNO form:

hniPn = (z):

(2.26)

The function (z ) was shown to become asymptotically independent of the total energy.
(z ) is normalised by the following conditions:
1

Z

0

(z )dz =

1

Z

0

z (z )dz = 1

(2.27)

Exact KNO scaling implies that, besides (z ), the normalised factorial moments Rq
as well as the normalised moments Cq are energy independent. Furthermore, the gener33
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alised dispersions Dq = (mq )1=q are proportional to the mean multiplicity hni (Wr$oblewski
relations 50]).

2.2.2 Golokhvastov generalisation of KNO scaling
A successful generalisation of KNO scaling was proposed by Golokhvastov 51] (called
KNO-G scaling). KNO-G scaling needs one assumption, namely that there exists a probability distribution P (~n) and that this distribution is a continuous function of a continuous
parameter n~ . The discrete probability Pn measured in an experiment is then dened in
the following way:

Pn =
P (~n) = hn1~i



n+1

Z

n



n~ 
hn~i

P (~n)d~n =

(n+1)=h~ni

Z



n=h~ni

(~z )d~z 

(2.28)


Z 1
n
~
z~ = hn~ i  hn~ i =
n~ P (~n)d~n 
0

(2.29)

where (~z) is a scaling function normalised by the equations:
1

Z

0

(~z)d~z =

1

Z

0

z~ (~z)d~z = 1:

(2.30)

It is worth noting that the normalisation relations for the KNO-G scaling can always be
fullled (even for small hni), which is not the case for standard KNO scaling. Furthermore,
it is easy to show that, for hni 1, hn~ i = hni + 0:5, with very good precision 52].
Graphically, KNO-G scaling can be tested by plotting the cumulative sums Sn =
P1
i=n Pi versus z~.
Scaling, either in KNO or in KNO-G form, is experimentally well established for the
full phase space and single hemisphere multiplicity distributions in e+ e; annihilations, in
DIS lepton-hadron interactions and in hadron-hadron collisions 52], except at the highest
SPS collider energies 53,54]. This is remarkable since Feynman scaling is strongly violated
in all these processes. However, already in 1970, Polyakov 55] derived the KNO scaling
law for e+ e; hadronic nal states within a broad class of eld theories. This pre-QCD
model can be reformulated in terms of a scale-invariant stochastic branching process. An
energy independent coupling constant is assumed and the mean multiplicity rises as a
power of energy. The Polyakov derivation, and subsequent work 55], demonstrates that
KNO scaling should hold at least approximately in any model based on similar principles.

2.3 Parametric models
In the following chapters, parametric forms will be used to describe the reconstructed
multiplicity distributions. These are the results from mainly phenomenological considerations, but are also useful in their own right as an economic representation of the data. In
the correction of the observed data distributions, parametric models are used to obtain a
correction method that is independent of the Monte Carlo generator models (see App. A).

2.3.1 Negative Binomial Distribution
A much studied distribution is the Negative Binomial Distribution (NBD) dened as:
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n 
k
n
k
k
(
k
+
1)
:
:
:
(
k
+
n
;
1)
(2.31)
Pn (n k) =
n!
n+k
n+k 
with parameters k (or 1=k) and n. The average hni and the dispersion D of the NBD are

related to these two parameters by:

hni = n

D2 = 1 + 1 :
hni2 n k

and

(2.32)

For 1=k ! 0 Eq. (2.31) reduces to a Poissonian. The parameter k is equal to the second
order factorial cumulant K2. The NBD is well-behaved in the KNO scaling limit the
scaling function is given by:
k

k
k;1 ;kz
k (z ) = (k ; 1)! z e :

(2.33)

The NBD can be regarded as a generalised Bose-Einstein distribution for the ways to
distribute n particles in k Bose-Einstein cells of equal average occupancy n=k. Many phenomenological models for hadroproduction predict multiplicity distributions of a Negative
Binomial form. They are reviewed in 56,57]. In QCD, the NBD is obtained as a solution
in the LLA for the gluon multiplicity distribution in a quark jet 58]. Within the framework of the MLLA and LPHD, the lower order factorial moments behave approximately
as those of the NBD 16,17, 59].
It is well-established experimentally in a large variety of collision processes that multiplicity distributions, in full phase space as well as in restricted phase space domains, are approximately of Negative Binomial form. However, deviations are observed in high statistics
e+ e; experiments for nal states with hard jets 60{63] and in hadron-hadron interactions
54]. In xed target DIS lepton-hadron and lepton-nucleus collisions the NBD adequately
describes the multiplicity distributions in the full phase space, in limited (pseudo-) rapidity intervals, as well as in the full current and target hemispheres 64,65]. NBD ts to the
multiplicity distribution observed by the H1 Collaboration are discussed in Ch. 4.

2.3.2 Lognormal Distribution

A multiplicity distribution exhibiting explicit KNO-G scaling has been derived by assuming a scale-invariant multiplicative branching mechanism as the basis of the multihadron
production 66{68]. Application of the central limit theorem leads to a scaling function
of Lognormal form. In this model the multiplicity
distribution Pn is related to a continuous
R
probability density f (~n) and dened as Pn = nn+1 f (~n)d~n, where f (~n) is the Lognormal
distribution (LND). The mean continuous multiplicity hn~ i is again approximately given
by hn~ i = hni + 0:5. Following 66] one nds:

Pn =

(n+1)=h~ni

Z

n=h~ni


2!
N
1
ln(~
z
+
c
)
;
]
p z~ + c exp ;
d~z :
2 2
2

(2.34)

The integrant in Eq. (2.34) denes the Lognormal scaling function in KNO-G form. It
depends on two parameters. Here, z~ = n~ =hn~ i is the scaled continuous multiplicity N , ,
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and c are parameters of which only two are independent due to normalisation conditions.
In ts to data, correlations between the parameters are reduced if d and c are used as free
parameters. sigma and can be expressed in terms of d and c as follows:
v
u
u
t

= ln

"

d

1+c

2

#

+1

and

2

= ln(c + 1) ; 2 :

(2.35)

The parameter d is equal to the dispersion of the scaling function. The expression for
Pn also depends on hn~i or hni. The latter t-parameter is denoted by m in the tables in
App. B. Exact scaling implies that d and c are energy independent. Finally, the mean
continuous multiplicity is found to grow as a power of the energy. Comparisons of the
LND with data from e+ e; annihilation,  ( )p and pp collisions can be found in 63, 66{71].
Fits to the deep inelastic data observed by the H1 Collaboration can be found in Ch. 4.
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HERA and H1
The experimental results presented in this work are based on data taken by the H1 experiment at the HERA collider facility. This chapter discusses the experimental setup and
the acquisition and reconstruction of the data produced by collision events.

3.1 The DESY site
DESY (Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron) is a German research centre based in Hamburg
and Zeuthen. Its purpose is to conduct basic research in the natural sciences, with activity
focused on the investigation of the fundamental properties of matter in particle physics
and on the use of synchrotron radiation in surface physics, materials science, chemistry,
molecular biology, geophysics and medicine.
Besides the 365 scientic members of the local sta , some 2600 scientists from 280
universities or research institutes and 35 countries are participating in research at DESY.
The institute was founded on December 18, 1959 in Hamburg. The construction of the
electron synchrotron \DESY" began in 1960 and operations started with the commissioning of the electron linear accelerator LINAC I in 1964. In 1969 LINAC I was joined by the
positron linear accelerator LINAC II. The double storage rings DORIS and PETRA were
built from 1969 to 1974 and from 1976 to 1978, respectively. An important milestone was
reached in 1979 with the discovery of the gluon at the e+ e; ring accelerator PETRA 72].
PIA, a positron intensity accumulator, was built in 1979.
In 1980 the synchrotron radiation laboratory HASYLAB was established. This laboratory continues the synchrotron radiation research with DORIS until today. A preaccelerator for DORIS (and later also for HERA), DESY II, started operations in 1987.
The construction of the hadron-electron ring HERA began in 1984. Because protons
would be needed for HERA, a H; linear accelerator (LINAC III) and a proton synchrotron
(DESY III) were added to the existing (pre-) accelerators. The assembly of the detectors
H1 and ZEUS in the North and South areas of HERA lasted from 1988 to 1992. The rst
electron-proton collisions in HERA were already achieved in 1991 and the rst events were
recorded by the particle physics experiments in June 1992. In 1995 and 1997 the H1 and
ZEUS experiments were joined by two xed-target experiments (HERMES and HERA-B)
in the East and West areas of HERA.
In the near future DESY plans a test facility for a linear collider named TESLA,
which will collide electrons on positrons with a centre-of-mass energy up to 1 TeV. Such
an accelerator would provide new opportunities to study tt% quark production and a chance
for the discovery of a Higgs particle with a mass up to 350 GeV.
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year e+ =e;

hzi

hIei

hIpi

hLspi

1.40

1.07

LHERA

R

LH 1

(pb;1 )

(pb;1 )

1.871029

0.055

0.030

7.72 10.79
8.33 11.39

3.151029
1.681029

0.989
0.010

0.565
0.003

;0.2 10.49 28.55

3.371029
3.621029
2.771029

0.938
4.892
0.086

0.532
3.442
0.067

(cm)

(mA) (mA) (cm;2 s;1 mA;2 )

R

1992

e;

1993

e;
e;

1994

e;
e+
e+

1995

e+
e+
e+

;1.7 18.40 54.00

+70.1 17.91 57.50
;72.7 17.84 49.44

4.061029
2.851029
2.451029

10.673
0.260
0.122

5.978
0.153
0.064

1996

e+

;1.5 20.60 60.26

4.051029

14.366

8.919

1997

e+

;2.1 28.18 73.51

4.821029

34.084

27.345

;5.7

+72.0

+5.0 17.00 41.02
+67.9 16.78 41.17

Table 3.1 : Summary of HERA operations from 1992 to 1997

The lepton ring can be lled with electrons or positrons, the latter having better beam characteristics
because they repel remaining anions in the beam pipe. In order to cover a wider kinematical range,
the interaction point was shifted along the beam line several times (hz i is the mean distance along
the beam line of the actual to the nominal interaction point positive shifts mean that the interaction
point was shifted in the proton beam direction). The mean electron and proton currents (hIe i and
hIp i) increased over the years and, together with a better average speciR c luminosity (hLsp i), this
resulted in an increase in integrated luminosity fromR year to year ( LHERA is the integrated
luminosity produced by HERA at nal beam energies, LH 1 is the integrated luminosity recorded
on tape by the H1 collaboration). The numbers for the year 1997 are still preliminary.
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Figure 3.1 : Lay-out of HERA

HERA is a nearly circular ep collider with a diameter of approximately 2 km. The four experimental
halls in the North, East, South and West areas are equipped with the H1, HERMES, ZEUS and
HERA-B detectors, respectively. The enlarged box shows the system of pre-accelerators with the
storage rings DESY and PETRA.

3.2 The HERA machine
The layout of HERA (Hadron-Elektron-Ring-Anlage) is shown in Fig. 3.1. HERA collides
electrons or positrons on protons and consists of two separate accelerator systems for the
electron and the proton beam. The rings have a circumference of about 6300 m. The
beams cross each other in four interaction points in the North, East, South and West
areas.
HERA was the rst storage ring that collided leptons on nucleons, thereby increasing
the centre-of-mass energy of lepton-nucleon collisions by two orders of magnitude with
respect to conventional xed-target experiments.
The protons can reach an energy of 820 GeV, the limiting factor being the magnetic
bending eld. Superconducting magnets have to be used to achieve a eld of 4.86 T. The
electrons circulate at the much lower energy of 30 GeV (design value). The limiting factor
here is the energy loss due to synchrotron radiation. A continuous power source of 13 MW
is needed to keep the particles at their maximum energy.
The DESY and PETRA storage rings are now used as pre-accelerators for HERA (when
not needed for HERA, they still serve other purposes as well). The DESY II and DESY III
rings accept and accumulate 450 MeV electrons and 50 MeV protons from LINAC II and
LINAC III, respectively. The particles are accelerated to 8 GeV and injected in PETRA.
There, they are accelerated further to 12 GeV for the electron beam and 40 GeV for the
proton beam. The particles enter HERA in groups of 70 bunches. Six injection cycles
are needed to ll HERA with 210 proton and 210 electron bunches. This corresponds
In the following the generic name \electron" is used for electrons as well as for positrons.
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to 0:8  1013 electrons and 2:1  1013 protons. The bunch buckets cross each other every
96 ns near the interaction points, but not all the bunches have a collision partner. These
unpaired `pilot' bunches are used for the study of beam induced background.
The design value for the luminosity is 1:5  1031 cm;2 s;1 . In the rst years of operation
however, not all the bunch buckets were lled, yielding a lower luminosity. Table 3.1 shows
the evolution of the integrated luminosity, delivered by HERA and observed by H1, over
the years. Thanks to the continuous e orts of the HERA machine group the integrated
luminosity grows steadily with time and at the end of 1997 a total integrated luminosity,
delivered by HERA, of 66.5 pb;1 was reached.
The results discussed in this work are based on data taken in 1994. That year the
HERA machine group switched from electrons to positrons and the beam energies were
27.55 GeV for electrons and positrons and 820 GeV for protons, yielding a centre-of-mass
energy of 300 GeV. Collisions were achieved for only 153 bunches and the luminosity was
a factor 10 lower than the design value. The integrated luminosity accumulated on tape
by the H1 experiment that year was 4.04 pb;1 . This covers three distinct running periods:
a rst one where electrons were used (0.53 pb;1 ), a second one where positrons were used
(3.44 pb;1 ) and a last one where again positrons were used but where the interaction
vertex was shifted by 70 cm in the proton beam direction (0.07 pb;1 ).
It is planned to upgrade HERA in about 2 years to increase the integrated luminosity
by an order of magnitude by going to the low  mode. This will require the installation
of additional deection and focusing magnets inside the particle detectors 73].

3.3 The H1 detector
The following describes the H1 detector with emphasis on the components most relevant
to the analysis presented in this work. A much more extensive account can be found
in 74].
The description given here reects the status of the H1 detector at the end of 1994.
During the HERA winter shutdown of 1994-95, the detector was upgraded with a new
backward calorimeter and backward tracking chamber and an improved time-of-ight system. A proton spectrometer was installed in the HERA tunnel, downstream the proton
beam, to measure protons that are deected under very low angles. In 1995 and 1996 a
silicon tracker was added to measure tracks close to the interaction point.
Figure 3.2 shows a schematic overview of the H1 detector. The H1 coordinate system
is chosen in such a way that the positive z -axis follows the proton beam direction. The
x-axis points to the centre of the HERA ring and the y -axis completes the right-handed
system.
The large variety of reactions produced by HERA results in a widely di ering energy
ow in the ep centre-of-mass system. In the laboratory however, the large momentum
imbalance of the incoming beams causes most particles to be boosted into a narrow cone
around the proton direction. Therefore, the H1 detector is asymmetric and much more
instrumented on the forward (i.e. outgoing proton) side. The detector was designed for
good identication of electrons and high granularity and resolution for jets. The solenoid
encloses the calorimeter and trackers, thereby minimising the amount of dead material
encountered by particles before their energy is measured. To be able to recognise missing
transverse energy in charged current interactions ep ! X , where the neutrino remains
undetected, the detector is also nearly hermetic.
Background conditions at HERA present another challenge. The fraction of genuine ep
collisions is tiny (10;3 { 10;5) when compared to background events caused by collisions
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Figure 3.2 : Schematic view of the H1 detector

The Backward Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC) 1 detects energy depositions from backward
scattered particles (like the electron in DIS events). The hadronic nal state is measured by tracking
detectors surrounded by calorimeters. The Central Tracker 2 is mounted concentrically around the
beam line, inside a homogeneous magnetic eld of 1.15 T generated by a superconducting cylindrical
coil 3 . The momentum of forward going particles is measured by the Forward Tracker 4 . The
Liquid Argon (LAr) Calorimeter surrounds the trackers and includes an electromagnetic 5 and a
hadronic section 6 . The central detectors are enclosed by an iron return yoke (IRON) 7 which
is instrumented for the detection of hadronic energy leakage from the LAr Calorimeter and for the
measurement of muon tracks. A warm silicon-copper calorimeter (PLUG) 8 measures forward
energy very close to the beam pipe. Finally, the outside of the detector is equipped with muon
chambers 9 . On the forward side a toroidal magnet 10 is installed to measure the momentum
of forward going muons. Not shown are the luminosity detectors (Electron Tagger and Photon
Detector) which are installed in the HERA tunnel along the beam line. Other marked items are
the beam pipe and beam magnets 11 , the compensating magnet 12 , the helium cryogenic system
13 , the concrete shielding 14 and the LAr cryostat 15 .
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Figure 3.3 : The H1 Tracking Detectors

Both the Central Tracker and the Forward Tracker contain dierent subdetectors. The Central
Tracker consists of inner and outer cylindrical jet chambers, z -drift chambers and Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers (MWPC) and the Forward Tracker is a hybrid of wire chambers, proportional
chambers and transition radiation detectors. Also shown are the BEMC and backward MWPC
(BPC) and the scintillation counters of the Time-of-Flight hodoscope (ToF).

between beam protons and the beam pipe wall or the residual gas. Together with the
high bunch crossing frequency and the large number of readout channels (270 000), this
requires an ecient trigger and a fast data acquisition system.

3.3.1 Tracking detectors

Tracking detectors are chambers in which a number of anode and cathode wires are strung
to create an electrostatic eld. The chambers are lled with a gas mixture that ionises
when energetic charged particles traverse the detector. The electrons from ionised gas
atoms drift towards the anode wires and create a signal. Tracking detectors are nondestructive, i.e. the amount of energy lost by the particles is minimised and the particles
will leave the chamber on a nearly unaltered course.
The tracking detectors from the inner part of the H1 detector (see Fig. 3.3) provide
track triggering, reconstruction and particle identication in the polar angular range 8 .
 . 165. The tracking system can be divided in two distinct components : the Central
Tracker and the Forward Tracker. They have a di erent orientation and are optimised for
their angular acceptance region.
Figure 3.4 shows a section in the r ;  plane of the Central Tracker. A jet chamber
cell consists of a plane of anode sense wires parallel to the beam line and of two planes
of cathode wires, providing a nearly uniform drift eld. The cells are tilted by about 30
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Figure 3.4 : The Central Tracker in r ;  view

Particles produced at the interaction point rst encounter the Central Inner Proportional chamber
(CIP), consisting of 2 layers of 480 wires each, and the Central Inner z -chamber (CIZ), which has
15 cells with 4 wires each. The 30 cells of the rst Central Jet Chamber (CJC1) are each equipped
with 24 sense wires. This setup is repeated for the outer part of the Central Tracker with 24  4
wires for the Central Outer z -chamber (COZ), a layer of 1574 and a layer of 1615 wires for the
Central Outer Proportional chamber (COP) and 60 cells with each 32 sense wires in CJC2. The
whole structure is enclosed in an aluminium tank.

so that, in the presence of the magnetic eld, the ionisation electrons produced by high
momentum particles drift approximately perpendicular to the track, yielding an optimal
track resolution. Every particle travelling through both Central Jet Chambers, CJC1 and
CJC2, will cross at least one sense wire plane in each chamber, no matter its momentum.
The exact crossing time can be determined with an accuracy of 0.5 ns and the drifting
electrons arrive at neighbouring sense wires with a time shift of 100 ns, thereby minimising
the amount of cross-talk between bunch crossings. The sense wires are read out at both
ends and provide a z -measurement through charge division. Up to 56 space points can be
measured for tracks with suciently large momentum perpendicular to the beam line.
To achieve a constant resolution, a large number of calibration constants, like the
event timing, average drift velocity, average Lorentz angle and wire-dependent constants,
have to be determined and monitored through time. (The Lorentz angle denes the
average direction which the drifting electrons will follow under inuence of the electric
and magnetic elds, while making collisions with the atoms present in the gas mixture.)
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The resolutions in r and z are 170 m and 2.2 (3.3) cm for protons (pions) respectively.
The z -drift chambers, CIZ and COZ, serve to improve the z -resolution of the jet
chambers. They deliver track segments with a typical resolution of 300 m in z , which
can be linked to the track segments of the jet chambers. They cover the polar angular
ranges of 16 <  < 169 (CIZ) and 25 <  < 156 (COZ).
The Forward Tracker contains three nearly identical supermodules. Each supermodule consists of wire chambers, proportional chambers and transition radiation detectors.
Closest to the interaction point in one supermodule are three planar wire chambers, each
4 wires deep and rotated 60 with respect to each other in azimuth. Here the wires are
parallel and strung perpendicular to the beam direction. The resolution of the planar
chambers is typically 150{170 m. Next, when going further away from the interaction
point, is a proportional chamber, followed by a transition radiator, consisting of an array
of polypropylene layers. An ultra-relativistic charged particle, passing through these radiators, emits soft X-rays, which are subsequently detected in the radial wire chambers
as an enhanced track ionisation. Because the amount of radiation is dependent on the
Lorentz factor  , it is possible to discriminate between pions and electrons. The radial
chambers, mounted on the back of each supermodule, are 12 wires deep. They have wires
radiating outwards from the beam pipe, also strung perpendicular to the beam direction.
The resolution achieved is 150{200 m.
The H1 detector is equipped with a number of Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers
(MWPC) which together cover the continuous polar angular range 5 <  < 175. Their
prime purpose is to deliver a fast signal { better than the separation between to HERA
bunch crossings { which can be used to trigger events at the rst level trigger. Hits in the
di erent chambers are combined so that an event vertex can be reconstructed. At least
three space points are requested per track to minimise the e ect of spurious background
hits. If these tracks point to the interaction region, the z -vertex trigger element is set.
The forward and central MWPCs also provide moderately accurate space points for the
reconstruction of central and forward going tracks. The Backward Proportional Chamber
(BPC), mounted in front of the Backward Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC), serves
to discriminate electrons and photons and to provide an accurate impact point of the
scattered electron. It has four anode wire planes which can be combined for triggering
purposes. The BPC has a resolution of 0.5 mrad in  and when requiring three out of four
hits in coincidence with the BEMC energy cluster, an eciency of 98% is obtained.
COP and the front end electronics and read out systems of all the MWPCs were
designed and constructed by the Belgian team in the H1 collaboration.

3.3.2 Calorimetry

A calorimeter measures the energy and direction of both charged and neutral particles.
Due to interactions with the calorimeter material, a shower of secondary particles is generated until the particles' energies are too low and the particles are absorbed. The length
of the shower is proportional to the energy of the primary particle.
The main calorimeter of the H1 detector is the Liquid Argon (LAr) Calorimeter (shown
in Fig. 3.5). It measures energy depositions in the range 4 <  < 153 and has an
electromagnetic and a hadronic section. The electromagnetic part of the LAr Calorimeter
is made of 2.4 mm thick lead absorber plates alternated with comparable thick layers
of liquid argon. The total thickness varies between 20 and 30 radiation lengths. Liquid
argon is chosen as sampling medium because of its large density, stability, homogeneous
response and ease of calibration. Because hadrons need more material to develop showers
of secondary particles, the hadronic section uses stainless steel plates, each 16 mm thick.
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Figure 3.5 : The Liquid Argon Calorimeter

The LAr Calorimeter is segmented along the z -axis in eight `wheels', each divided in eight identical
octants. Lead and stainless steel plates are used as absorber material. The orientation of the plates
is perpendicular to the beam line in the forward part and parallel to the beam line in the central
part, such that the angle of incidence of particles coming from the interaction region is always less
than 45. A single cryostat keeps the calorimeter at the temperature of liquid argon ( 87 K).

The total thickness of the LAr Calorimeter varies between 5 and 8 interaction lengths.
The charges deposited in the liquid argon are collected in 45 000 cells. These cells consist
of high voltage planes and read out pads on the ground side.
The LAr Calorimeter energy resolutions
p for leptons and hadrons have
p been determined
in test beams 75] and are E =E  0:12= E  0:01 and E =E  0:50= E  0:02, respectively (in these formulae and the ensuing ones, the energy is expressed in units of GeV).
From the comparison of the energy of the scattered electron in DIS events measured by
the LAr Calorimeter and by the tracking detectors, the absolute electromagnetic energy
scale uncertainty is estimated to be 3%. A study of the transverse momentum balance
between the hadronic nal state and the scattered electron in DIS events has shown that
the absolute hadronic energy scale is known to an accuracy of 4%.
The backward region of the H1 detector is equipped with a lead-scintillator sandwich
calorimeter (shown in Fig. 3.6). The primary purpose of this Backward Electromagnetic
Calorimeter (BEMC) is to trigger on and measure the energy of electrons scattered under
small angles in DIS events in the range 5 < Q2 < 100 GeV2.
The BEMC consists of 88 lead-scintillator stacks and has a total depth of 21.7 radiation
lengths. The calibration is done by using the scattered electron energy spectrum in the
region close to the beam energy, which is known to be dominated by a pronounced peak
(commonly referred to as the kinematic peak). The overall energy scale uncertainty for
electrons is 1%.pTest beams results 76] show that the electron energy resolution is E =E 
0:39=E  0:10= E  0:017. The BEMC can also detect hadronic energy, but the response
is poor because the depth is only aboutp 1 interaction length. The energy resolution for
hadrons is of the order of E =E = 1:0= E  the scale uncertainty is 20% 76].
To cover the region between the forward edge of the LAr Calorimeter (3:5) and the
beam pipe (0:6) a copper-silicon calorimeter (PLUG) is installed inside a cylindrical hole
left around the beam pipe by the return yoke. It uses nine 7.5 cm layers of copper as
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Figure 3.6 : The Backward Electromagnetic Calorimeter

(a) Transverse view of the BEMC. (b) and (c) Longitudinal view of a BEMC stack. It is a sandwich
of 50 layers of 4 mm scintillating material and 2.5 mm lead absorber. The ultraviolet radiation
produced in the scintillator is guided through wavelength shifters (WLS) to photodiodes. Short and
long wavelength shifters are used to provide a twofold segmentation in depth.

absorber and eight 40 m layersp of silicon as sampling material. Its energy resolution
is designed to be E =E  1:5= E 74], but this value has never been reached due to
radiation damage to the silicon detectors.

3.3.3 Muon detection
Penetrating muons are detected by the outermost parts of the H1 detector. The iron
return yoke (IRON), which surrounds the calorimeters and trackers, is used as absorber
material and has been instrumented with limited streamer tubes, a kind of wire chambers.
The most backward part of the IRON (the `Tail Catcher') also detects hadronic showers
that escaped the LAr Calorimeter and BEMC.
The momentum resolution of the main tracking detector for muons travelling under
low polar angles is rather poor because the transverse motion with respect to the eld lines
produced by the solenoid is small. Therefore the Forward Muon Spectrometer is installed
outside the IRON on the outgoing proton side of the detector. A toroidal magnet generates
a magnetic eld of approximately 1.5 T and muon tracks are measured by drift chambers
in front of and behind the magnet. Three pairs of drift chambers are installed on either
side of the toroidal magnet, two of which have a wire orientation that is optimal for
the measurement of the polar angle  and one is optimised for a good resolution in the
azimuth .
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3.3.4 Time-of- ight systems

Time-of-ight detectors are essential to reject background collisions at the rst trigger
level. They signal particles from outside the H1 detector, travelling along with the particle
beams. These particles can produce signicant signals in the central detectors, but arrive
at a time jz j=c before the bunches collide (z is the position of the time-of-ight detector
along the beam line). Particles originating from genuine ep interactions arrive at a time
jzj=c after the collision time.
The Time-of-Flight hodoscope (ToF) is situated at z  ;2 m, close behind the BEMC,
and has a similar angular coverage as the BEMC. It consists of two walls of plastic scintillator and has a time resolution of 4 ns. The ToF signals background events due to
interactions between the proton beam and the beam pipe wall or the residual gas, occurring upstream the proton beam. Similar devices are the inner and outer Vetowalls,
located outside the iron return yoke (z = ;6:5 m and z = ;8:1 m). Their purpose is to
detect `halo' muons travelling along with the proton beam. The Proton Remnant Tagger,
at z = +26 m, detects particles originating from proton fragmentation and is thus very
useful in di raction studies.

3.3.5 Luminosity measurement

The main task of the luminosity (LUMI) detectors is to provide an accurate estimate of the
instantaneous luminosity of the HERA machine. This luminosity is determined from the
rate of Bethe-Heitler events ep ! ep 77], where the electron and photon are scattered
at very low angles along the electron beam. This is a well-known QED process with a
high cross section (70.38 mb for the kinematical region considered), so that a statistically
accurate measurement is possible. The main source of background is Bremsstrahlung from
the residual gas in the beam pipe eA ! eA . This background is subtracted using data
from the electron pilot bunches.
The LUMI system also provides electron beam monitoring for the HERA machine,
tagging of photoproduction events and energy measurement for electrons scattered under
small angles and for photons from initial state QED radiation.
Two LUMI detectors are installed in the HERA tunnel: a Photon Detector at z =
;107 m and an Electron Tagger at z = ;37 m. Both are electromagnetic calorimeters
consisting of KRS-15 crystals. The electrons or photons entering the crystals cause a
shower of secondary electrons which is detected by photomultipliers through C& erenkov
radiation. The thickness of each detector is 22 radiation lengths.

3.4 Data acquisition
Because the HERA bunch crossing frequency is about 10 MHz, the event rates observed
by the H1 detector are very high. However, most events are due to background such as
beam-gas and beam-wall interactions (about 10000 events per second) or cosmic muons
(about 100 events per second). Genuine ep collisions are rare: only a few deep inelastic
scattering events occur each second. Moreover, the time needed for the readout of all
270 000 channels from the central detector is typically of the order of 1{2 ms. During
this time the H1 detector is unable to accumulate new data and is thus blind for new
interactions.
Therefore, the readout of the detector is delayed until the triggering system has made
a decision whether the event is worth keeping. In the meantime all data are stored in
electronic pipelines.
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The H1 trigger system consists of four on-line trigger levels, each making a compromise
between the time needed to make a decision and the complexity of that decision. Only
when an event is accepted as a possibly interesting interaction, it is passed on to the next
level, where more time is made available and more detailed event characteristics can be
investigated. If the event is rejected, the data simply fall o the end of the pipelines and
the data taking continues.

3.4.1 Trigger level 1

Most of the subdetectors have trigger systems, each of which typically sends eight bits of
information, called `trigger elements', to the rst level of the Central Trigger (CTL1) at
each bunch crossing. All trigger elements must arrive at CTL1 within 22 bunch crossings.
While waiting for the decision returned from CTL1, the subdetectors store their data in
local pipelines so that the data taking can continue without interruption. Pipelining makes
the rst level trigger dead-time free, and it is therefore desirable that as much background
rejection as possible is performed by CTL1.
CTL1 combines these trigger elements into subtriggers using programmable logic. Each
subtrigger can produce a L1keep signal to stop the pipelines and initiate the event readout.
Subtriggers can optionally be prescaled, which means that they will only re once in a
specied number of times.
Two kinds of subtriggers exist. Physics triggers are designed for obtaining a sample
of events for physics analysis and are not prescaled, if at all possible. Either because
of high physics rates, like e.g. in case of the photoproduction triggers, or because of
high background rates, small prescale factors have to be applied. Monitoring triggers are
designed for eciency studies or to measure the rate of particular sources of background.
These have very high prescales so that they do not signicantly contribute to the deadtime.
The BEMC Single Electron Trigger (BSET) is the most important trigger for deep
inelastic scattering events. It looks for localised energy depositions in the BEMC. The
analogue signals coming from the long wavelength shifters in a BEMC stack are summed
and when this sum exceeds a xed threshold the stack is taken as initiator for a cluster
which includes signals from neighbouring stacks. A number of di erent thresholds are
used in case of the so-called `CL2' threshold the eciency of the BSET trigger is about
100% for electrons with an energy Ee0 above 10 GeV (see Fig. 3.7).
Beam-wall and beam-gas interactions produce particles that cause a signal in the scintillator walls behind the BEMC. A background (BG) and interaction (IA) timing window
dene whether the hits belong to particles arriving from upstream the proton beam, or
from the nominal interaction point. The ToF-BG signal is the most e ective background
rejection criterium and is therefore applied as a veto condition in most subtriggers.
Other triggers elements typically look for activity in the trackers and calorimeters
and try to decide whether the signals are compatible with a genuine ep collision (e.g. the
z -vertex trigger which uses the fast signals from the MWPCs).
After the L1keep signal, each trigger system provides more detailed information to
the Central Trigger. This can be used by two further levels that can make the decision
to abort the readout of an event if it is identied as background. The Level 2 trigger
provides a signal after 20 s, and Level 3 can reject the event after 800 s. During the
1994 running, however, these last two levels were not used (all events were accepted).
Once the L1keep signal is given, all subdetectors transfer their data asynchronously,
with an event tag, to the Central Event Builder. When this is done, dead-time ends and
the pipelines are freed again.
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Figure 3.7 : The BEMC Single Electron Trigger eciency as a function of
electron energy

The BSET eciency for the thresholds CL1 and CL2 is shown as a function of the scattered
electron energy Ee0 . For Ee0 & 10 GeV this trigger element is 100% ecient.

3.4.2 The level 4 lter farm

The level 4 lter farm is a fast, on-line software event lter, consisting of 32 (in 1994) MIPS
R3000 processor boards, running in parallel. It is the last ltering step that rejects events
with no tape backup. Each board processes one event until a decision is reached, based
on the L1 trigger information, raw event data and event quantities that are reconstructed
on-line.
The L4 trigger rejects the bulk of remaining beam-gas, beam-wall and cosmic induced
events as well as those resulting from trigger noise. The L4 decision can e.g. be based on
explicit cuts applied on the reconstructed z -coordinate of the event vertex or on the dca
(distance of closest approach to thePz -axis)Pof a track. Beam-gas background is e ectively
suppressed with a cut in the (yh , pz = p) variable planey . Trigger noise is removed
by explicit trigger verication using the reconstructed quantities. The BSET trigger e.g.
su ers from a large background due to particles hitting a single photo diode (mainly
synchrotron radiation related). Events with a disproportionate fraction of the total stack
energy in only one diode are rejected.
Events accepted by the L4 lter farm are written permanently to tape at a rate of 5{10
events per second. They are approximately 120 kbytes in size. A small fraction ( 1%)
of the rejected events are written to L4-reject tapes for monitoring purposes.

3.5 Event reconstruction
The o -line event reconstruction (also called level 5) uses the raw detector information
to produce variables that can directly be used in physics analyses. It also tags events for
di erent physics analysis classes. As an example, the following gives a brief overview of
the reconstruction of charged particle central tracks within the programme H1REC (for a
detailed discussion see 74]).
y

For a denition of yh , see Ch. 4.
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Tracks are parameterised using the ve helix parameters: the signed curvature (,
positive if the direction of a track coincides with a counter-clockwise propagation along
the circle projected on the xy -plane), the signed distance of closest approach to the z -axis
(dca, positive if the vector to the point of closest approach and the trajectory direction
form a right-handed system), azimuth and polar angle ( and ) and the z -position (z0 )
at the point of closest approach. The rst three parameters are determined by a circle t
to the data in the xy -projection. The circle equation, in polar coordinates, is given by:
1 (r2 + d2 ) + (1 ; d )r sin( ; ') ; d = 0:
ca
ca
ca
2
The last two parameters are obtained from a least-squares t of:

(3.1)

z = z0 + S xy ddSz 

(3.2)

 = arctan dz=1dS :

(3.3)

where S is the track length and S xy is the same length projected on the xy -plane. The
polar angle  can be determined from the slope dz=dS by:

Sometimes it happens that, due to multiple scattering between the two CJCs, one
parameterisation is not sucient. In that case two separate sets of parameters are determined with the constraint that they have to join in a point between the two chambers
under an angle compatible with the mean multiple scattering angle.
Tracks are found in two passes. A fast reconstruction (also used by the L4 lter farm)
rst looks for hit triplets and calculates for each triplet the  and  parameters. Triplets
belonging to the same track tend to cluster in the -plane, so that track candidates can
be identied. Track candidates with the largest number of triplets are checked rst the
remaining triplets are used to look for other tracks. Drift sign ambiguities are normally
resolved at this stage because the correct solution has a much larger number of hit triplets.
The standard track reconstruction uses the information from the fast track nding to
improve the time reference value for an event by ts to the drift length values of long
tracks. Tracks are then tted a second time and, if successful, they are kept and their hits
are not used in the following steps. The search for track elements then starts again, this
time producing track segments from chains of hit triplets that have one hit in common.
These segments are then merged into larger ones, allowing for possible gaps due to limited
double track resolution and ineciencies.
The code then ts the primary event vertex and the secondary vertices from pairs of
tracks. Because the z -resolution of non-vertex-tted central tracks is poor, it is only after
this vertex t that the information from the proportional and z -drift chambers is added
and that central and forward tracks are combined.

3.6 Detector simulation
The simulation of the detector response is necessary to study the observed signatures
of certain types of interaction and to correct the reconstructed physics data for limited
acceptance and detector ineciencies. The simulation programme H1SIM takes the infor50
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Figure 3.8 : Track reconstruction in the Central Jet Chambers

Electron-proton scattering event as seen in the CJC, showing tracks found by the pattern recognition
programme and mirror tracks.
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mation produced by an event generator, under the form of a set of particles with matching
four-momenta, as input. It will then simulate the propagation of these particles through
the detector and produce the same raw data banks as for real data. These events are then
reconstructed and analysed in exactly the same way as the real data.
The GEANT 78] framework is used to describe the geometry of the H1 detector and
the beam-line within 100 m around the interaction region. Two di erent levels of detail,
called ne and coarse granularities, are implemented. For the tracking detectors e.g.,
separate volumes are used for each cell and wire in the detailed geometry, while for the
coarse granularity an entire gas chamber is treated as one volume. The simulation with the
ne granularity can take a lot of time (up to a few minutes per event on a SGI Challenge
processor).
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4
Multiplicity structure of the nal
state in non-diractive DIS
This chapter discusses the multiplicity structure of the hadronic nal state in non-di ractive deep inelastic ep collisions, observed by the H1 experiment at HERA . Section 4.1
describes the experimental procedure. The selection of non-di ractive deep inelastic events
and charged particle tracks, the reconstruction of the kinematical variables and Lorentz
boost to the hadronic centre-of-mass system, the correction of the data for detector ineciencies and limited acceptance and the investigation of possible sources of systematic
uncertainties are reviewed. In Sec. 4.2 corrected results from the H1 experiment on the
multiplicity distribution, in the full current hemisphere and in pseudorapidity bins of
varying size, are shown and compared with data from e+ e; , lepton-hadron and hadronhadron collisions and to theoretical expectations and Monte Carlo models. A summary of
the results concludes the chapter.

4.1 Experimental procedure
4.1.1 Event selection
During the part of the positron running period in 1994 that is considered in this analysis,
the H1 detector recorded approximately 1.3 pb;1 of useful data on tape. However, only
a small fraction of the observed events are the result of a neutral current deep inelastic
scattering. The aim of the event selection is, therefore, to extract the genuine DIS events
and to suppress background events due to e.g. beam-gas, cosmic ray and photoproduction interactions. The event selection also limits the acceptance to a region where the
reconstructed variables have a good resolution and accuracy.
The event selection is done in a number of distinct steps. First, a very basic selection
is made to dene the event sample that will be the basis of the analysis. The scattered
positron is then subjected to a number of selection criteria to ensure that the positron
variables are well reconstructed and to suppress background events. The last step denes
the kinematical region and excludes the so-called `Large Rapidity Gap' events, which are
attributed to di ractive dissociation of the virtual photon.
The results of this chapter are published in 79].
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Basic event selection
During the positron running period in 1994 a problem was detected with the readout
electronics of the Central Tracker. This resulted in displaced hits, a ecting the track
reconstruction eciency. This defect was not reproduced in the Monte Carlo simulation
and, because the charged particle tracks are essential to this analysis, the results are based
on events which were recorded after this readout problem was xed.
Furthermore, runs where the HERA machine operated in shifted vertex mode are
excluded.
The basic event sample is dened as follows:

Run quality. Only runs with `good' or `medium' quality are considered. This
means that major detector components (trackers, calorimeters, : : : ) were operating
without problems. The medium quality label is assigned to runs where some nonessential subsystems are experiencing problems and are probably not participating
in the data acquisition (during HERA luminosity runs the data acquisition is always
kept running with as many readout branches as possible). Furthermore, the high
voltage status of all subdetectors used in this analysis is checked.
Event classi cation. The goal of the L5 event classication is to tag candidates

for di erent physics analysis classes after the full reconstruction. Out of a total of
nearly 20 distinct classes, two classes are considered for the analysis of DIS events:
Neutral current low Q2 (NCLQSQ class): These events have a positron candidate in
the BEMC, dened as the most energetic cluster with an energy larger than 8 GeV
and associated with a hit in the BPC.
Neutral current high Q2 (NCHQSQ class): These events have a positron candidate
in the LAr Calorimeter. The candidate energy cluster must have an electromagnetic
fraction larger than 50%. The event is further required to balance in pT (the missing
transverse momentum must be smaller than 40 GeV), at least one central or forward
0 of the
track has to be detected and the polar angle e and transverse energy ETe
scattered positron candidate must be contained in one of the following regions :
0 > 8 GeV, or, 45 < e < 160 and E 0 > 5 GeV.
10 < e < 45 and ETe
Te

ToF and Vetowall. Events that are tagged as background by the time-of-ight
scintillators are excluded.

Coherent noise in the LAr Calorimeter. Events with known patterns of coincident noise in the LAr Calorimeter are also rejected.

Selection of the scattered positron
The selection criteria for the scattered positron are of course di erent for positrons detected
in the BEMC and positrons detected in the LAr Calorimeter. Because of the geometrical
acceptance, events with a scattered positron in the BEMC are limited to a range in Q2
from roughly 10 to 80 GeV2 . They are subjected to the following selection criteria:

BEMC cluster. The radius of the positron candidate cluster must be smaller than
4 cm. This selection excludes the major part of wrongly identied energy depositions
due to hadrons entering the BEMC.
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BPC hit. A hit in the BPC must be associated with the positron candidate cluster

to ensure the particle entering the BEMC was charged. The distance between the
BPC hit and the BEMC cluster, projected on the xy -plane must be smaller than
3.5 cm. The BPC hit must lie within 60 cm of the z -axis.

Primary vertex. The primary vertex must be reconstructed from tracks and the
z-coordinate must lie within 30 cm of the nominal interaction point. This primary
interaction point is used to reconstruct the polar angle of the scattered positron.

Energy and polar angle. The scattered positron energy Ee0 must be larger than

12 GeV. Above this energy the L1 trigger that identies the scattered positron in
the BEMC has an eciency larger than 99%. This requirement also ensures that
photoproduction background is less than 1% of the nal DIS sample 3]. In these
events a quasi-real photon is exchanged and the positron is scattered at a low angle.
Because of the absence of a high energetic positron in the BEMC, it can happen
that some low energy deposits are mistaken for the scattered positron.
The polar angle is required to be in the range 157 < e < 173. This ensures that the
positron is well contained in the BEMC and BPC and excludes the inner triangular
stacks of the BEMC. It also avoids the region of large e were the resolution of the
positron-only method for the reconstruction of the kinematical variables becomes
problematic.
Events with a scattered positron detected in the LAr Calorimeter have a Q2-value
larger than 200 GeV2 . A positron candidate is found by looking for the electromagnetic
cluster with the highest transverse energy. This candidate cluster is then subjected to the
following criteria:

Hadronic energy. The maximally allowed hadronic energy behind the electromagnetic cluster is 0.5 GeV.

Isolation. The energy in the second road around the candidate cluster must be less

than 1.2 GeV. (The rst road is dened as a cylinder around the positron cluster
with axis pointing to the event vertex and a radius of 15 cm the second road is the
volume outside the rst road and within a cylinder with a radius of 30 cm.)

Primary vertex. As for the low Q2 sample, the z-coordinate of the primary event
vertex is required to lie within 30 cm of the nominal interaction point.

Polar angle. The positron candidate cluster is restricted to the range 10 <

e < 150, thus avoiding the intermediate region between the BEMC and the LAr
Calorimeter where energy measurements are problematic.

Selection of non-di ractive DIS events
Some further selections are applied to obtain the nal sample of non-di ractive DIS events:

Large Rapidity Gap events. Events with a Large Rapidity Gap adjacent to
the proton beam are removed from the sample by requiring that the total energy
deposited in the LAr Calorimeter in the range 4:4 <  < 15 is larger than 0.5 GeV.
This excludes the di ractive DIS events which are studied separately in Ch. 5.
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Kinematical selection. The events are restricted to the kinematical region dened
by:

0:05 < y < 0:6
80 < W < 220 GeV
10 < Q2 < 80 GeV2 or 200 < Q2 < 100 GeV2 :

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)

This ensures that the kinematical variables can be reconstructed with good resolution
and that there is sucient hadronic activity in the central detector. It also avoids
the problematic low and high y regions where the resolution of the reconstructed
kinematical variables is bad and QED radiative corrections are large.

4.1.2 Track selection
The reconstruction of charged particle tracks happens at several levels (initial track nding,
vertex tting and linking of track segments from di erent subdetectors) and each step
involves increasingly stricter constraints. Spurious hits have, therefore, not much chance
to survive and give rise to so-called `ghost' tracks. In fact, a visual scan of the data and
Monte Carlo events shows that essentially no fake tracks exist after the full reconstruction.
This means that all reconstructed tracks are genuine and that no complicated selection
is needed. The situation is somewhat di erent if one wants to produce a sample of high
quality tracks, with good resolution and accuracy in  and pT . For a multiplicity study,
however, the quality of the reconstructed track momenta is of less importance. Constraints
on the quality of tracks will only be applied during the study of systematic uncertainties.
There are in principle two types of tracks. Primary tracks are tted to the primary
interaction point and arise from particles produced in the ep collision itself. Secondary
tracks do not successfully t to the primary vertex and are the result of decays or secondary interactions of particles with the detector material. Some contamination between
the two samples is of course expected. The fraction of secondary particles that are still
reconstructed as primary central tracks is of the order of 10%. The results presented in
this and the next chapter are corrected for this and thus do not include the charged decay
products of KS0 , ' and ' and from weakly decaying particles with a lifetime longer than
8  10;9 s.
The primary track nding eciency in the Central Tracker has been determined from
a visual scan and is found to be 94:1  0:8% for real data and 94:3  1:3% for Monte Carlo
events. The reconstruction of forward tracks is considerably more complicated because of
the large amount of dead material in front of the Forward Tracker which gives rise to a
lot of secondary particles. Forward tracks were not included in the observed multiplicity
distributions. The Monte Carlo acceptance correction covers this loss.
Table 4.1 lists the eciency and purity of tracks as determined from a Monte Carlo
study (based on the DJANGO 6.2 generator, H1SIM version 3.06.41 and H1REC version
6.04.01). Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 show some control plots where central track variables in
data and from the same Monte Carlo simulation are compared.

Central tracks
Because the quality of tracks reconstructed in the Central Tracker is high, the selection is
straightforward:
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a) Eciency
8 <  < 15 15 <  < 165 40 <  < 140
p > 0:5 GeV pT > 0:15 GeV pT > 0:15 GeV
48.9%

90.9%

93.3%

b) Purity
Forward Tracker Central Tracker
72.1%

90.8%

Table 4.1 : Track nding eciency and primary track purity obtained from a
Monte Carlo simulation study

data
MC

1
-1

10

1/N dn/dφ

10

1/N dn/dθ

1/N dn/dpT [1/GeV]

a) The track nding eciency for primary particles is shown for the indicated ranges in  and p
or pT . The Forward Tracker roughly covers the range 8  <  < 15  , while the Central Tracker
stretches from 15  up to 165  . The track nding eciency for particles that fully traverse both
CJCs (with 40  <  < 140  ) is slightly better than for particles that leave the Central Tracker on
the forward or backward side.
b) Some secondary particles, produced in decays or secondary interactions with the detector material, are produced so close to the primary interaction point that they are reconstructed as primary
tracks. The table lists the purity (i.e. the amount of genuine primary tracks) for primary tracks
reconstructed in the Forward and Central Tracker.
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Figure 4.1 : Comparison of the reconstructed pT ,  and  distributions of
central tracks in data and Monte Carlo events

Event-normalised distributions are shown of the track transverse momentum pT , polar angle  and
azimuth . The real data are plotted as black dots and the Monte Carlo distributions are represented
by the shaded histograms. N is the number of events n is the number of tracks.
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Figure 4.2 : Comparison of technical track variables of central tracks in data
and Monte Carlo events

The event-normalised distributions of the number of hits per track nhits , the track length l, the
distance of closest approach dca and the 2 per degree of freedom of the t to the primary vertex are
shown and the comparison between data (black dots) and Monte Carlo events (shaded histograms)
is made (here, the dca is calculated in the xy-plane and with respect to the reconstructed event
vertex). It is clear that the hit eciency in data is somewhat lower than in the Monte Carlo
simulation, especially for tracks with many hits.
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Figure 4.3 : Dependence of technical track variables on ,  and pT of the
track

The average number of hits hnhits i, average track length hli, average distance of closest approach
hdca i and h 2 =NDF i of the vertex t are plotted as function of ,  and pT for data (black dots) and
Monte Carlo events (shaded histograms). From this gure it is clear that the smaller hit eciency
in data is not restricted to a particular region in phase space and thus is not due to some dead or
inecient areas in the Central Tracker. The smaller number of hits leads to shorter tracks that
are less well tted to the primary vertex.
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Primary vertex tted tracks. Tracks must successfully t to the primary event
vertex. This removes most of the secondary particles and all ghost tracks.

No split tracks. Sometimes it happens that the two track segments from CJC1
and CJC2 cannot be linked, while they are produced by the same particle. These
split tracks are removed so that no double counting occurs. This problem was solved
in a later version of the reconstruction software.

To study the systematic uncertainty of the track selection some cuts on the track
quality are introduced. This is done by requiring at least 10 hits, a track length of at least
10 cm and a starting point in CJC1 (thus avoiding the split track problem altogether).

Forward tracks
Forward tracks are only used for the study of systematic uncertainties. They are selected
using the following criteria:

Track momentum. The track must be contained in the region dened by  > 8
and p > 0:5 GeV. The uncertainty in momentum p=p must be smaller than 1.

Track segments. The track must be made up of at least one planar segment.
Track and vertex t. The resulting 2 from the track t must be smaller than

25 and the 2 per degree of freedom from the vertex t must be smaller than 10.
Furthermore, when extrapolated to the event vertex, the distance in the xy -plane
between the track and primary vertex must be smaller than 10 cm.

4.1.3 Event kinematics

Reconstruction of the DIS kinematical variables
Because the H1 detector measures both the scattered positron and a large part of the
hadronic nal state, the determination of the event kinematics is an over-constrained
problem and several reconstruction methods exist 80]. These methods have to be judged
by their resolution over the kinematical plane and their sensitivity to QED radiative
corrections and the limited hadronic measurement due to the beam pipe holes. In the
following the positron and proton beam energies are labelled Ee and Ep , respectively.

Positron-only method: This method makes only use of the measurement of the scattered positron energy Ee0 and polar angle e :

0
e sin2 e 
ye = 1 ; E
Ee
2

Q2e = 4Ee Ee0 cos2 2e :

(4.4)
(4.5)

The e ect of the nite resolution of the positron measurement can be studied by taking
the partial derivatives of the above expressions:
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#ye = 1 ; ye #Ee0  1 ; ye cot e  # 
e
ye
ye Ee0
ye
2
#Q2e = #Ee0  tan e  # :
e
Q2e
Ee0
2

(4.6)
(4.7)

From this it can be seen that the method fails at low ye or e close to 180. The selections
y > 0:05 and e < 173 are thus necessary to ensure a good resolution of the reconstructed
kinematical variables. Because no measurement of the hadronic nal state is needed,
the method is insensitive to leakage through the beam pipe holes. Furthermore, the
Lorentz boost to the hadronic centre-of-mass system can be calculated independently
of the hadronic system. The biggest disadvantage of the positron-only method is its
sensitivity to QED radiation. This can be remedied by excluding events with low or high
y, or with a large di erence between ye and yh (see below).

Jacquet-Blondel method: The event kinematics can also be determined using hadrons
only. The Jacquet-Blondel method 81] uses the total four-momentum of all reconstructed
hadrons (Eh  pxh pyh  pzh ):

yh = (Eh2;E pzh ) 
e
2 + p2
p
Q2h = xh1 ; y yh :

(4.8)
(4.9)

h

Note that the loss due to leakage is minimised because forward going hadrons have small
transverse momentum and E ; pz  0. Because of the asymmetric beam energies at
HERA, the leakage in the backward direction is small. The Jacquet-Blondel method is
especially useful for the reconstruction of the kinematics of charged current events where
there is no scattered positron to be measured.

Double angle method: Using the polar angles of both the scattered positron and the
hadronic recoil jet one can reconstruct y and Q2 as follows:

h ) sin e
yDA = sin  (1+ ;sincos


h
e ; sin(e + h )
e ) sin h
Q2DA = 4Ee2 sin  (1+ +sincos
 ; sin( +  ) 
h

e

e

h

(4.10)
(4.11)

with the polar angle of the hadronic recoil jet, h , calculated from the Jacquet-Blondel
variables:

Q2 (1 ; yh) ; 4Ee2yh2 :
cos h = h2
Qh (1 ; yh) + 4Ee2yh2

(4.12)

The positron-only method was found to be adequate for the analysis of the multiplicity
structure in non-di ractive DIS. Figure 4.4 shows the resolution and accuracy of the
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reconstructed kinematical variables Q2 , y , x and W . Bjorken-x and the hadronic centreof-mass energy W are calculated by:
2
x = Qsy 
W 2 = sy ; Q2 + m2p

(4.13)
(4.14)

with s the squared ep centre-of-mass energy and mp the proton mass. The other methods
are reviewed here because of their use in the analysis of di ractive DIS.

QED radiation
The kinematical variables determined with the positron-only method su er from the e ect
of QED radiation. The problem is that the idealised diagram shown in Fig. 4.5a, for the
lepton vertex in deep inelastic ep scattering, does not describe the real world where higher
orders in EM are signicant. These higher order diagrams are shown in Fig. 4.5b,c and d.
The result of initial state radiation is that the e ective energy of the incoming positron
is decreased by an amount equal to the energy of the radiated photon :

Eeeff = Ee ; E :

(4.15)

If the photon is intercepted by the photon tagger in the beam pipe, one can correct for
this. However, in most events the photon disappears undetected in the beam pipe and one
has to cope with an additional error in the measurement. Using a Monte Carlo generator
like HERACLES 41] which describes QED radiation one can calculate the true y and Q2
on the generator level and thus correct for the migration in the kinematical plane.
Final state radiation occurs when the positron radiates a photon after the hard interaction with the proton. However, this photon is highly collinear with the positron and will
end up in the same calorimeter energy cluster. This means that no correction has to be
made, although one has to be careful when dening the correct kinematical variables in
the Monte Carlo generator (by using the scattered positron momentum before the photon
is radiated).
A more subtle complication is the problem of vertex corrections. Although the fourmomentum of the photon that is exchanged with the proton can now correctly be calculated from the incoming and outgoing positron, the interpretation of the cross section
changes. Both a pure `Born' cross section and a `QED' cross section, with higher order
QED e ects switched on, can be dened. However, for y < 0:6 the di erence between
both is smaller than 4% 82]. Furthermore, if the occurrences at the lepton and proton
vertex are independent of each other, these vertex corrections are not important in this
analysis.

Lorentz boost to the hadronic centre-of-mass system
Because of the very asymmetric beam energies, the laboratory frame is a very peculiar
system to study the hadronic nal state. It is much better to boost all detected particles
to the hadronic centre-of-mass system (CMS), so that comparison with other experiments
and to theoretical models can easily be made. This Lorentz transformation involves both
a boost and a rotation. The Lorentz boost is given by:
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Figure 4.4 : Kinematical variables y, Q2, x and W reconstructed with the
positron-only method
2

The event-normalised distributions of y, Q , x and W are shown on the left. The data are represented by the black dots, while the Monte Carlo distributions are plotted as shaded histograms. The
result of a Monte Carlo simulation study of the resolution and accuracy is shown on the right. For
each kinematical variable the evolution of the mean relative dierence between the reconstructed
and generated variable is plotted as a function of the true (generated) variable. The error bars
re ect the spread of the relative dierence.
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Figure 4.5 : Diagrams for QED radiation e ects

(a) The Born diagram with no radiation (b) initial state radiation (c) nal state radiation (d)
vertex correction due to the exchange of a virtual photon

E cms =  (E lab ; ~  ~p lab )
lab
pcms
=  (plab
k
k ; E )
p~?cms = p~?lab

(4.16)
(4.17)
(4.18)

where p is the four-momentum (E~p ) of an arbitrary particle and pk = ~  p~= and
~p? = ~p ; pk ~ =. The Lorentz- and  factors are calculated from the four-momentum of
the hadronic system P 0 :

~ = E~pP 00 
P
p
 = 1 ; 2 = qEP 0 
~pP20
P 0 = P + q = P + k ; k0

(4.19)
(4.20)
(4.21)

where P , q , k and k0 are the four-momenta of the incoming proton, exchanged photon,
incoming and outgoing positron, respectively, measured in the laboratory frame.
The subsequent rotation aligns, by convention, the positive z -axis along the direction
of the virtual photon. This has the e ect that a particle that was travelling backwards
in the laboratory will suddenly go forward in the hadronic CMS, but is consistent with
the denition of the hadronic CMS in xed-target DIS experiments. In this chapter the
superscript  is used in the notation of variables measured in the hadronic CMS.
Because of the boost, the Central Tracker acceptance window shifts back and forth
in the hadronic CMS. This means that the high eciency is smeared out over a larger
rapidity range, yielding a lower probability to detect a particle when averaged over events.
Figure 4.6 shows the acceptance and resolution in pseudo-rapidity in the hadronic CMS.

4.1.4 Data correction

The raw multiplicity distribution in a given region of (W , Q2) and pseudorapidity needs
to be corrected for several e ects. These include loss of events and particles due to
limited geometrical acceptance and resolution of the tracking detectors, limited track
nding eciency, contamination by tracks from particle decays and interactions in the
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Figure 4.6 : Acceptance and resolution in pseudorapidity in the hadronic CMS
as a function of pseudorapidity

The gures on the left show the fraction of generated particles that are detected in the trackers as
a function of pseudorapidity in the hadronic CMS for dierent ranges in W . Because the exact
position of the Central Tracker acceptance window in rapidity space is dierent for each event, the
high eciency in the laboratory is smeared out over a larger area. The black points were obtained
using the Central Tracker only, while the white dots include forward tracks. The plots on the right
show the mean dierence between reconstructed and generated pseudorapidity in the hadronic CMS
for the same ranges in W . Only central tracks were used and the error bars re ect the spread of
the dierence.
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detector material which are assigned to the primary vertex, and also QED initial state
radiation which a ects the event kinematics. The results presented in Sec. 4.2 are corrected
for all the above-mentioned e ects using the DJANGO 6.0 generator.
Correction factors are obtained from Monte Carlo simulation by comparing the `true'
generated distributions before the detector simulation with the `observed' distributions
after this simulation followed by the same reconstruction, selection and analysis as the
real data. The true distributions do not include the charged decay products of KS0 , ', '
and from weakly decaying particles with lifetime larger than 8  10;9 s.
The multiplicity unfolding method used here is discussed in detail in App. A. In
short, a multiplicity migration matrix is determined from the Monte Carlo simulation,
which contains the probabilities mc
ij for an event with observed multiplicity j to have
originated from an event with true multiplicity i. This migration matrix is then used,
together with the bin-by-bin correction factors i for event losses and migration in the
kinematical plane, to unfold the observed multiplicity distribution. One of the underlying
assumptions of the method is that the probabilities occurring in the migration matrix
derived from the Monte Carlo generator are the same as in the real data. Otherwise, the
unfolded multiplicity distribution will be biassed towards the generator input distribution.
To reduce this bias it has been found necessary to use an iterative procedure whereby the
predicted multiplicity distribution at the generator level is reweighted using a previous
approximation of the unfolded multiplicity data, until convergence is reached. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4.7.
As a cross-check of the measurement of the means and dispersions of the distributions
obtained by the matrix unfolding method, and to allow the study of certain multiplicity
distributions given in parametric form, a second method is used. Instead of correcting the
observed multiplicity distribution, a theoretical distribution fith (~a) which depends on the
parameter set ~a, is transformed into a raw reconstructed distribution taking all detector
e ects into account. The function fith (~a) represents the true multiplicity distribution for
ideal non-radiative deep inelastic collisions. The transformed distribution gjth(~a) is then
compared to the measured one and the parameters ~a are determined with a standard
minimum 2 procedure. In Sec. 4.2 this method is used to make comparisons to the
Negative Binomial and Lognormal distributions.

4.1.5 Systematic errors

This section discusses the various possible sources of systematic uncertainties. Each possible systematic e ect is independently varied and the analysis is repeated as outlined in the
previous sections. The di erence in the nal result, relative to the quoted result based on
the correction with the DJANGO 6.0 Monte Carlo generator, is taken as one contribution
to the systematic uncertainty. The errors from all sources are added in quadrature.
For illustration, the change in the mean charged multiplicity due to various e ects are
summarised in Tab. 4.2. Results are given for both the full current hemisphere (  > 0)
where the corrections are largest and the pseudorapidity range 1 <   < 3, where the
detector acceptance is high.
Photoproduction events that survive the DIS selection will have a fake positron detected in the BEMC. Above a reconstructed scattered positron energy Ee0 of 14 GeV
the contribution of photoproduction events is practically zero. For 12 < Ee0 <
14 GeV the background contribution is estimated to be 5% 3]. This means that
photoproduction events only contribute to the highest W interval. To suppress photoproduction events in this interval, the Ee0 cut is raised from 12 to 14 GeV, a smaller
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Raw data multiplicity distributions in the pseudorapidity range 1 < < 5 are compared to DJANGO 6.0 and reweighted DJANGO 6.0 distributions, after
detector simulation and reconstruction, in four W regions and on a linear (upper gures) and logarithmic scale (lower gures). The dotted histograms
represent the result from the DJANGO 6.0 generator and are narrower and have a lower average multiplicity than the data. After the reweighting procedure,
however, the Monte Carlo distributions are in good agreement with the observed data.

Figure 4.7 : Reconstructed multiplicity distributions in non-di ractive DIS for data, Monte Carlo and reweighted Monte
Carlo events

4.1. Experimental procedure
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+0.3%
(3.3%)

;0.5%
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(2.4%)

+2.4%
(2.8%)

;1.2%

+2.7%
(2.2%)

;4.5%
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(1.7%)

;1.1%
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;4.3%
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+1.1%
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;3.5%
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+1.4%
(2.4%)

(2.2%)
+0.2%
(1.7%)

;3.0%
(2.1%)

;1.2%
(1.9%)

;0.0%

;0.8%
;0.8%
(1.5%)

;3.1%
(1.5%)

+0.6%
(1.7%)

(1.6%)

;1.7%
(1.5%)

;3.9%
(1.6%)

+1.8%
(1.8%)

;0.8%

;3.7%
(1.5%)

+0.9%
(1.7%)

(1.5%)

BEMC ener- ;2.1%
(1.2%)
gy scale

photoproduction

;4.0%
(1.2%)
;0.8%
(1.4%)

(1.3%)

track
selection
+0.1%
(1.2%)

;0.7%

unfolding
method

;2.1%

6.5%

(1.2%)

;2.5%

6.4%

(1.2%)

;2.3%

5.3%

(1.0%)

;0.7%

3.7%

(1.1%)

;3.8%

5.9%

(1.2%)

;4.6%

6.6%

(1.2%)

;4.5%

6.6%

(0.9%)

;4.9%

6.8%

(1.6%)

LEPTO 6.1
TOTAL

Table 4.2 : Summary of systematic e ects in the analysis of the multiplicity structure in non-di ractive DIS

The change in average multiplicity is given for the full current hemisphere and for a restricted pseudorapidity interval. For comparison, the statistical error
on hni for the given data sample is given between brackets.
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radial extension of the BEMC energy cluster is demanded and events with a positron
detected in the electron tagger are rejected. This results, however, in a negligible
change of the mean multiplicity in the highest W interval.
The BEMC energy scale is known to an accuracy of 1%. Decreasing the energy scale
by its error reduces the mean multiplicity by a maximum of  3%.
The track selection criteria ensure a high eciency (above 95% inside the acceptance
region). The contribution to the total systematic error is estimated by applying
additional selections on the track quality: requiring more than 10 hits, a track
length of more than 10 cm and a starting point in CJC1. One should bear in
mind, however, that by selecting long tracks with many hits, tracks with small and
large  are disfavoured, thus enhancing the bias due to the Monte Carlo acceptance
correction.
The multiplicity unfolding is performed iteratively to reduce the dependence on the
generated Monte Carlo multiplicity distribution. To estimate the importance of any
residual systematic bias on the mean and dispersion of the multiplicity distribution,
a Negative Binomial distribution, smeared for detector e ects, is tted to the reconstructed data multiplicity distribution. The e ect on the determination of the mean
multiplicity is well below 2%. In addition, hni has been estimated from the fully
corrected single-inclusive charged particle   spectrum in each W interval, using the
standard bin-by-bin correction method. The (generally small) di erence between
extremes is taken as one contribution to the overall systematic error.
The predictions for hni of the Monte Carlo generators used here di er by 17%, at
most, in the pseudorapidity domain 0 <   < 1. This region lies partly outside
the Central Tracker acceptance at low W . Since a change in generator multiplicity
outside the acceptance region does not a ect the reconstructed distribution, a generator dependent bias cannot be removed by reweighting the input distribution. A
systematic uncertainty has been assigned to the results pertaining to the full current hemisphere (  > 0) by taking the maximum di erence between results derived
from di erent event generators. Table 4.2 illustrates the maximum size of the e ect
obtained from the generator LEPTO 6.1
The contribution from decay products of KS0 , ', ' etc. is subtracted via the unfolding
procedure. However, recent studies at HERA indicate that the KS0 production rate may be
overestimated by about 10% 83, 84] in the models used for correction. Such a di erence
leads to a systematic underestimation of the mean multiplicity of at most 0:4%.
From event simulation it is estimated that about 0.1 tracks per event assigned to
the primary vertex are, in fact, due to photon conversions in the detector material. To
account for possible di erences between the event simulation and the real detector response
an additional 1% systematic error on the mean multiplicity is assumed.
Di ractive events are removed from the H1 DIS sample by rejecting events with a
Large Rapidity Gap. Not removing these events would result in a 3% decrease of the
mean multiplicity. This e ect is not included in the quoted systematic errors.

4.2 Results
Charged particle multiplicity distributions, in di erent pseudorapidity domains, have been
measured in the kinematical regions listed in Tab. 4.3. The data are integrated over particle
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W range

hW i

Q2 range
(GeV2 )

hQ2i

no. of events

(GeV2 )

(GeV)

(GeV)

80 { 115

96.9

10
20
40
200
10

{ 20 13.9
{ 40 27.6
{ 80 55.0
{ 1000 385.3
{ 80 22.9

9150
5021
2509
377
16680

115 { 150 132.0

10
20
40
200
10

{ 20 13.9
{ 40 27.5
{ 80 55.1
{ 1000 372.8
{ 80 23.2

8202
4360
2421
411
14983

150 { 185 166.8

10
20
40
200
10

{ 20 13.9
{ 40 27.6
{ 80 55.1
{ 1000 378.4
{ 80 23.3

6778
3662
1751
439
12191

185 { 220 201.9

10
20
40
200
10

{ 20 13.9
{ 40 27.6
{ 80 54.9
{ 1000 374.2
{ 80 23.5

5299
2919
1037
349
9255

Table 4.3 : Kinematical bins used in the study of the multiplicity structure of
the nal state in non-di ractive
DIS
2

The number of events, average Q and average W are listed for the dierent kinematical regions
studied. Apart from the full current hemisphere (de ned as the domain > 0), several domains
in pseudorapidity are considered: 1   c with c = 2, 3, 4, 5, as well as intervals of unit
pseudorapidity centred at = 2.5, 3.5, 4.5.

transverse momentum to allow comparison with other experiments. All data can be found
in numerical form in App. B. There, tables list the lower moments of the multiplicity
distributions, the t-parameters resulting from negative binomial and lognormal ts and
the multiplicity distributions themselves, together with their statistical and systematic
errors.

4.2.1 Current hemisphere multiplicity moments
Because of the multitude of existing single hemisphere data from xed target leptonnucleon collisions and from e+ e; annihilations, which can be used as comparative material,
the moments of the charged particle multiplicity distribution in deep-inelastic ep scattering
at HERA have been measured in the full current hemisphere   > 0. As discussed in
Sec. 4.1.2, the limited experimental acceptance in the interval 0 <   < 1, in particular
in the range 80 < W < 115 GeV, renders the H1 data in this region more sensitive to
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the Monte Carlo generators used in the correction procedure than in other pseudorapidity
domains. The quoted systematic errors include this additional uncertainty.
Data on multiplicity distributions in a single hemisphere and in restricted domains
of rapidity are available from several e+ e; experiments 60,61, 63, 69,70, 85{89]. In the
following, the JETSET Monte Carlo generator, with parameter settings as used by the
DELPHI Collaboration 37], is used to make comparisons between DIS data and results
from e+ e; annihilations. This model reproduces in detail the multiplicity distributions
of the nal state in e+ e; annihilations, in the full phase space as well as in restricted
intervals of rapidity. Because the production of charm and bottom quarks is suppressed in
DIS, the JETSET e+ e; predictions presented below (labelled as \JETSET e+ e; " in the
gures) are obtained for a mixture of `primary' light quarks pairs only. The contribution
to hni from cc (bb) events is estimated at LEP to be a factor 1:04  0:03 (1:14  0:01) larger
than for light quarks 90]. Decays of KS0 , ' and ' are excluded, as in the DIS data and
simulations, thereby avoiding experiment and energy dependent corrections to published
data. The event axis, which is not a priori known in e+ e; , is taken to be the thrust axis.
The JETSET predictions are also used in domains of pseudorapidity where no direct e+ e;
measurements exist. For these, the conclusions should be treated with caution.

Mean charged multiplicity
Figure 4.8a shows the mean charged multiplicity for   > 0, measured by this and other
lepton-nucleon experiments 65,71,91, 92], as a function of the centre-of-mass energy W .
In the W range covered by HERA, hni is compatible with a linear increase with ln W .
Combined with the data at lower energy, however, it is evident that the mean multiplicity
increases faster than ln W . The HERA data conrm, for the rst time in DIS lepton-proton
scattering, the faster-than-linear growth of hni with ln W , a feature already well-known
from e+ e; annihilations and hadron-hadron collisions, and expected in perturbative QCD.
Various models predict the evolution of the mean multiplicity with energy and several
parameterisations have been tted to the data plotted in Fig. 4.8a. Because of the systematic di erence between the EMC and E665 results, discussed in 65], ts are performed
without the E665 data points. The errors on best-t parameters quoted in this section
include systematic uncertainties.
From 66] an appropriate power-law form, compatible with the KNO-G prescription
and following from a scale-invariant branching mechanism, is

hni = a  (W=W0)2b0 ; c

(4.22)

where the constant c may be regarded as a `discreteness correction' with the value c = 0:5
and W0 = 1 GeV. The t yields a = 1:40  0:04, b0 = 0:20  0:01 with 2 =NDF = 39=23.
The value for b0 agrees with that obtained in 67] (b0 = 0:221) in a comprehensive analysis
of the full phase space multiplicity distribution in e+ e; annihilations.
The DIS data are further compared to the Modied Leading-Log (MLLA+LPHD)
prediction in the form proposed by 14, 93] and valid for running QCD coupling S :

hni = c1 94 NLS + c2
with
71

(4.23)
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Figure 4.8 : The lower moments of the full current hemisphere charged hadron
multiplicity distribution in non-di ractive DIS as a function of W

The average full current hemisphere charged hadron multiplicity hni, the ratio hni=D and the normalised second order factorial moment R2 measured in non-diractive deep inelastic ep scattering
are compared with data from other lepton-nucleon experiments, with the JETSET model which
represents the data from e+ e; annihilations to high accuracy, with the LEPTO 6.4 model (MEPS)
and to theoretical predictions and parameterisations. For clarity, only a representative sample of
p data is plotted. The total errors on the H1 data are the overall uncertainties computed by adding
the statistical and systematic errors in quadrature. When two error bars are displayed the inner
error bar is the statistical error and the outer one is the total error. For data from other experiments the published systematic errors are used, whenever available. Otherwise a systematic error
of 5% is assumed.
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1;B
NLS (Y ) = ;(B) 2z
I1+B (z)

(4.24)

q

where z  480 Y , with Y = ln(W=2Q0), a = 11 + 272 Nf , 0 = 11 ; 23 Nf , B = a=0
and Nf the number of active avours I is a modied Bessel function of order  and
; is the Gamma function. In 93] Eq. (4.23) was shown to describe the mean charged
multiplicity in e+ e; annihilations from LEP energies down to centre-of-mass energies of
3 GeV. The factor 94 accounts for the multiplicity di erence in a quark and gluon jet c1 is
a (non-perturbative) normalisation parameter and c2 is the `leading parton' contribution,
not included in the theoretical calculation. Using the same shower cut-o value Q0 =
270 MeV and Nf = 3 as in 93], the t-parameters c1 = 1:21  0:05 and c2 = 0:81  0:08
are obtained with 2 =NDF = 45=23. The best-t curve is shown in Fig. 4.8a (dashed
line) and describes the data over a wide W range.
The mean multiplicity has also been computed as a function of S (W ) including the
resummation of leading and next-to-leading corrections 94] with the result

hni = a bS exp (c=pS ) 1 + d  pS ] 

(4.25)

where the parameter a cannot be calculated from QCD. The constants b and c are predicted
by theory. Note that the formula (4.23) reduces to (4.25) at large z . This last QCD
prediction has been successfully tested over a wide energy range in several analyses of the
mean charged multiplicity in e+ e; annihilations, including the recent LEP measurement
at 130 GeV 60,69,70, 89]. The running coupling constant is calculated with the two-loop
expression
;

;

1 ln ln W 2 ='2 
S W 2 =
1
;
4
0 ln (W 2 ='2) 03 ln2 (W 2='2)

(4.26)

p

with the constant 0 as dened before, 1 = 102 ; 383 Nf , b = 14 + 1027N0f and c = 96 =0.
According to 94] ' needs not to be ;identical to 'MS , although both are expected to be
rather similar, in particular if the O pS correction turns out to be small. A t of the
data to the form (4.25) with a and d as free parameters, ' = 263 MeV 95] and N;p
f =3
yields a = 0:041  0:006 and d = 0:2  0:3 with 2 =NDF = 27=23. Neglecting the O S
correction in (4.25) and treating ' as a free parameter, results in ' = 190  60 MeV and
a = 0:034  0:005 with 2 =NDF = 29:9=23.
The functions (4.22), (4.23) and (4.25) are fairly similar. The corresponding tted
curves practically coincide and only (4.23) is shown in Fig. 4.8a (dashed line) for reasons
of clarity. Clear di erences between them will only become visible at much larger energies.
The energy evolution of the mean multiplicity of partons emitted from a primary
parton has been calculated for running as well as for xed S 93]. In the latter case
the multiplicity rises as a power of the energy as in Eq. (4.22). For running coupling
constant, the growth is slower than any power of W , but faster than any power of ln W ,
as in Eqs. (4.23) and (4.25). The various parameterisations discussed here show that, up
to present energies, distinction between xed and running S , based on measurements of
hni, is still not possible.
The data are sensitive, however, to soft gluon interference in QCD. Neglecting inter73
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ference would
p increase the multiplicity anomalous dimension 14],  = d lnhni=d ln W 2, by
a factor 2. This has been shown to be inconsistent with data for any reasonable value
of ' 96] and conrmed for DIS in 21,22].
The above comparisons conrm and extend earlier indications from p interactions
91] that the rate of increase with energy of hni in the current fragmentation region of DIS
lepton-nucleon interactions is roughly similar to that observed in e+ e; annihilation in
the presently covered energy range. Figure 4.8a compares the DIS multiplicity with single
hemisphere results as expected from the JETSET e+ e; generator for light quark-antiquark
pairs (dotted line). The H1 results are consistent with the presence of a small multiplicity
excess in e+ e; annihilations, relative to DIS, above W = 10 GeV, which has been noted
before 97, 98]. In measurements of inclusive charged particle spectra at HERA 99,100] a
similar excess is seen near zero longitudinal momentum in the hadronic centre-of-mass. It
is usually attributed to a more prolic gluon emission in e+ e; (cf. the `antenna e ect').
The MEPS 6.4 generator for DIS at HERA energies (solid line) overestimates the mean
charged multiplicity substantially.

The ratio hni=D and R2

Figure 4.8b shows the ratio of hni to D in a comparison with xed target DIS data. This
ratio is expected to be energy independent if KNO scaling holds. The data above 10 GeV
are indeed constant, within large errors, after a clear rise at lower W . The JETSET
e+ e; prediction (dotted curve) exhibits rather similar energy dependence and, moreover,
illustrates that KNO scaling is only approximately valid. The MEPS 6.4 generator (solid
line) agrees well with the HERA data.
The normalised second order factorial moment R2 = hn(n ; 1)i=hni2 is plotted in
Fig. 4.8c. This quantity is equal to the integrated two-particle inclusive density and is,
therefore, a direct measure of the strength of the hadron-hadron correlations. It shows
little, if any, energy dependence over the HERA range but rises steadily at lower W . The
behaviour is very similar for e+ e; nal states. The experimental values of R2 are further
compared to a QCD calculation which, for a quark jet, predicts R2 to behave as

R2 = 74 1 ; pS ] 

(4.27)

with  = 0:88 for three avours 101]. Leading and next-to-leading order predictions are
plotted, with S calculated according to the two-loop formula (4.26) and the scale parameter set to ' = 263 MeV. Both the curves are signicantly above the data. Nevertheless,
it is interesting that the next-to-leading order calculation comes closer to the data, although the disagreement remains considerable. The data are rather well reproduced by
the JETSET model in the case of e+ e; annihilations, a fact conrmed by di erential
measurements of the two-particle correlation function by OPAL 102]. The prediction of
MEPS 6.4 for DIS (solid line) is in agreement with the HERA result.
The results presented in this and the previous section indicate similarities of the low
order moments of the single hemisphere multiplicity distribution in DIS and e+ e; annihilations, in conformity with the hypothesis of approximate universality of quark and gluon
fragmentation.
QCD predictions for the energy dependence of the mean parton multiplicity, derived
from analytical solutions of the evolution equations, are in agreement with that observed
for hadrons and thus add to the existing support for the LPHD ansatz at the singleinclusive level. The large disagreement between data and QCD next-to-leading order
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calculations of 101] for R2 suggests that extension of the LPHD hypothesis to higher
order inclusive correlations may not be justied and that calculations beyond next-toleading order are necessary.

4.2.2 Q2 dependence of the multiplicity moments
In this and the following sections the multiplicity distribution and its moments are studied
in domains of pseudorapidity, limited to the current fragmentation region   > 1. The Q2
and W dependence is examined and compared with data from other types of interactions
and with predictions from the MEPS 6.4 generator.
In the simple quark-parton model the properties of the total hadronic system produced
in a deep inelastic lepton-hadron collision depend on the lepton kinematical variables
Bjorken-x and Q2 only through the invariant mass W of the hadronic system. In QCD,
scaling violations of the quark fragmentation functions and of the parton distributions
introduce an explicit Q2 dependence even at xed W . Fixed target DIS electron, muon
and (anti-) neutrino experiments at low energies conrm that the global characteristics
of the hadronic nal states and the average number of produced hadrons in particular,
vary most signicantly with W . At xed W , only weak dependencies on Q2 are observed
64,103{105]. Such results are in accord with the Bjorken-Kogut correspondence principle
27] and imply that the densities in the hadron plateaus spanning the current, central
and target regions are quite similar 27,106]. Only recently, a statistically signicant Q2
dependence of the mean charged hadron multiplicity has been established in + p and
 ( )p interactions 105,107]. The e ect is limited to a restricted region in Feynman-x:
;0:15 < xF < 0:15, where xF is the fractional longitudinal momentum of a hadron in the
hadronic CMS frame. There are no published results on a possible variation with Q2 of
the shape of the multiplicity distribution.
The H1 experiment allows us to investigate the charged particle multiplicity distribution over a wide range in Q2 in a novel energy domain. In Fig. 4.9 the mean charged
multiplicity and the dispersion of the multiplicity distribution are plotted in four intervals
of W , and in the pseudorapidity domain 1 <   < 5, covering part of the current fragmentation hemisphere. Within errors, no signicant variation with Q2, in a xed interval
of W , is observed for hni and D in the range 10 < Q2 < 1000 GeV2.
To ascertain the evolution with Q2 seen at much lower energy, it will be necessary
to study the multiplicity distribution in the central and proton remnant pseudorapidity
regions which are not covered in this analysis. A similar study with quasi-real photons at
HERA would be of evident interest.
The data presented in subsequent sections have been obtained from data samples
integrated over the full Q2 region (Q2 > 10 GeV2) covered by this experiment.

4.2.3 The shape of the multiplicity distribution in pseudorapidity domains
Fig. 4.10 shows, as a representative example, the multiplicity distribution in the interval
115 < W < 150 GeV, measured in various   domains.
The gure illustrates that the multiplicity distribution, at xed W , becomes narrower
as the size of the   interval is reduced. However, the same distributions plotted in KNO
form (not shown) widen under the same conditions. The latter property is in part related
to the diminishing inuence of global conservation constraints and was rst predicted in
43].
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Figure 4.9 : Q2 dependence of the lower moments of the charged hadron
multiplicity
distribution in non-di ractive DIS
2

The Q dependence of the mean charged particle multiplicity (top) and the dispersion (bottom)
is plotted in intervals of W and in the domain 1 < < 5. The inner error bars represent the
statistical error, the outer error bars represent the total (quadratic sum of statistical and systematic)
errors. The solid lines are ts to a constant.
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Figure 4.10 : The fully unfolded multiplicity distributions in non-di ractive
DIS events with 115 < W < 150 GeV

The distribution for 1 < < 5 is plotted at its true scale each consecutive distribution is shifted
down by a factor of 10. The H1 data points (solid symbols) are compared with MEPS 6.4 (open
symbols) and to ts to the Lognormal (full) and Negative Binomial (dashed) distribution. Statistical
errors only are plotted.
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Figure 4.10 also shows the predictions from MEPS 6.4 (open symbols). Signicant
deviations are noted. The model overestimates the mean multiplicity (cf. Fig. 4.8a) and,
consequently, does not reproduce the small and large n tail of the distribution. These
defects are seen in all W and   intervals examined.
Numerous parameterisations for the shape of the multiplicity distribution are used
in the literature. Here, the Negative Binomial distribution (NBD) and the Lognormal
distribution (LND) are used. The phenomenological arguments leading to these forms are
discussed in Ch. 2. The parameters of these parametric models are obtained from a least
2 t to the uncorrected multiplicity distributions. The best-t parameters for all studied
pseudorapidity and W intervals are summarised in App. B. The quoted errors are the
quadratic sum of the statistical error and the systematic uncertainties.
The solid (dashed) line in Fig. 4.10 shows how the LND (NBD) compares to the
measurements. Inspection of this gure and of Tab. B.3 indicates that the LND gives
a reasonably accurate description of the data, in particular in the smallest   domain.
However, the quality of the ts deteriorates in larger domains. Likewise, the NBD ts are
acceptable in the smallest   domain but become progressively worse for larger intervals.
The two distributions are seen to di er most for low multiplicities. Nevertheless, it may
be veried from Tabs. B.2 and B.3 that the estimates for the mean and dispersion of the
multiplicity distribution, derived from these parameterisations, agree very well with those
derived from the fully unfolded distribution. Parametric forms, such as the NBD and
LND, therefore remain useful for phenomenology.
Several extensions of the NBD have been introduced. In 108] the H -function extension
of the NBD (known as the HNBD) was used to t the H1 data. The average multiplicity
was xed at its observed value, k was set to unity (this yields a Weibull distribution) and
only the parameter was varied in the 2 minimisation procedure. This HNBD yields a
substantially better 2 =NDF and xes the discrepancy at small multiplicities. In 109]
another extension, the Modied NBD (MNBD) is proposed. Again, the improvement in
2 =NDF is substantial.
In intermediate size rapidity intervals in e+ e; annihilations at LEP, both the LND
and the NBD are unable to describe the multiplicity distribution which exhibits a prominent shoulder at intermediate n values. The shoulder is most prominent in the single
hemisphere distributions 61{63]. This structure results from a superposition of two-jet
and three- or four-jet events. The e ect demonstrates that the uctuations in the number
of hadrons, and therefore the multiplicity distribution, carries information on the hard
partonic phase of the multihadron production process, even after soft hadronisation. The
H1 measurements show no evidence for a shoulder structure of the type seen in e+ e; .
Neither is such a structure present in the multiplicity distribution predicted by MEPS 6.4.
An excess of high-multiplicity events would also be expected if a signicant proportion
of DIS events were induced by QCD instantons 110]. In order to determine an upper
limit for the cross section of such events from our data, an analysis method recently
applied by H1 in a study of strange particle production 83] is closely followed. The
observed multiplicity distribution is assumed to be a superposition of two distributions,
one associated with instanton-induced events, another with `standard' DIS events. The
former is calculated from the instanton generator described in 111]. For the latter a
Negative Binomial form is adopted. Using a 2 minimisation procedure to determine
the relative proportion of instanton-induced and standard DIS events, a 95% condence
level upper limit of 0.3 nb is derived for the cross section of instanton production in the
pseudorapidity domain 1 <   < 5 and 80 < W < 115 GeV.
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4.2.4 KNO scaling and correlations
To demonstrate the energy scaling of the multiplicity distribution in DIS in the energy
range opened up by HERA, Fig. 4.11 shows the KNO distributions (z ) in the domain
1 <   < 5 for four intervals in W .
Exact KNO scaling implies that the function (z ), and hence the moments Cq , are
independent of W . Figure 4.12 displays the variation of the C moments with W for
various   intervals (see also Tab. B.2). At xed W the moments increase as the  
domain decreases in size, reecting the widening of the multiplicity distribution in KNO
form.
The moments in the smallest and largest pseudorapidity domain show, within errors,
little W dependence and thus exhibit approximate KNO scaling. However, violation of
KNO scaling is seen in intermediate size intervals. This observation is consistent with the
clear KNO scaling violations observed at HERA in DIS data on multiplicity distributions
measured in the current region of the Breit frame of reference 21, 22].
The MEPS 6.4 generator (solid line) describes the data well in the largest   domains
but tends to underestimate C2 and C3 in the smaller ones.
The dotted lines in Fig. 4.12 are expectations from JETSET for e+ e; in the same
pseudorapidity domains as covered by H1. Single hemisphere e+ e; data are known to
exhibit KNO scaling above  20 GeV 60,69, 88]. Large di erences between DIS and e+ e;
annihilations are predicted, in particular for higher order moments in small   domains.
However, in the largest domains the e+ e; results join smoothly with the DIS data. This is
again in accord with the QCD expectation that hard multi-jet production is less frequent
in lepton-hadron collisions. The H1 data cover larger W values than presently available
in e+ e; annihilations and it will be of interest to conrm these predictions with future
measurements at LEP at centre-of-mass energy in the range studiedphere.
Also shown is a measurement for non-di ractive pp collisions at ps = 200 GeV in the
interval 1 < j j < 2 from UA5 54]. (The UA5 measurement at s = 900 GeV (not
shown) yields C2 = 1:84  0:02, C3 = 4:0  0:1 and C4 = 14:5  0:8, the same, within
errors, as the results at 200 GeV.) Here the uctuations in particle density number near
the central plateau are signicantly larger than in DIS. It will, however, be shown in
Sect. 4.2.5 that the particle density itself is quite similar in the two processes.
The values of the cumulants Kq in a given domain of phase space are a direct measure
of the strength of `genuine' correlations among hadrons. Inspection of Tab. B.2 shows
that the three-particle correlation function is signicantly di erent from zero only in the
smallest interval 1 <   < 2, in accord with measurements for other types of interactions
44].
To study the two-particle correlation function more directly, hni and the second order
factorial moment R2 = 1+ K2 are presented in Fig. 4.13 in   domains. The mean charged
particle multiplicity increases slowly for 1 <   < 2, i.e. near the central region, but faster
in larger domains. The W dependence of R2 for 1 <   < 2 is less clear, in view of the
errors, but compatible with the slow (logarithmic) rise well established in hadron-hadron
and e+ e; interactions. The MEPS 6.4 generator reproduces reasonably well the behaviour
of R2 but systematically overestimates the mean multiplicity in all   domains.
The moments of the multiplicity distribution have also been calculated in the framework of the CKMT model for small-x DIS 112]. In 113], a unied approach to hadronhadron, real photon-hadron and virtual photon-hadron interactions is proposed, where the
pomeron pole is assumed to be universal, i.e. the same in soft and hard processes. The
observed di erences between the di erent types of interactions arise from the di erence in
the size of unitarity corrections (multipomeron exchanges). These corrections are evalu79
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Figure 4.11 : Multiplicity distributions in non-di ractive DIS in KNO form

Unfolded multiplicity distributions in the pseudorapidity domain 1 < < 5 measured in dierent
W intervals are plotted in KNO form, on a logarithmic (top) and linear scale (bottom). Statistical
errors only are plotted. The dotted curve represents the KNO function for e+ e; and was obtained
with the JETSET Monte Carlo generator at a centre-of-mass energy of 91.2 GeV and for the same
range as the H1 data.
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The curves are described in the text. The inner error bars represent the statistical errors, the outer
error bars represent the total (quadratic sum of statistical and systematic) errors. Data from UA5
54] in the interval 1 < j j < 2 are also shown.
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Figure 4.13 : Average charged hadron multiplicity and normalised second
order factorial moment in non-di ractive DIS as a function W
The W dependence of hni and R2 in indicated pseudorapidity domains is compared with MEPS 6.4
predictions. The inner error bars represent the statistical errors, the outer error bars represent the
total (quadratic sum of statistical and systematic) errors.
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ated in DIS, via the two pomeron exchange diagram, from the observed ratio of di ractive
to non-di ractive events. The multiplicity distributions are computed assuming a Poisson
distribution in clusters for individual chains. The resulting distributions and moments
describe the measured H1 data remarkably well 113].

4.2.5 Particle density and ET ow in the central rapidity plateau

The ow of transverse energy, ET , in multiparticle nal states at high energy is studied
intensively at hadron colliders and by the HERA experiments. The ET distribution in a
given phase space domain, and its moments, are convoluted observables. They depend not
only on the particle density and the pT structure of the collisions but also on multiparticle
correlations, and, therefore, on the moments of the multiplicity distribution in that domain
114]. Here the evolution with W of the particle density is compared with that of the
average transverse energy for DIS and hadron-hadron interactions.
Figure 4.14 shows a compilation of measurements in DIS 65, 91] and in non-di ractive
hadron-hadron collisions 54, 115{118] of mean charged multiplicity per unit of rapidity or
pseudorapidity (solid symbols). The H1 data are the same as those shown in Fig. 4.13a.
The open symbols show measurements of the mean ET in the region ;0:5 <   < 0:5,
presented and discussed in 119]. The solid line shows a parameterisation used by UA1
118] with the form hni = 0:35 + 0:74(W 2)0:105.
In spite of the di erences on the rapidity region covered, the known di erences between
pseudorapidity and rapidity density, di erent experimental procedures and systematics,
it remains of interest to note that the charged particle density for DIS at HERA interpolates quite smoothly with DIS and hadron-hadron data at lower and much higher
energy. This observation is consistent with the analogy between virtual photon-hadron,
real photon-hadron and hadron-hadron interactions originally advocated by Gribov and
Feynmany, which suggests universality of dynamics in the central plateau 119]. However,
the di erence in correlation strength, noted in the previous section, suggests that such
`universality', while applicable to single-inclusive spectra 119], may not hold for higher
order correlations.
Several mechanisms have been suggested to explain the dynamics of the large multiplicity uctuations in soft hadron-hadron collisions: impact parameter averaged Poisson-like
uctuations multiple soft parton interactions in the same event leading to mini-jets 120]
multi-pomeron exchange as in the Dual Parton Model 121] and multi-string congurations
as in the Lund FRITIOF model 122]. These mechanisms have no direct analogues in
DIS, except for the boson-gluon fusion QCD process which can lead to two-string colour
topologies and could, therefore, mimic multi-string properties in hadron-hadron models.
In Fig. 4.14 the energy evolution of hni in the central region in DIS is further compared
with that in e+ e; annihilation. The dotted curve is the prediction from the JETSET
generator for the interval 1 <   < 2. It shows that the hadron density evolves much
faster with W than in the DIS and hadron-hadron data.
The energy evolution of hni in perturbative QCD is controlled by the anomalous multiplicity dimension  = d lnhni=d ln W 2 . For e+ e; annihilation, and in restricted (pseudo-)
2 )=2 ](1=2), where kTmax is the maxrapidity intervals, it is given by ee ( )  3S (kTmax
imum possible transverse momentum at a given   19]. From the JETSET e+ e; predictions above W = 20 GeV it follows that ee is constant with a value of 0.16. This
is somewhat smaller than expected from the analytic result ( 0:22 at 200 GeV) but
y

For further discussion and references see 14], Ch. 4.
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Figure 4.14 : W dependence of the average charged hadron density and the
average transverse energy ow in non-di ractive hadron-hadron collisions and
DIS

The W dependence of the charged particle density in DIS and hadron-hadron collisions (solid symbols, left scale) is plotted together with the mean transverse momentum ow per unit of (pseudo-)
rapidity (open symbols, right scale). The curves are described in the text.
is pseudorapidity,
while y is rapidity in the hadronic CMS.
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agrees with that quoted in 19]. In leptoproduction, where gluon emission from the nucleon remnant is thought to be suppressed, DIS ( ) depends more strongly on   with
DIS ()  12 ee () for not too large positive   19]. From the DIS data in Fig. 4.14,
using the UA1 parameterisation, it follows that DIS = 0.08{0.09, consistent with expectations. This is the rst semi-quantitative experimental conrmation of the `antenna
suppression' e ect in DIS. However, better data are needed, also at lower W , to exploit
these perturbative QCD predictions in a fully quantitative manner. This result also implies that the rate of increase with energy of hni in the full current hemisphere in DIS and
in single hemispheres for e+ e; annihilation, discussed in Sect. 4.2.1, are expected to di er
at higher centre-of-mass energies.
Non-asymptotic analytical QCD predictions for higher order multiplicity moments are
at present not available. It is known, however, that the energy dependence of the moments
is asymptotically controlled by DIS ( ) or ee ( ) 18]. It is therefore likely that the
di erences between the C moments in DIS and e+ e; , described in Sect. 4.2.4, are a
further reection of suppressed gluon emission in DIS.
Finally, the comparison between hni and hET i in Fig. 4.14 demonstrates that both
evolve with energy rather similarly. This suggests that the increase of mean transverse
energy with increasing W (decreasing Bjorken-x) at xed Q2 , previously observed in this
experiment 119], follows mainly from an increase of the hadron multiplicity and less so
from a rise of the mean transverse momentum of individual hadrons.

4.3 Summary
Data are presented on the evolution with W and Q2 of the charged particle multiplicity distribution and its statistical moments, over the ranges 80 < W < 220 GeV and
10 < Q2 < 1000 GeV2 in sub-domains of pseudorapidity space, including the full current
hemisphere. The main results can be summarised as follows:
The mean charged hadron multiplicity and the dispersion, measured in xed intervals
of W and in the domain 1 <   < 5, show, within errors, no dependence on the
virtuality of the exchanged boson over the Q2 range covered by H1.
The low order moments of the multiplicity distribution in the full current hemisphere
show noteworthy similarities with single hemisphere data in e+ e; annihilations, in
conformity with the hypothesis of approximate environmental independence of quark
hadronisation. In particular, the mean charged hadron multiplicity in DIS shows a
similar rate of increase with W to that measured in e+ e; annihilation up to 130 GeV.
Analytical predictions from perturbative QCD on the mean parton multiplicity in
jets, which are proven to be valid for hadrons in e+ e; annihilation, are therefore
conrmed for the rst time in DIS at higher energies than presently available at LEP.
Data on the second order factorial moment show that higher order QCD corrections
and non-perturbative e ects remain signicant at present energies.
The analysis of the multiplicity distribution in pseudorapidity domains of varying size
proves that the well-documented property of KNO scaling, a general characteristic
of scale-invariant stochastic branching processes, remains valid in DIS at HERA for
small and for large pseudorapidity intervals, but not in intermediate size domains.
The KNO phenomenon, also predicted in QCD at asymptotic energies, results from
an intricate interplay of correlations, di erent in di erent types of collisions, and
changing rapidly over phase space. The KNO function in the region 1 <   < 5 is
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strikingly similar to that expected for e+ e; annihilation under the same kinematical
conditions.
The charged particle density near the central region of the   p CMS grows signicantly more slowly in DIS than in e+ e; annihilation. The strength of particle
correlations, as reected in the C moments, is much larger in the latter process for
small pseudorapidity domains. Such di erences can be understood within perturbative QCD from calculations of the local anomalous multiplicity dimensions within the
Lund dipole formalism. The comparison between e+ e; annihilation and DIS data
provides direct evidence for the `antenna suppression' e ect in current fragmentation, a characteristic of deep inelastic lepton-hadron dynamics at small Bjorken-x.
The same mechanism o ers a qualitative explanation for the absence of a multi-jet
induced shoulder structure in the DIS multiplicity distributions in intermediate size
pseudorapidity domains, now well established in e+ e; annihilation data at LEP.
The charged particle density near the central plateau in the deep inelastic process
is of the same magnitude as that for minimum bias non-di ractive hadron-hadron
interactions at the same value of the centre-of-mass energy. Its evolution with W
is also comparable to that in hadron-hadron collisions measured up to 900 GeV.
However, hadron-hadron collisions are characterised by substantially stronger correlations in small pseudorapidity domains. These features remain to be understood
within the Gribov-Feynman pictures of DIS.
A comparison of the evolution with W of mean transverse energy ow and charged
particle density near the central region in DIS shows that the two phenomena are
strongly correlated. The striking similarity with the behaviour seen in non-di ractive
hadron-hadron collisions implies that a theoretical explanation within QCD should
simultaneously address the dynamics of both types of processes.
The multiplicity distributions in the smallest   domain examined can be well parameterised with Lognormal or Negative Binomial functions. However, the quality
of the ts deteriorates in larger domains. The large n tail of the experimental distributions is well described but deviations occur for small multiplicities. Nevertheless,
as economic representations of the data, these parametric forms continue to be useful
for phenomenology.
Among a variety of Monte Carlo generators presently being developed for DIS, predictions from MEPS 6.4 are shown. This model overestimates the mean charged
multiplicity in the full current hemisphere, as well as in sub-domains of pseudorapidity space. Higher order moments of the multiplicity distributions are reasonably
well described.
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5
Multiplicity structure of the nal
state in diractive DIS
The multiplicity structure of the so-called `Large Rapidity Gap' (LRG) events, which were
excluded from the analysis in the previous chapter and which are mainly attributed to
di ractive dissociation of the virtual photon, is studied in the following sections . Many
details of the experimental procedure have already been explained in Chapter 4 and are
not repeated here only the aspects specic to di ractive DIS are reviewed. Section 5.1
discusses the selection of di ractive DIS interactions, the reconstruction of the kinematical
variables of di ractive events, the boost to the   IP centre-of-mass frame and the study
of systematic uncertainties. The results on di ractive DIS presented in Sec. 5.2 cover
multiplicity moments and distributions in full phase space and single hemispheres, rapidity
spectra and forward-backward correlations. The main results are summarised at the end
of the chapter.

5.1 Experimental procedure
5.1.1 Event selection

The LRG events comprise about 10% of all DIS events at HERA. Because they form a
subset of the DIS event sample, the basic event selection and the selection of the scattered
positron is the same as described in Chapter 4. However, in view of the small number of
di ractive events available and to increase the statistics, the cut on the scattered positron
energy, Ee0 was lowered to 10.5 GeV.
This analysis is based on the same event sample as used in Chapter 4 and uses data
accumulated during the 1994 nominal vertex positron running period, after the tracker
readout repair.

Selection of di ractive DIS events
After the basic event selection and the selection of the scattered positron, a clean sample
of di ractive DIS events is obtained as follows:

y-balance. To ensure agreement between the di erent methods for the reconstruction of the event kinematics, the following cut on the y -balance is applied:
The results of this chapter are published in 123].
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Figure 5.1 : E ect on the y-balance due to photoproduction and QED radiative
background in DIS

(left) Distribution of the number of events in DIS and photoproduction (p) interactions as a
function of yh ; ye , as obtained from the RAPGAP and PHOJET Monte Carlo generators, after
the basic selection and the selection of the scattered positron. The histograms are normalised to the
total number of events, NDIS + Np , and were both obtained for a luminosity of 1 pb;1.
(right) The average energy of the initial state radiated photon in RAPGAP is plotted as a function
of yh ; ye .

jyh ; ye j < 0:25:

(5.1)

Figure 5.1 shows that this selection e ectively suppresses photoproduction interactions and events in which a high-energetic photon is radiated.

LRG selection. LRG events are selected by requiring no activity above noise levels

in any of the forward detectors or in the most forward part of the LAr Calorimeter
31]. Particles reach these detectors both directly from the interaction point and as
a result of secondary scattering with the beam pipe wall or adjacent material like
collimators. The forward detectors are thus sensitive to energetic particles going into
directions beyond their geometrical acceptances. The e ective ranges of sensitivity
to energy ow are  . 5:5 for the LAr Calorimeter, 3:5 .  . 5:5 for the PLUG
Calorimeter, 4:5 .  . 6:5 for the Forward Muon Spectrometer and 6:0 .  . 7:5
for the Proton Remnant Tagger.
An event is considered to have a LRG if the pseudorapidity max of the most forward
cluster with an energy larger than 400 MeV in the LAr Calorimeter is smaller than
3.3 (see Fig. 5.2), the energy detected in the PLUG Calorimeter is smaller than
5 GeV, maximally 1 hit pair is detected in the Forward Muon Spectrometer and if
there are no hits in the Proton Remnant Tagger.

Kinematical selection. The events are restricted to the kinematical region dened
by:
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Figure 5.2 : Distribution of max for H1 DIS data and LEPTO without SCI

The max distribution is plotted for data (diractive and non-diractive DIS) and for events from
the LEPTO Monte Carlo generator without `soft colour interactions'. The data distribution shows
an excess of events where the most forward energy cluster (with E > 400 MeV) detected in the LAr
Calorimeter has a pseudorapidity max in the central or even backward region. These events are
dubbed `Large Rapidity Gap' events because they show an absence of hadronic activity in a large
region in rapidity adjacent to the proton beam direction.
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7:5 GeV2 < Q2 < 100 GeV2
0:05 < y < 0:6
xIP < 0:05
3 GeV < MX < 36 GeV
jtj < 1 GeV2
MY < 1:6 GeV

(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)
(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)

The restrictions on MY and jtj cannot be applied directly on the reconstructed event
sample because the system Y is not measured. However, they are approximately
imposed by the requirement of an absence of activity in the forward detectors and
the above list denes the kinematical region to which the data are corrected.

5.1.2 Event kinematics

Reconstruction of the hadronic nal state

In view of the fact that an accurate measurement of the nal state system X is needed
to reconstruct the kinematical variables in di ractive DIS, the reconstruction of the total
four-momentum of the hadronic nal state has been optimised.
This is done by the `FSCOMB' algorithm 30] which combines tracking and calorimeter information in a way that avoids double counting. Primary vertex constrained tracks
are extrapolated into the calorimeter and energy clusters increasingly distant from the
extrapolated track are discounted. The procedure continues until the total energy of the
excluded clusters exceeds that of the track, under assumption that the particle yielding the
track is a pion, or until all electromagnetic (hadronic) clusters within a cylinder of radius
30 cm (50 cm) around the extrapolated track have been removed. Detector noise is potentially problematic, particularly at small values of MX . To minimise its e ect, techniques
have been developed that reject low energy isolated clusters in the LAr Calorimeter. Any
calorimeter deposit that is not associated with a track or rejected as noise is accepted.
This method yields the hadronic nal state vector (Eh  pxh pyh  pzh ) with a much improved
resolution and accuracy.

Reconstruction of the di ractive DIS kinematical variables
The improved reconstruction of the hadronic nal state vector makes it possible for the
di erent kinematical reconstruction schemes based on hadrons (see Sec. 4.1.3), to compete
with the positron-only method. In fact, it was found that a combination of the positrononly and the double angle method yields the highest quality for the reconstruction of y
and Q2 :

y = ye2 + yDA(1 ; yDA )
(5.8)
2
Ee (1 ; y ) :
(5.9)
Q2 = 4tan
2 (e =2)
Here, y is obtained from the weighted average of ye and yDA in such a way that ye
dominates at high y and yDA at low y , where the resolution of the respective variables is
best.
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The invariant mass MX is reconstructed with a method that utilises the optimised
reconstruction of y and corrects a possible mismatch in the energy scale of the hadronic
nal state:

MX2 = (Eh2 + p2xh + p2yh + p2zh ) yy :
h

(5.10)

The quantities xIP and  are obtained from:
2
2
xIP = Q +ysMX 
 = xx 
IP

(5.11)
(5.12)

using the approximation jtj MX2 + Q2 .
Figure 5.3 shows the resolution and accuracy of the reconstructed kinematical variables
y, Q2, xIP and MX .

Lorentz boost to the  IP centre-of-mass system
The hadronic nal state is studied in the rest frame of the system X . Therefore all
reconstructed tracks have to be boosted to the   IP CMS.
The pomeron direction cannot be unambiguously determined because the outgoing
system Y is not measured. Since its transverse momentum is small, it has been assumed
that the IP direction is collinear with the incident proton in the rest frame of the system
X , so that the four-momentum of the   IP CMS, measured in the laboratory, is given by:

xIP  P + q = xIP  P + k ; k0

(5.13)

P , q , k and k0 are again the four-momenta of the incoming proton, exchanged photon,

incoming and outgoing positron, respectively, measured in the laboratory frame.
As for the hadronic CMS, the positive z -axis is chosen to point in the direction of the
exchanged photon. In this chapter the superscript  is used to denote variables measured
in the   IP CMS.
Figure 5.4 shows the acceptance and resolution in rapidity in three MX -bins. Rapidity
is calculated by assuming the pion mass for all particles.
The rapidity spectra have also been recomputed with rapidity dened along the thrust
axis in the CMS of the system X . Except for the lowest MX interval, no signicant
di erence is seen with the results in Fig. 5.7. This is consistent with the observation in
124] that the thrust axis in LRG events is strongly aligned with the   direction in the
  IP system.

5.1.3 Systematic errors
Several sources of possible systematic errors are investigated. The analysis is repeated for
each source and the changes to the results are added in quadrature. For illustration, the
typical systematic error on the mean total charged multiplicity and on the central rapidity
(;0:5 < y < 0:5) particle density are given in square brackets for each source separately.
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Figure 5.3 : Kinematical variables y, Q2 , xIP and MX obtained using the
improved reconstruction of the 2hadronic nal state.

Event normalised distributions for y, Q , xIP and MX are shown on the left. H1 data are plotted
as black dots, while the Monte Carlo distributions are represented by the shaded histograms. The
resolution and accuracy, obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation based on the RAPGAP generator,
are shown on the right. For each variable the evolution of the mean relative dierence is plotted
as a function of the true (generated) variable. The error bars re ect the spread of the relative
dierence.
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Figure 5.4 : Acceptance and resolution in rapidity in the  IP CMS as a
function of rapidity

The gures on the left show the fraction of generated particles that are detected in the Central (CT)
and Forward (FT) Trackers as function of rapidity in the  IP CMS for dierent ranges in MX .
The requirement of a forward rapidity gap ensures that the hadronic nal state of the system X
is well contained in the central detectors. Only central tracks are used for the results shown in
Sec. 5.2. The plots on the right show the dierence between reconstructed and generated rapidity
in the  IP CMS. The error bars re ect the spread of the dierence.
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The error due to the uncertainty of the energy scale of the hadronic nal state is
estimated by scaling the LAr Calorimeter, BEMC and Central Tracker energies by
4%, 20% and 3% respectively 0.4%, 0.4%].
The systematic uncertainty in the reconstruction of the scattered positron is studied
by varying the energy Ee0 and polar angle e by 1% and 1 mrad, respectively
0.3%, 0.9%].
The inuence of the pomeron (reggeon) ux and pomeron (reggeon) structure function used in the Monte Carlo generator for correction is investigated by reweighting
the  , xIP and t distributions for Monte Carlo events  : 1.3%, 2.2% xIP : 0.3%,
1.6% t:1.1%, 3.5%].
Both the colour dipole model, as in ARIADNE 40], and the parton shower model are
used to evaluate the inuence of these event generation schemes on the corrections.
The full di erence is taken as the systematic error 0.6%, 0.6%].
The strangeness-suppression parameter (PARJ(2) in JETSET 36]), a ecting the
rate of strange particle production in the simulation of the fragmentation process,
has been varied in the range 0.2{0.3 according to recent results on strange particle
production 125,126] 0.1%, 0.1%].
Track quality criteria (such as track length and the number of hits) are varied to
estimate systematic errors related to an imperfect description of the acceptance and
eciency of the Central Tracker in the Monte Carlo simulation 1.3%, 3.1%].
An uncertainty of 30% is assumed on the Monte Carlo correction outside the tracker
acceptance ( outside the range 8 {165 or pT < 0:1 GeV the range between 8 {15
has been cross-checked with data from the Forward Tracker) 3.6%, 1.5%].
Background events are suppressed by the event selection criteria. Remaining background contamination is estimated by including events simulated with the PHOJET and DIFFVM generators in the Monte Carlo event sample PHOJET: < 0:1%,
< 0:1% DIFFVM: 0.7%, 1.0%].
The number of events with initial and nal state QED radiation in the Monte Carlo
is changed by 50% 0.4%, 0.1%].
A t to a smeared Negative Binomial distribution is used as a cross-check on the
unfolding results error on central rapidity particle density: 2.8%].

5.2 Results
All data presented below can be found in numerical form in App. B where they are listed
together with their statistical and systematic errors. The data presented in this chapter are
corrected for the e ects of acceptance and resolution of the H1 detector in the kinematical
region specied in Sec. 5.1.1. The correction methods are described in Sec. 4.1.4 and
App. A. The data span the MX range from 3 to 36 GeV, distributed over the intervals
as listed in Table 5.1. Statistical and systematic errors on the data points shown in the
gures are combined in quadrature. When two error bars are displayed, the inner one is the
statistical error, the outer one the total error. In comparing H1 LRG data at a given MX
with data from other processes, thepcorresponding centre-of-mass energy scale is chosen
to be W for xed-target DIS data, s for e+ e; and non-di ractive hadron collisions and
MX for hadro-produced di ractive states.
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MX range hMX i hi

hQ2i

no. of events

(GeV2 )

(GeV)

(GeV)

3{ 8
8 { 15
15 { 30

5.4
11.4
21.1

0.41
0.17
0.06

21
26
27

1492
1515
1359

4
6
8
11
15
19
24

5.0
7.0
9.5
13.0
16.9
21.3
29.1

0.43
0.30
0.21
0.13
0.08
0.06
0.03

22
23
26
26
27
27
27

638
530
737
778
543
468
562

{
{
{
{
{
{
{

6
8
11
15
19
24
36

Table 5.1 : Kinematical bins used in the study of the multiplicity structure of
the nal state in di2 ractive DIS
Average MX , and Q and the number of observed events for the dierent intervals in MX
considered in this analysis. Both a coarse and a ne grained binning in MX are used.

5.2.1 Multiplicity moments
Fig. 5.5a shows the dependence of the mean charged particle multiplicity on MX in full
phase space. The H1 LRG data can be parameterised by a form hni = a1 + a2 log MX2 +
a3 log2 MX2 , with a1 = 2:2  0:4, a2 = 0:08  0:17 and a3 = 0:21  0:02 (2 per degree
of freedom = 0.4), indicating that hni increases faster than the logarithm of the centreof-mass energy. In non-di ractive DIS at HERA, a similar rate of increase but with
respect to W is observed (see Chapter 4). Also shown are data on hni for the di ractively
produced system X in the reactions  p ! X  p and K + p ! X + p 127,128]. Although
the two data sets agree well for MX . 10 GeV, hni in LRG events exceeds that in meson
di raction at larger masses. There are no meson di raction results with MX & 15 GeV.
The meson di raction data are close to the e+ e; annihilation results, represented here
by the predictions from the JETSET Monte Carlo model (dotted line) which is known to
reproduce the e+ e; multiplicity data very well over a wide energy range.
Results on the dispersion and the correlation parameter R2 , (Figs. 5.5b,c) conrm
that also the second order moments in LRG data are quite similar within errors to meson
di raction and to e+ e; for MX . 10 GeV. Stronger multiplicity uctuations and correlations than in e+ e; are observed at larger MX . The rise of R2 with MX demonstrates
that KNO scaling 49] does not hold in the MX range studied here.
These similarities seen in Figs 5.5a{c have lead to the view 127,129] that in meson
di raction the (mainly) longitudinal momentum exchange with the target leads to an excited meson state which can be pictured as a colour-string of invariant mass MX stretched
between the valence q and q of the meson. This string subsequently hadronises inp a similar
way as a quark pair in e+ e; ! qq at the corresponding centre-of-mass energy s = MX .
A comparative study of the thrust distribution, energy and quantum number ow in the
rest frame of the system X with that measured in e+ e; added further support for this
interpretation 130]. For MX . 10 GeV the same idea has been successfully applied to
proton dissociation assuming that the baryonic system X now results from the fragmen95
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Figure 5.5 : The lower moments of the multiplicity distribution in di ractive
DIS as a function of MX , in full phase space and in single hemispheres

The multiplicity moments hni, D and R2 in full phase space (a{c) and in single hemispheres (d{
f) for charged
p hadrons in the system X , as a function of MX (H1 and meson diraction), W
(EMC) and s (e+ e; ). For clarity, H1 data points in single hemispheres are slightly shifted in
the horizontal direction with respect to their true positions. Also shown are predictions of several
Monte Carlo models (see text). The Monte Carlo curves in forward and backward hemispheres are
symmetric.
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tation of a (valence) quark-diquark string, thus explaining observed similarities with DIS
lepton-nucleon data at values of W comparable to MX 127,131]. Due to the larger values
of Bjorken-x involved, the latter reaction is dominated by quark-diquark fragmentation.
Combining these experimental results, it follows that low-mass di raction (above the
resonance region) in hadron collisions and photon dissociation in DIS at HERA could be
interpreted as the hadronisation of a single string, or colour dipole, with colour tripletantitriplet endpoints. The larger multiplicity moments seen in LRG events for MX &
10 GeV relative to the other processes suggest, however, that the above interpretation is
incomplete and that high-mass di raction involves additional mechanisms.
In high-mass proton di raction at pp collider energies, measurements show that, there
too, the multiplicity structure of the system X deviates from the expectations for quarkdiquark fragmentation
and becomes, in fact, similar to that of soft non-di ractive interp
actions with s = MX 132]. Within the framework of the Dual Parton Model (DPM),
which is phenomenologically very successful 133], soft non-di ractive collisions are described by the fragmentation of two or more strings corresponding to single or multiple
pomeron exchange in the elastic channel. The similarity between non-di ractive and
di ractive processes is explained in DPM 134] by assuming that the colourless exchange
in the latter becomes resolved in a qq pair at large MX and subsequently interacts with
the dissociating hadron. The di ractive state is then described by two colour strings, one
stretched between a valence quark of the excited hadron and a quark in the exchange,
the other between a diquark and the remaining quark of the qq pair. Multi-string systems are known to lead to a faster than logarithmic increase of hni with energy, to wider
multiplicity distributions and stronger long-range particle correlations than single-string
fragmentation 133]. It is also important to note that only colour triplet-antitriplet strings
are considered in the DPM.
Present models for di ractive DIS also include additional mechanisms besides simple
qq fragmentation. Fig. 5.5a{c show model calculations with RAPGAP (t 3) (solid line)
which describe the data well. The di erence between RAPGAP and JETSET e+ e; follows
from the presence, in RAPGAP, of additional diagrams involving gluons from the colourless
exchange, leading to a large contribution from boson-gluon fusion. The partonic state
in lowest-order BGF consists of a gluon (the `pomeron remnant') and a qq pair in a
colour-octet state. The fragmentation of this state allows for various string topologies,
including two-string congurations, thus leading one to expect further similarities with
large MX hadron dissociation. The admixture of the BGF sub-process with the qq and
QCD-Compton processes naturally explains the larger mean multiplicity and stronger
uctuations. The results for RAPGAP (t 1), with a quark-dominated pomeron leading
to qq parton states, are very similar to those of JETSET e+ e; , as expected, and not
shown.
The data can also be qualitatively understood in the photon dissociation picture of
di raction. The lowest-order (`aligned jet' 27,135]) excitation (  ! qq ) is dominant for
MX2 < Q2 and leads to a similar nal state as in e+e; annihilation. In addition, higher
order uctuations (such as   ! qqg where the gluon has low momentum), which resemble
the BGF sub-process, contribute at larger MX and e ectively interact as an octet-octet
colour dipole 136,137]. Due to the octet colour charge at the dipole endpoints, such a
system hadronises with a larger mean multiplicity than a qq state 138].
The LEPTO model with `soft colour interactions' (dashed curve) is also seen to agree
with the H1 data although it predicts somewhat larger multiplicity uctuations above
MX  20 GeV. This model too contains a sizable BGF contribution. However, here
di raction is viewed as a nal state interaction and does not assume the existence of a
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pre-formed colour-neutral object in the proton.
The moments of the multiplicity distribution for particles with positive and negative
rapidity (`forward' and `backward', respectively) are displayed in Figs. 5.5d{f. The H1
data show no evidence for an asymmetry between the forward and backward hemispheres,
in contrast to what is observed for the mean multiplicity measured in xed-target p
DIS (Q2 > 4 GeV2 ) 91], where the inuence of proton fragmentation on the backward
hemisphere multiplicity distribution is known to be substantial. The p data in the current
fragmentation region, where the comparison with LRG is most relevant, agree well with
the e+ e; expectations, as expected for production dominated by quark jets. Here also, the
LRG results are characterised by larger hni and stronger uctuations above MX & 10 GeV.
The RAPGAP and LEPTO models also predict forward-backward symmetry of the
single hemisphere moments and describe the data adequately. The earlier noted di erences
with e+ e; annihilation for the full phase space moments are also seen here.
The role of gluons in high-mass photon dissociation is prominent in all the DIS models considered, in contrast to models for hadronic soft di raction where quark (diquark)
fragmentation is dominant. The indication that the pomeron remnant has a large gluon
content also opens interesting opportunities for comparison with gluon jet fragmentation
in other processes.

5.2.2 Multiplicity distributions

The multiplicity distributions in full phase space have been measured, separately for negatively and positively charged tracks, in three intervals of MX . The results are displayed
in Fig. 5.6a{c in the form of a KNO distribution 49]. No signicant di erence is observed
between the distributions for positively and negatively charged hadrons. The data are well
reproduced by the RAPGAP model (solid curves) although there are indications that it
underestimates the high-multiplicity tail
p of the distribution at large MX . The comparison
with JETSET e+ e; predictions (at s = MX ) shows that the multiplicity distribution
is broader in the LRG data, indicative of stronger correlations among the hadrons. The
predictions for LEPTO are similar to those of RAPGAP.
Figs 5.6d{f further illustrate the forward-backward symmetry of the system X , now
for the all-charged multiplicity distribution. The RAPGAP and LEPTO predictions are
also forward-backward symmetric but tend to fall below the data at large z . The single
hemisphere distributions are closer to the e+ e; expectations than in full phase space (cf.
Figs. 5.6a{c). This di erence can be understood as the e ect of correlations between
hadrons emitted in opposite hemispheres which, as will be shown below, are larger in DIS
LRG data.

5.2.3 Rapidity spectra

The charged particle rapidity density in three intervals of MX is shown in Fig. 5.7. The
spectrum rises slowly with MX in the central region and a rapidity plateau develops with
increasing phase space. These features conrm earlier observations in hadron di raction
130,132,139] that the di ractive system hadronises in a jet-like manner both in the forward and backward regions 124,140, 141]. There is no evidence for a signicant forwardbackward asymmetry of the y spectra contrary to what is observed in N interactions
65,98].
The particle density in the central region is much larger in LRG events than in N
interactions
for W values close to MX . It is also larger than in e+ e; annihilation (at
ps = M ) according
to the JETSET expectation. The RAPGAP (t 1) model curve is
X
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Figure 5.6 : Multiplicity distributions in di ractive DIS in KNO form

The multiplicity distributions
in KNO form is plotted for three intervals in MX (DIS data and
p
Monte Carlo) and at s = hMX i (JETSET e+ e; ), in full phase space for positive ad negative
particles separately (a{c), and for all charges in single hemispheres (d{f). The error bars show
statistical errors only. Also shown are predictions of several Monte Carlo models (see text). The
Monte Carlo curves are charge and forward-backward symmetric.
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Figure 5.7 : Rapidity spectra in di ractive DIS

Chargedpparticle rapidity spectra are plotted for three intervals in MX (H1), at W = hMX i (N )
and at s = hMX i (JETSET e+ e; ). The hW i values for EMC and E665 dier slightly from the
ones indicated for H1 and are equal to 5.2, 11 and 19 GeV and 11.4 and 23.6 GeV, respectively.
Also shown are predictions of several DIS Monte Carlo models (see text).
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close to JETSET and the xed-target data and predicts a too small particle density. Both
RAPGAP with a leading-gluon distribution and LEPTO describe the rapidity spectra,
except for small deviations at lowest MX .
Figure 5.8a further compares the MX dependence of the central particle density (dened as the mean multiplicity in the region ;0:5 < y < 0:5) in LRG events to e+ e;
expectations, to that in N collisions 65,98], non-di ractive meson-proton 115] collisions and proton di raction 142]. The particle density near y = 0 is seen to be larger in
LRG events than in all other processes.
The excess particle production relative to that in e+ e; and N indicates that additional mechanisms besides hard and soft gluon Bremsstrahlung from quarks are needed
(cf. Sec. 5.2.1). The comparison with non-di ractive meson-proton and high-mass proton
di raction further shows that the central particle density in processes which are believed
133] to involve two or more strings with colour triplet-antitriplet endpoints (qq and quarkdiquark strings) is also signicantly lower than in the LRG data. This, together with
previous observations, argues in favour of models which attribute a higher gluonic content
to the partonic system created in virtual photon dissociation than in the other processes.
An estimate of the importance of an additional gluonic component may be obtained
by assuming that the particle density in the central region is a linear superposition of two
contributions, one arising from qq fragmentation (including additional QCD radiation),
the second from a colour octet-octet string conguration. This hypothesis is in line with
expectations from the photon dissociation picture of di ractive DIS (see e.g. 137]). Using
the EMC data for the former, and JETSET simulations of a colour-singlet gluon-gluon
string for the latter, it is found that, at hMX i = 11:4 GeV, about equal contributions of
the two components are needed to explain the particle density at mid-rapidity. This is
consistent with the contribution of about 50% from boson-gluon fusion events to the total
di ractive cross section estimated with the RAPGAP model the latter value depends,
however, on the chosen cut-o scheme 124].
The RAPGAP (t 3) predictions for the central particle density are shown in Fig. 5.8a.
They are compatible with the LRG data only above MX & 10 GeV and are nearly MX
independent. The LEPTO model on the other hand predicts a rather stronger dependence
on MX , closer to the tendency observed in the H1 data. The enhanced particle density,
both in RAPGAP (t 3) and in LEPTO, are related to the large contribution from bosongluon fusion. The RAPGAP (t 1) model version follows closely the JETSET e+ e;
prediction.
In order to investigate the sensitivity of the results to possible contributions from
non-di ractive processes, the analysis has been repeated changing the cut xIP < 0:05 to
xIP < 0:025. Within errors, no signicant e ect on the results was observed.

5.2.4 Forward-backward correlations
In this section, di erences between the LRG events and nal states in other processes are
further examined through a measurement of the correlation between hadrons emitted in
opposite event hemispheres. These so-called `forward-backward' correlations are known to
be sensitive to ner details of the fragmentation process and, in particular, to the presence
in an inclusive event sample of several distinct sub-classes of events 143].
In previous experiments, the forward-backward correlation was analysed by studying
the regression between the forward multiplicity, nF , and the backward multiplicity, nB .
The correlation is usually well parameterised by a simple linear dependence:
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Figure 5.8 : Central rapidity density and forward-backward correlation in
di ractive DIS

(a) The central region (-0.5 < y < 0.5) charged particle density is plotted as a function of MX (b)
The parameter  (H1) and b (others), which re ects the correlation between the number of particles
in the forward and backward hemispheres,
is plotted as a function of MX (H1 and hadron diracp
tion), W = hMX i (p) and s (non-diractive hadron-hadron collisions and JETSET e+ e; ).
Also shown are predictions of several DIS Monte Carlo models (see text).
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hnF i = a + b  nB :

(5.14)

For reasons of statistics, matrix techniques as used in other works 60{62,88, 144]
to unfold the two-dimensional forward and backward multiplicity distributions have not
been employed. Instead, the forward-backward correlation parameter is estimated from
the separately unfolded and corrected multiplicity distributions in full phase space, in the
forward and in the backward hemispheres. Exploiting the relation between the dispersion
for the full phase space (D) and that for the forward and backward hemispheres (DF and
DB ), one can dene the correlation parameter  as:
2
2
2
 = D ;2DDFD; DB :
(5.15)
F B
The parameter  is identical to the slope b in eqn. 5.14 in the case of forward-backward

symmetric systems 47].
Figure 5.8b shows the parameter  in three intervals of MX for the LRG data. Also
shown are data on the parameter b for p collisions 91], for non-di ractive  =K  p collisions compiled in 47] and JETSET predictions for e+ e; . Forward-backward correlations
have not previously been measured in di ractively produced nal states. In spite of the
large errors, there is clear evidence for stronger correlation in LRG events than observed
in e+ e; annihilation 88] and in the p data for energies above & 10 GeV. At lower energy, phase space e ects are important and mask possible di erences in dynamics. The
correlation strength in di ractive DIS is comparable to that in meson-proton interactions.
At LEP, where a value of b  0:1 is measured, OPAL nds that the small correlation
observed in an inclusive sample of e+ e; events is primarily due to the superposition of
events with distinct number of jets and, therefore, di erent average charged multiplicity.
Sub-classes of n-jet events (n 2) show no or even negative correlations 60{62,144]. In
p and p reactions 104] no clear evidence for correlations is observed. These data therefore show that forward-backward correlations are small at energies where the production
mechanism is believed to be dominated by single-string qq or quark-diquark fragmentation.
In contrast, abundant
data from hadron-hadron interactions, compiled in 47], which
p
cover the range 10  s  900 GeV, show thatpthe correlation increases logarithmically
with energy, with b as large as 0:65  0:01 at s = 900 GeV. The strength and energy
dependence of the e ect is attributed to strong event-to-event uctuations of the particle
density as occur e.g. in the multi-string Dual Parton Model due to uctuations in the
number of strings overlapping in phase space 143].
The observation of forward-backward correlations in LRG events with a strength comparable to that in soft hadron interactions adds further support to the view that the
inclusive sample of DIS LRG events is a mixture of states with distinct hadronisation
properties. To disentangle their precise nature and relative contribution, more di erential
studies will be needed, however.
In present models for di ractive DIS, distinct production processes are readily identied and related, either to di erences in parton composition and absorption probability of
virtual photon Fock-states, or to quark- and gluon-initiated hard interactions of a colourless exchange. That a mixture of such contributions leads to signicant forward-backward
correlations is demonstrated by the model predictions for RAPGAP-F2D (t 3) (solid line)
and LEPTO (dashed) which are close to the H1 data for MX & 10 GeV. The large dif103
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ference between these DIS models and JETSET for e+ e; illustrates the sensitivity of this
correlation measure to di erences in the dynamics of these two processes.

5.3 Summary
The charged particle multiplicity structure of large rapidity gap events of the type   p !
XY in deep inelastic scattering at HERA has been measured. The major fraction of these
events is generally interpreted as due to di ractive dissociation of the virtual photon on
the proton,   p ! Xp.
Multiplicity distributions, lower-order moments, rapidity spectra and correlations between hadrons emitted in opposite hemispheres in the rest frame of the system X have
been presented as a function of the invariant mass MX .
p
The data have been compared with e+ e; annihilation (at s = MX ), lepton-nucleon
data in a W range comparable to the MX range in the H1 data, with hadro-produced
di
nal states, and also with data from hadron-hadron non-di ractive collisions at
ps ractive
 MX . The main observations are the following:
The mean total charged particle multiplicity hni is a function of MX and increases
proportional to log2 MX . The inclusive rapidity spectrum is forward-backward symmetric in the rest-frame of X . A plateau develops with increasing MX . Both hni
(for MX & 10 GeV) and the particle density near y =p0 are larger than in DIS at
comparable values of W , than in e+ e; annihilation at s = MX and than in hadroproduced di ractive nal states.
The central region density is also higher than in
p
non-di ractive collisions at s = MX .
For MX & 10 GeV, particle number uctuations are larger than in e+ e; annihilation and than in the current
fragmentation region of lepton-nucleon interactions at
p
comparable values of s and W , respectively. Also the forward-backward multiplicity correlations pare larger and of comparable strength as those measured in hadron
interactions at s = MX .
The distinctive characteristics of large rapidity gap events mentioned can be globally
understood if it is assumed that the photon dissociation mechanism involves a mixture
of di erent partonic states wherein gluons play an increasingly important role as MX
increases. A large contribution from gluon-rich states is also required to explain the size
and the steep increase, at xed Q2 , of the di ractive as well as the total virtual photonproton cross section at very small Bjorken-x 136,145].
Good agreement with the data is achieved by a model which assumes that the di ractive process is initiated by the interaction of a point-like virtual photon with a gluondominated colour-singlet object emitted from the proton, as is suggested by a perturbative QCD-Regge analysis based on DGLAP evolution of the di ractive structure function.
Possibly signicant deviations are seen in the large-n tail of the multiplicity distribution
at high MX .
A model with soft colour interactions which rearrange the colour topology after a
normal DIS scattering also describes the data although the multiplicity uctuations are
somewhat overestimated for MX larger than about 20 GeV.
The present analysis adds new support for the conclusion, derived from studies of event
shapes 124,141] and from a study of energy ow and single particle momentum spectra
140] in large rapidity gap events in H1, that gluons play a prominent role in deep inelastic
di raction.
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6
Conclusion
The results presented in this work are based on a sample of deep inelastic collisions of
the type ep ! eX . This sample has been collected with the H1 detector at the HERA
collider in 1994 and comprises about 50 000 collision events, corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 1.3 pb;1 . About 10% of the events exhibit a large rapidity gap in the nal
state, adjacent to the proton beam direction. These are mainly attributed to di ractive
photon dissociation and are analysed separately.
The purpose of this study was to learn more about how the hadronic nal state in deep
inelastic ep scattering is formed. Several theoretical approaches exist, which result in a
variety of Monte Carlo models and analytical predictions. However, most conclusions were
drawn from data-to-data comparisons, so that they are not biassed by current theoretical
views. The hadronic nal state was studied in terms of the multiplicity structure. The
(charged) particle multiplicity is one of the basic observables characterising the nal state
and its uctuations are the direct result of underlying dynamical processes. Therefore
the charged particle multiplicity distribution and its moments have been reconstructed in
various domains of phase space.

Non-di ractive deep inelastic scattering
The multiplicity distribution of the nal state in non-di ractive deep inelastic scattering
was analysed in the hadronic centre-of-mass system. In that frame, the total available
energy is W .
The evolution with W of the lower moments of the multiplicity distribution in the
current hemisphere shows some noteworthy similarities with single hemisphere data in
e+ e; annihilations, indicating that the universality of the quark fragmentation process is
approximately valid. The average multiplicity exhibits a faster-than-logarithmic increase
with centre-of-mass energy. This suggests that Feynman-scaling is violated and that the
rapidity plateau slowly rises with energy. This can be understood in QCD where additional
gluon radiation leads to a faster increase of the multiplicity, dampened however by softgluon interference.
Analytical predictions for the parton multiplicity from perturbative quantum chromodynamics, which have already proven their usefulness for e+ e; annihilations, were
conrmed and tested at higher centre-of-mass energies than presently available at LEP.
Correlations between particles, e.g. measured by the second order factorial moment R2 ,
are however still sensitive to higher order QCD corrections and/or non-perturbative hadronisation e ects.
In the central rapidity region, the average multiplicity grows more slowly with energy
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than in e+ e; annihilation and is more compatible with the evolution of the mean multiplicity in hadron-hadron collisions. This provides evidence that the proton remnant, an
extended coloured object, e ectively suppresses gluon radiation. The correlation between
particles in the central rapidity region are smaller in DIS than in non-di ractive hadronhadron collisions where the presence of two quark-diquark strings (as modelled in the Dual
Parton Model) results in larger multiplicity uctuations.

Di ractive deep inelastic scattering

In the study of di ractive photon dissociation in deep inelastic scattering, the emphasis
shifted from the parton cascade and hadronisation phase to the hard subprocess. The question now was, which Fock-states of the virtual photon play an important role, or, equivalently in the proton innite momentum frame, what the parton content of the pomeron
is. The multiplicity structure was studied in the rest frame of the dissociated photon, i.e.
the   IP centre-of-mass system, where the total available energy is MX .
The main observations are that, although the evolution with energy of the total charged
multiplicity in di ractive DIS is very similar to e+ e; annihilation and meson di raction,
the particle density near y = 0 is much larger in di ractive DIS than in all other processes,
including non-di ractive hadron-hadron interactions. Moreover, at high masses of the
photon dissociation system, the multiplicity uctuations are also larger in di ractive DIS
than in e+ e; annihilation but comparable to non-di ractive hadron-hadron interactions.
This can be seen from the dispersion and the second order factorial moment, but also from
the forward-backward correlation.
These observations can be understood in a picture where multiple strings cause longrange correlations between nal state particles and where these string congurations include octet-octet dipoles which result in a larger central particle density due to the octet
colour charge at the dipole endpoints.
One may thus conclude that higher Fock-states and/or a gluon dominated pomeron
play a signicant role in deep inelastic di raction.
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Appendix A
Unfolding experimental
distributions
An algorithm for the unfolding of measured distributions using information from a detector
simulation program is proposed . The technique is based on an iterative method where
successive approximations of the underlying distribution are smeared for detector e ects
and compared to the measured data. Propagation of statistical errors is ensured by a
sampling technique which randomly varies the input distributions to the algorithm to
reect their error.

A.1 Introduction
The aim of many physics analyses is to estimate a distribution f (x) of some property
x of a physical object in an interval a b]. Unfortunately, this task is often complicated
by the limited acceptance, eciency and resolution of the detector apparatus and by the
limited number of available observations. Instead of directly observing the variable x, one
actually measures a variable y which is statistically related to x. The relation between the
measured distribution g (y ) and the underlying distribution f (x) after an innite number of
observations is given by the convolution of f (x) with a detector response function (x y ):

g (y ) =

Z

b
a

(x y )f (x) dx:

(A.1)

(x y) is the probability that an attempt to observe a physical object with underlying
property xy results in the measurement of y .
Taking a measured distribution g data(y ) as an estimate (in the real world g data(y ) is
not equal to g (y ) because of the limited number of observations available) for g (y ), one can
get an estimate f data (x) for f (x) by solving the integral Eq. (A.1). However , in typical
applications the function (x y ) is ill-conditioned in such a way that, due to statistical

uctuations, straightforward procedures are highly unstable. To overcome this problem,
unfolding techniques exist which control such instabilities (see e.g. 147]).
In this appendix an unfolding method is proposed that consists of an iterative algorithm where successive approximations f k (x) are fed into Eq. (A.1). The resulting g k (y )
y

This iterative matrix unfolding method is also detailed in 146].
In the following this phrase is shortened to \an attempt to measure x".
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are compared with the actually observed g data(y ) and the iteration is repeated until a
satisfactory description of the observed data is obtained. The method relies on generated
events that underwent full detector simulation but is independent of the actual generator
model used, if acceptance problems can be neglected. Although the method is applied
here to the case of charged particle distributions 79,123], it is suitable for a much wider
range of problems. A comparison of this and other unfolding techniques can be found in
148].

A.2 De nitions and notations
In the case of binned distributions, the functions f (x) and g (y ) are replaced by the nite
arrays fi and gj with i = 1 2 : : :n and j = 1 2 : : :m. Also the response function (x y )
has its discrete analogon ij . Equation (A.1) now reads:

gj =

n
X
i=1

ij fi :

(A.2)

P

The sums j ij are not necessarily equal to 1, since it can happen that an attempt
to observe x will not result in any measurement of y at all. Therefore the matrix element
ij is factorised in two parts:

ij =

ij i :

(A.3)

The eciency i is the probability that an attempt to observe x in bin i will result in any
measurement of y . The migration matrix ij is the probability that a successful attempt
to
observe x in bin i will result in the measurement of y in bin j . Now, the equation
P
j ij = 1 holds. One can also introduce the distribution hi , which is the number of
attempts to observe x in bin i that lead to any measurement of y :

hi = i fi :

(A.4)

The probabilities ij and i have to be estimated from Monte Carlo simulated events.
These estimates are calculated from the number of Monte Carlo `observations' mmc
ij of x in
bin i where y has been `measured' in bin j , from the number of Monte Carlo observations
hmc
i of x in bin i that resulted in any measurement of y and from the total number of
Monte Carlo observations fimc of x in bin i, using the formulae:
mc
mc = mij
ij
hmc
i

hmc
i
mc
=
i
f mc :

and

i

(A.5)

Finally, the probability ~mc
ij for a measurement of y in bin j , to have originated from an
observation of x in bin i can be estimated for Monte Carlo events in the following way:

mmc
ij
~mc
=
ij
g mc :
j
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Note however, that this probability ~mc
ij is highly dependent on the generator model, since
obviously the probability for a measurement y to have originated from an observation of
x depends on how many observations of x there are.
The set of Eqs. (A.2) can be both over- and under-constrained, depending on the
actual values of n and m. In principle it can happen that no satisfactory (in view of
mc
data
the statistical errors) solution fidata can be found for a given mc
i , ij and gj . This
means that the Monte Carlo detector simulation must be inadequate, since obviously the
observed data gjdata are correct and an underlying distribution fidata must exist. It can also
happen that more than one solution exists. Then unfolding, i.e. inferring an estimate for
fi from a measurement gjdata using the knowledge of mc
ij , typically corresponds to selecting
one solution out of many for an under-constrained problem. In such a case one should
use techniques like the `Method of Maximum Entropy' 149] or the `Method of Reduced
Entropy' 150] where an algorithm is derived by exploiting consistency conditions that
must be satised for reproducible experiments.
The algorithm proposed in this note assumes that m n, which means that any
solution for the underlying distribution fi is unique. This can always be achieved by
decreasing the number of bins n for the underlying distribution.

A.3 The unfolding algorithm
mc
Although the probabilities mc
ij and i are model-independent as well as can be expected,
data
~mc
ij is not. Straightforward calculation of fi is therefore not advisable. One can however
mc
data
calculate a rst approximation of hdata
i using ~ij starting from the measured gj :
m
X
data
(1)
data
hi
= ~mc
ij gj :
j =1

(A.7)

This rst approximation can then be used to weight the number of Monte Carlo observations mmc
ij :
data(1)
h
mc
(1)
mc
mij = mij ihmc :
i

(A.8)

The weighted number of Monte Carlo observations leading to the measurement of y in bin
j is now given by:

gjmc(1) =

n
X
i=1

(1)
mmc
ij 

(A.9)

and the weighted probability for a measurement of y in bin j to have originated from an
observation of x in bin i is:
mc(1)

(1) = mij :
~mc
ij
g mc(1)
j
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(1) can now be used to calculate a second approximation hdata(2).
The probability ~mc
ij
i
The kth iteration is given by:
(k )
hdata
i

=

m
X
j =1

(k;1) g data
~mc
j
ij
data(k)

(A.11)

(k) = mmc hi
mmc
ij hmc 
ij

(A.12)

gjmc(k) =

(A.13)

(k) =
~mc
ij

i
n
X
(k)
mmc
ij 
i=1
(k)
mmc
ij :
gjmc(k)

(A.14)

This iteration should be repeated until gjmc(k) gives a satisfactory description of the
measured data distribution gjdata. This can be evaluated by calculating e.g.:
m
X
(gjmc(k) ; gjdata)2
2
 =
mc(k)) + 2(g data) :
j =1 2(gj
j

(A.15)

(gjmc(k)) and (gjdata) are the statistical errors on gjmc(k) and gjdata, respectively. In practice
one could approximate (gjmc(k)) by using (gjmc) to save computing time.
Finally a correction for observations of x which did not lead to any measurement of y
has to be applied:
data(k+1)

fidata = hi mc
i

:

(A.16)

A.3.1 Model dependence
In spite of the fact that the Monte Carlo generator distributions are weighted, one should
be very careful regarding the model dependence of the algorithm.
Especially when the correction includes an extrapolation outside the acceptance region
of the detector, no unfolding method can be expected to be completely model independent.
One could think of the situation where x is an integral over phase space and y is simply
the amount of x that falls inside the acceptance region, with an otherwise perfect detector
(k) will correct for this loss but the weighting procedure will not
eciency. The matrix mc
ij
change the fraction of x that falls outside the acceptance region. The resulting unfolded
distribution fidata will therefore still depend on the amount of x that is produced outside
the acceptance region by the Monte Carlo model.
Of course, the unfolding method crucially depends on the detector simulation. This
simulation has to describe the detector eciency in every detail since the weighting procedure will only correct wrong generator models, not a faulty simulation.
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A.4 Propagation of errors
The straightforward propagation of statistical errors is a non-trivial task since both the
measured data and the generated and simulated Monte Carlo distributions are estimated
from a nite number of events. Moreover, because several measured data points are used to
calculate a single unfolded data point, the nal results will be correlated. Here, a sampling
technique is proposed which randomly varies the input distributions to the algorithm to
reect their error.
When quoting an error for a measured data point one implicitly assumes that when
repeating the experiment many times the distribution of results will have a mean equal to
the initial value and a dispersion equal to the error. Instead of propagating the errors in the
conventional way, one can simulate the e ect of the statistical uctuations by sampling all
the input data according to an appropriate distribution, repeating the unfolding procedure
and calculating the spread of the nal results.
In the case of non-weighted counting distributions one should use the Poisson distribution, which is given by:
r

Pr = r! e; 

(A.17)

where  is the actual measurement and Pr is the probability that when repeating the
experiment one would get r as a result. After repeating the sampling N times, one ends
up with a set (fidata)k of unfolded results. The error should be calculated using:
2 (f data) =
i

1

N
X

N ; 1 k=1

2

(fidata)k ; fidata :

(A.18)

The co-variance between unfolded results is given by:
N


X
(fidata )k ; fidata (fjdata)k ; fjdata :
cov(fidata fjdata) = N1
k=1

(A.19)

A.4.1 Weighted events

A complication will arise when using weighted events. The weighted number of events in
each bin is now given by:

n=

X

i

wi 

(A.20)

where the wi are the event weights.
If one would repeat the experiment many times, the distribution of results would no
longer follow a Poissonian. In fact, when weights larger than 1 are used, the distribution
will be broader. The error is now given by:
2 = X w2 :
i
i
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A practical solution is to use a Negative Binomial Distribution (NBD) instead of a
Poisson distribution to do the sampling. The NBD is dened as:

n 
k
n
k
k
(
k
+
1)
:
:
:
(
k
+
n
;
1)
Pn (k n) =
(A.22)
n!
n+k
n+k 
with parameters k (or 1=k) and n. The average hni and the dispersion D of the NBD are

related to the two parameters by:

hni = n

D2 = 1 + 1 :
hni2 hni k

and

(A.23)

These parameters have to be calculated from each entry (and its error) of the weighted
distribution.
If however the number of observations is suciently large, both the Poisson and the
Negative Binomial distributions converge towards a Gaussian.

A.5 Example: Unfolding multiplicity distributions
In the following the case of charged particle multiplicity distributions is considered. The
raw multiplicity distribution in a given kinematical region needs to be corrected for several
e ects. These include loss of events and particles due to limited geometrical acceptance
and resolution of the tracking system, limited track nding eciency, contamination by
tracks from particle decays and interactions in the material of the detector which are
assigned to the primary vertex, and also QED initial state radiation which a ects the
event kinematics.
Correction factors are obtained from Monte Carlo simulation by comparing the `true'
generated distributions before the detector simulation with the `observed' distributions
after this simulation followed by the same reconstruction, selection and analysis as the
real data. The Monte Carlo generator used in this analysis is based on ARIADNE 40].
Figure A.1a shows a typical eciency array i . One can see that the detection eciency
drops drastically, as can be expected, for low multiplicity events. The bin i = 0 in this
plot contains events with no tracks inside the pseudorapidity range 1 <   < 5 in hadronic
centre-of-mass frame, which does not mean that there are no tracks detected elsewhere
in the detector. Figure A.1b shows the migration matrix ij which in turn is used to
calculate the particle reconstruction eciency as shown in
Fig. A.1c and given by:
X

j

j :
i ij

(A.24)

The large value for events with just one particle in the nal state is articial since events
with no tracks detected in the Central Tracker are lost during the event selection. The
overall eciency for nding a genuine primary track is better than 95%. Depending on the
phase space region considered, the correction that has to be applied will however become
somewhat larger due to the geometrical acceptance of the Central Tracker.
One possibility to evaluate the performance of the algorithm described above is to
look whether the successive Monte Carlo approximations gjmc(k) converge to the observed
112
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Figure A.1 : Eciency array and migration matrix used in the iterative unfolding algorithm

a) and b) Eciency array i and migration matrix ij used for the unfolding of the multiplicity
distribution for particles with 1 < < 5 and events with 115 < W < 150 GeV.
c) Particle reconstruction eciency (including acceptance losses) versus the generated number of
particles for the same kinematical region.

data gjdata. This is shown in Fig. A.2. One should bear in mind that, if the Monte Carlo
simulation of the detector is not perfect, no exact agreement with the data can be obtained.
Another cross-check of the method was done by taking the `data' produced by the
LEPTO 6.3 Monte Carlo generator 39] as input to the algorithm. Again the information
from the generator based on ARIADNE was used to do the unfolding. Figure A.3 shows
the unfolded distributions compared to the true underlying ones. Despite the substantial
di erences between both generators, the result is in good agreement with the underlying
LEPTO distribution.

A.6 Conclusion
The unfolding method proposed here performs rather well in the case of particle multiplicity distributions. Convergence is reached rapidly and a cross-check using di erent
Monte Carlo generators shows that the unfolded result is in good agreement with the true
underlying distribution. The method of sampling is an easy, general and practical way to
do the error propagation.
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Figure A.2 : Convergence of the iterative
unfolding method
mc(k)

Successive Monte Carlo approximations gj , normalised to the observed data gjdata , are shown
for events with dierent number of observed particles (j ). Results from the same kinematical region
as in Fig. A.1 are used.
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Figure A.3 : Test of the iterative unfolding method using two di erent Monte
Carlo generators
The comparison is shown between the underlying distributions of ARIADNE and LEPTO (histograms) and the result when LEPTO `data' are unfolded using ARIADNE for the correction (dots).
The distributions were generated for the same kinematical region as in Fig. A.1.
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Appendix B
Tables
All results discussed in Chs. 4 and 5 are listed here for easy reference. They can also be
retrieved from the HEPDATA database (http://durpdg.dur.ac.uk/HEPDATA).
When two errors are listed, the rst is the statistical error and the second is the
systematical uncertainty. If only one error is given, it is the total error (quadratic sum of
statistical and systematical errors).
All results are fully corrected for detector acceptance and eciency, migration in the
kinematical plane and in (pseudo-) rapidity. Decay products of KS0 , ' and ' and from
weakly decaying particles with a lifetime longer than 8  10;9 s are excluded.
In non-di ractive DIS the multiplicity structure has been measured for the hadronic
nal state (excluding the scattered electron), while in di ractive DIS only the photon
dissociation system X is considered, which is separated from the (excited) proton system
Y by the largest rapidity gap in the event.
The kinematical bins used in the analyses of the multiplicity structure are listed in
Tabs. 4.3 and 5.1.
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n
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

n
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1 <  < 2
15.79  0.52  2.18
22.55  0.50  1.92
20.62  0.46  1.24
15.96  0.43  2.29
10.21  0.37  1.06
6.07  0.30  1.54
3.85  0.26  0.48
2.24  0.16  0.62
1.15  0.12  0.42
0.68  0.10  0.31
0.49  0.12  0.24
0.19  0.06  0.26
0.07  0.04  0.13
0.05  0.03  0.06

1 <  < 2
16.80  0.62  0.55
21.55  0.54  1.05
19.69  0.50  0.53
15.19  0.48  0.77
10.54  0.36  0.31
6.76  0.34  0.75
4.17  0.27  0.50
2.55  0.20  0.76
1.29  0.14  0.48
0.64  0.10  0.62
0.31  0.07  0.14
0.20  0.04  0.07
0.12  0.03  0.15
0.07  0.03  0.07
0.03  0.02  0.04

80 GeV < W < 115 GeV
Pn (%)
1 <  < 3
1 <  < 4
3.26  0.22  1.58
8.01  0.27  1.29
12.84  0.35  1.30
14.03  0.35  1.21
13.38  0.32  2.22
11.73  0.35  0.46
9.84  0.34  0.71
7.94  0.33  0.52
5.91  0.32  1.20
4.00  0.21  0.82
3.21  0.19  0.56
2.22  0.18  1.06
1.49  0.14  0.66
0.90  0.15  0.53
0.54  0.11  0.53
0.36  0.08  0.57
0.14  0.07  0.19
0.08  0.05  0.10

0.78  0.09  1.66
2.73  0.18  0.94
5.73  0.28  1.45
9.55  0.29  1.46
11.11  0.32  1.21
12.76  0.35  2.22
12.19  0.32  1.28
11.17  0.37  0.96
9.22  0.31  0.48
7.72  0.33  1.37
5.69  0.24  1.31
3.95  0.22  1.00
2.76  0.23  0.96
1.79  0.18  0.80
1.22  0.15  0.62
0.67  0.12  0.68
0.40  0.11  0.43
0.24  0.11  0.33
0.13  0.08  0.19

115 GeV < W < 150 GeV
Pn (%)
1 <  < 3
1 <  < 4
4.52  0.35  1.19 1.09  0.18  0.77
8.00  0.35  1.21 2.57  0.19  1.12
12.15  0.36  0.70 4.72  0.24  0.70
12.96  0.36  0.91 8.09  0.29  0.74
12.74  0.38  0.74 9.96  0.33  0.95
11.09  0.32  1.63 11.23  0.36  0.95
9.35  0.31  0.70 11.27  0.33  1.37
7.31  0.27  2.06 10.32  0.31  0.25
6.01  0.29  0.93 9.21  0.34  0.52
4.53  0.24  1.38 8.03  0.30  0.29
3.76  0.25  0.53 6.51  0.29  0.87
2.57  0.23  0.86 5.32  0.26  0.88
1.90  0.18  0.77 3.84  0.23  0.88
1.05  0.16  0.29 2.96  0.23  0.53
0.77  0.12  0.54 1.81  0.18  0.65
0.56  0.10  0.48 1.25  0.16  0.33
0.31  0.08  0.24 0.76  0.12  0.62
0.18  0.06  0.28 0.46  0.10  0.29
0.12  0.06  0.12 0.25  0.09  0.20
0.14  0.06  0.23
0.08  0.05  0.11

1 <  < 5
0.40
1.64
3.82
7.59
10.08
12.30
12.91
12.27
10.65
8.69
6.38
4.79
3.20
2.05
1.38
0.86
0.40
0.27
0.10

 0.08
 0.16  0.39
 0.22  1.27
 0.28  1.06
 0.34  1.18
 0.34  0.89
 0.35  1.29
 0.35  1.86
 0.33  0.86
 0.30  1.08
 0.26  0.99
 0.25  1.23
 0.24  0.97
 0.19  0.69
 0.16  0.74
 0.14  0.66
 0.08  0.24
 0.13  0.37
 0.05  0.11

1 <  < 5
0.35
1.17
2.58
5.63
7.97
10.36
11.44
11.96
10.41
9.65
7.88
6.15
4.96
3.51
2.15
1.47
0.93
0.72
0.25
0.17
0.12
0.03

 0.08
 0.13  0.62
 0.14  1.26
 0.23  0.69
 0.24  1.03
 0.31  0.82
 0.37  0.56
 0.35  1.18
 0.32  0.66
 0.36  0.74
 0.28  0.49
 0.23  0.80
 0.27  1.35
 0.25  0.50
 0.21  0.45
 0.17  0.43
 0.14  0.92
 0.17  0.62
 0.08  0.34
 0.07  0.24
 0.08  0.13
 0.02  0.03

Table B.1 : Charged particle multiplicity distributions of the hadronic nal
state in non-di ractive DIS

The fully corrected multiplicity distribution Pn (%) is listed for dierent regions of the hadronic
centre-of-mass energy, W , and centre-of-mass pseudorapidity, .
The value of P0 in the domain 1 < < 5 is not measured but taken from the DJANGO 6.0
Monte Carlo generator.
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n
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

n
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

1 <  < 2
16.01  0.58  5.43
19.56  0.63  1.10
19.73  0.54  1.58
16.01  0.60  1.37
11.19  0.50  1.20
7.21  0.34  0.70
4.11  0.30  0.81
2.80  0.25  0.93
1.40  0.17  0.81
0.91  0.15  0.48
0.33  0.08  0.23
0.31  0.07  0.18
0.10  0.04  0.10
0.13  0.07  0.18
0.08  0.06  0.14

1 <  < 2
15.76  0.68  3.11
19.66  0.76  0.78
19.56  0.62  1.75
15.76  0.61  2.03
11.08  0.58  1.85
6.95  0.45  0.86
4.63  0.38  0.97
3.20  0.32  1.14
1.36  0.16  0.74
0.95  0.15  0.79
0.47  0.12  0.31
0.33  0.10  0.50
0.11  0.04  0.09
0.05  0.04  0.10
0.03  0.02  0.05

150 GeV < W < 185 GeV
Pn (%)
1 <  < 3
1 <  < 4

1 <  < 5

4.24  0.36  3.19 1.13  0.15  1.51 0.28  0.08
8.32  0.41  1.39 2.56  0.20  1.55 1.09  0.13  1.03
10.99  0.40  0.67 4.69  0.24  2.38 2.21  0.14  0.71
11.75  0.37  1.30 6.81  0.30  1.00 4.18  0.20  1.28
11.71  0.41  1.27 8.77  0.35  1.02 6.61  0.23  2.08
11.37  0.41  1.49 9.87  0.38  1.56 8.24  0.31  1.36
9.39  0.39  1.08 10.47  0.34  0.32 9.77  0.34  1.20
7.98  0.35  0.57 9.68  0.33  0.94 11.04  0.33  0.89
6.27  0.38  0.52 9.10  0.34  0.57 10.87  0.34  0.66
5.36  0.35  1.07 8.10  0.34  1.05 9.89  0.35  1.13
3.64  0.25  1.03 6.90  0.31  0.81 8.18  0.35  0.44
2.87  0.22  0.28 5.76  0.30  0.72 7.07  0.31  0.56
1.82  0.20  0.73 4.92  0.28  1.17 5.76  0.34  1.15
1.24  0.15  0.54 3.59  0.25  1.32 4.88  0.31  1.50
1.08  0.16  0.89 2.71  0.24  0.97 3.42  0.26  0.89
0.78  0.15  0.61 1.59  0.16  0.72 2.43  0.25  1.00
0.43  0.09  0.40 1.11  0.12  0.93 1.31  0.17  0.78
0.20  0.06  0.13 0.86  0.13  0.46 1.07  0.19  0.64
0.18  0.07  0.13 0.49  0.13  0.32 0.55  0.14  0.51
0.13  0.07  0.24 0.31  0.11  0.63 0.43  0.13  0.50
0.06  0.05  0.10 0.09  0.05  0.14 0.12  0.05  0.51
0.17  0.09  0.30 0.18  0.08  0.32
0.13  0.09  0.26 0.16  0.11  0.31

185 GeV < W < 220 GeV
Pn (%)
1 <  < 3
1 <  < 4

1 <  < 5

4.24  0.42  3.18 1.07  0.24  2.96 0.27  0.09
8.00  0.45  0.48 2.81  0.30  1.27 0.96  0.13  1.96
10.74  0.57  1.52 5.22  0.32  0.73 2.37  0.23  0.68
11.51  0.47  0.69 6.70  0.33  0.50 3.73  0.24  1.12
11.76  0.48  2.08 7.98  0.37  0.87 5.47  0.27  0.99
11.65  0.53  1.27 9.18  0.34  0.58 7.50  0.30  0.83
9.74  0.47  1.62 9.07  0.40  0.87 8.49  0.35  1.24
7.96  0.43  0.91 10.18  0.50  0.63 10.08  0.39  1.61
6.83  0.44  1.06 9.10  0.41  0.68 10.54  0.46  1.18
5.12  0.34  1.16 7.95  0.34  1.57 10.40  0.43  1.71
3.70  0.30  1.24 7.50  0.34  1.83 9.20  0.44  1.00
2.52  0.24  0.88 6.10  0.38  0.78 8.03  0.40  1.12
1.79  0.19  0.76 4.98  0.33  1.30 6.48  0.30  0.99
1.39  0.17  0.92 3.46  0.26  0.77 4.78  0.29  0.95
1.11  0.16  1.23 2.60  0.22  0.75 3.81  0.27  1.22
0.66  0.13  0.33 2.03  0.21  0.58 2.32  0.21  0.78
0.44  0.10  0.27 1.29  0.16  0.80 2.13  0.22  1.08
0.29  0.10  0.19 1.00  0.16  0.65 1.14  0.14  0.67
0.14  0.06  0.19 0.71  0.15  0.22 0.83  0.12  0.44
0.10  0.05  0.14 0.39  0.09  0.35 0.64  0.14  0.29
0.06  0.04  0.29 0.21  0.07  0.18 0.30  0.07  0.39
0.05  0.04  0.10 0.17  0.10  0.26 0.13  0.07  0.18
0.11  0.04  0.13 0.19  0.08  0.26
0.03  0.02  0.05

Table B.1: (continued)
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W
hni
D2
D3
D4
C2
C3
C4
R2
R3

W

80 { 115 GeV
8.98
3.89
3.43
5.39
1.18
1.62
2.48
1.07
1.24

 0.07
 0.07
 0.16
 0.15
 0.01
 0.02
 0.07
 0.01
 0.02

 0.61
 0.23
 0.22
 0.38
 0.04
 0.14
 0.40
 0.03
 0.10

80 { 115 GeV

 > 0

115 { 150 GeV
10.00
4.16
3.41
5.58
1.17
1.56
2.29
1.07
1.22

 0.07
 0.06
 0.15
 0.13
 0.01
 0.01
 0.05
 0.01
 0.01

 0.66
 0.26
 0.21
 0.23
 0.01
 0.06
 0.17
 0.01
 0.04

150 { 185 GeV
10.88
4.49
3.61
6.05
1.17
1.54
2.26
1.07
1.24

 0.09
 0.08
 0.26
 0.21
 0.01
 0.02
 0.07
 0.01
 0.02

 0.72
 0.36
 0.55
 0.71
 0.02
 0.08
 0.21
 0.02
 0.07

1 <  < 2
115 { 150 GeV
150 { 185 GeV

185 { 220 GeV
11.35
4.56
3.67
6.26
1.16
1.51
2.19
1.07
1.22

 0.09
 0.08
 0.25
 0.19
 0.01
 0.02
 0.06
 0.01
 0.02

 0.67
 0.30
 0.45
 0.49
 0.02
 0.07
 0.19
 0.02
 0.06

185 { 220 GeV

hni 2.46  0.03  0.10
2.50  0.03  0.12
2.63  0.04  0.18
2.66  0.04  0.18
D2 2.07  0.05  0.08
2.13  0.03  0.10
2.22  0.05  0.12
2.22  0.03  0.14
D3 2.21  0.11  0.10
2.24  0.05  0.14
2.39  0.11  0.18
2.31  0.07  0.12
3.15  0.07  0.17
3.39  0.16  0.26
3.24  0.09  0.12
D4 3.08  0.16  0.15
C2 1.71  0.02  0.02
1.72  0.02  0.04
1.71  0.02  0.05
1.69  0.02  0.03
C3 3.87  0.16  0.18
3.90  0.11  0.24
3.89  0.17  0.18
3.75  0.12  0.20
C4 10.67  0.93  1.23 10.77  0.60  1.17 11.03  1.09  0.63 10.02  0.65  1.22
R2 1.30  0.02  0.03
1.32  0.01  0.04
1.33  0.02  0.04
1.32  0.02  0.03
R3 2.11  0.14  0.15
2.15  0.08  0.19
2.22  0.14  0.14
2.11  0.09  0.13
K3 0.187  0.070  0.097 0.167  0.040  0.063 0.226  0.079  0.085 0.147  0.043  0.101

W

80 { 115 GeV

hni
D2
D3
D4
C2
C3
C4
R2
R3
K3

4.90  0.04  0.18
3.10  0.04  0.13
2.91  0.10  0.25
4.27  0.11  0.28
1.40  0.01  0.03
2.41  0.04  0.16
4.83  0.19  0.64
1.19  0.01  0.03
1.64  0.04  0.13
0.048  0.015  0.044

W
hni
D2
D3
D4
C2
C3
C4
R2
R3

80 { 115 GeV
6.45
3.23
2.71
4.34
1.25
1.82
3.01
1.09
1.29

 0.06
 0.09
 0.28
 0.27
 0.01
 0.05
 0.20
 0.01
 0.05

 0.33
 0.14
 0.21
 0.24
 0.03
 0.13
 0.38
 0.03
 0.09

1 <  < 3
115 { 150 GeV
150 { 185 GeV

185 { 220 GeV

5.06  0.05  0.27
3.37  0.04  0.21
3.18  0.09  0.21
4.62  0.10  0.27
1.44  0.01  0.02
2.57  0.05  0.10
5.34  0.20  0.38
1.24  0.01  0.02
1.80  0.04  0.09
0.063  0.016  0.033

5.35  0.06  0.35
3.58  0.07  0.30
3.54  0.20  0.34
5.18  0.28  0.45
1.44  0.01  0.02
2.62  0.09  0.09
5.71  0.47  0.34
1.26  0.01  0.03
1.88  0.08  0.11
0.108  0.041  0.036

5.32  0.07  0.34
3.57  0.06  0.26
3.45  0.12  0.43
5.01  0.13  0.45
1.45  0.01  0.02
2.62  0.07  0.14
5.57  0.28  0.68
1.26  0.01  0.02
1.87  0.06  0.13
0.088  0.022  0.077

1 <  < 4
115 { 150 GeV
150 { 185 GeV

185 { 220 GeV

7.00
3.57
2.89
4.72
1.26
1.85
3.04
1.11
1.35

7.66
4.06
3.32
5.41
1.28
1.92
3.26
1.15
1.45

 0.05
 0.04
 0.11
 0.10
 0.01
 0.02
 0.08
 0.01
 0.02

 0.35
 0.23
 0.23
 0.20
 0.02
 0.07
 0.22
 0.02
 0.06

7.51
3.93
3.28
5.29
1.27
1.90
3.22
1.14
1.43

 0.06
 0.06
 0.14
 0.14
 0.01
 0.03
 0.11
 0.01
 0.03

 0.51
 0.25
 0.50
 0.44
 0.02
 0.08
 0.27
 0.02
 0.07

 0.07
 0.06
 0.16
 0.14
 0.01
 0.03
 0.12
 0.01
 0.03

 0.47
 0.20
 0.28
 0.22
 0.02
 0.08
 0.26
 0.02
 0.06

Table B.2 : Moments of the charged particle multiplicity distribution of the
hadronic nal state in non-di ractive DIS

Moments and cumulants of the unfolded multiplicity distribution are listed for dierent ranges in
hadronic centre-of-mass energy, W , and centre-of-mass pseudorapidity, .
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W
hni
D2
D3
D4
C2
C3
C4
R2
R3

80 { 115 GeV
6.90
3.15
2.56
4.23
1.20
1.67
2.60
1.06
1.19

 0.05
 0.05
 0.12
 0.11
 0.01
 0.02
 0.07
 0.01
 0.02

 0.34
 0.21
 0.33
 0.37
 0.03
 0.12
 0.35
 0.02
 0.09

W

80 { 115 GeV

hni
D2
D3
D4
C2
C3
C4
R2
R3
K3

2.46  0.03  0.17
1.92  0.03  0.19
1.86  0.05  0.10
2.67  0.06  0.12
1.61  0.01  0.03
3.26  0.08  0.16
7.77  0.35  0.79
1.20  0.01  0.02
1.63  0.05  0.10
0.018  0.021  0.041

W

80 { 115 GeV

hni
D2
D3
D4
C2
C3
C4
R2
R3
K3

1.54  0.02  0.18
1.32  0.01  0.14
1.23  0.03  0.07
1.79  0.03  0.11
1.73  0.01  0.11
3.70  0.08  0.55
9.24  0.38  2.29
1.08  0.01  0.04
1.17  0.05  0.15
0.079  0.019  0.062

W

80 { 115 GeV

1 <  < 5
115 { 150 GeV
150 { 185 GeV

185 { 220 GeV

7.72
3.45
2.74
4.59
1.19
1.64
2.50
1.07
1.21

8.81
3.86
2.95
5.17
1.19
1.61
2.42
1.07
1.23

 0.05
 0.04
 0.13
 0.10
 0.01
 0.02
 0.06
 0.01
 0.01

 0.42
 0.25
 0.19
 0.29
 0.02
 0.06
 0.16
 0.02
 0.05

8.45
3.77
3.02
5.08
1.19
1.64
2.50
1.08
1.24

 0.06
 0.06
 0.18
 0.15
 0.01
 0.02
 0.08
 0.01
 0.02

 0.58
 0.25
 0.54
 0.45
 0.02
 0.08
 0.24
 0.02
 0.07

 0.08
 0.05
 0.19
 0.14
 0.01
 0.02
 0.07
 0.01
 0.02

 0.54
 0.22
 0.41
 0.29
 0.02
 0.08
 0.21
 0.02
 0.06

2 <  < 3
115 { 150 GeV
150 { 185 GeV

185 { 220 GeV

2.61  0.03  0.20
2.11  0.03  0.16
2.07  0.06  0.14
2.94  0.08  0.21
1.65  0.01  0.03
3.47  0.10  0.15
8.57  0.48  0.60
1.27  0.01  0.04
1.86  0.08  0.13
0.043  0.030  0.035

2.71  0.04  0.20
2.22  0.03  0.18
2.28  0.07  0.22
3.20  0.09  0.25
1.67  0.02  0.06
3.60  0.11  0.30
9.30  0.56  1.19
1.30  0.02  0.06
2.02  0.09  0.25
0.121  0.038  0.076

2.73  0.04  0.27
2.24  0.04  0.20
2.23  0.08  0.13
3.14  0.09  0.18
1.67  0.01  0.05
3.57  0.10  0.25
8.99  0.52  1.20
1.30  0.01  0.05
1.99  0.08  0.14
0.072  0.040  0.062

3 <  < 4
115 { 150 GeV
150 { 185 GeV

185 { 220 GeV

1.93  0.02  0.17
1.48  0.02  0.14
1.33  0.03  0.09
2.01  0.04  0.10
1.58  0.01  0.10
3.08  0.07  0.47
6.99  0.28  1.72
1.07  0.01  0.07
1.16  0.04  0.19
0.045  0.014  0.040

2.29  0.03  0.17
1.67  0.03  0.10
1.54  0.05  0.16
2.31  0.06  0.17
1.53  0.01  0.10
2.91  0.08  0.46
6.47  0.34  1.70
1.09  0.01  0.08
1.28  0.05  0.24
0.011  0.017  0.068

2.17  0.02  0.18
1.59  0.02  0.09
1.39  0.05  0.04
2.14  0.06  0.06
1.53  0.01  0.06
2.87  0.07  0.26
6.21  0.31  1.00
1.07  0.01  0.03
1.18  0.05  0.08
0.054  0.018  0.033

4 <  < 5
115 { 150 GeV
150 { 185 GeV

185 { 220 GeV

hni 0.46  0.01  0.04
0.71  0.01  0.04
0.93  0.01  0.09
1.17  0.01  0.09
D2 0.71  0.01  0.02
0.88  0.01  0.08
0.99  0.01  0.06
1.09  0.01  0.19
D3 0.83  0.02  0.02
0.93  0.01  0.03
0.98  0.02  0.05
1.01  0.02  0.01
D4 1.09  0.03  0.04
1.26  0.02  0.03
1.37  0.03  0.07
1.47  0.02  0.03
C2 3.34  0.06  0.11
2.52  0.04  0.18
2.13  0.02  0.09
1.86  0.01  0.11
C3 13.78  0.61  1.06
7.85  0.30  1.18
5.58  0.17  0.59
4.23  0.10  0.55
C4 68.80  5.70  9.55 28.93  1.85  6.83 17.21  0.87  3.47 11.24  0.46  2.25
1.12  0.03  0.10
1.05  0.02  0.05
1.01  0.01  0.05
R2 1.19  0.04  0.06
R3 1.41  0.24  0.29
1.16  0.09  0.23
1.02  0.07  0.19
0.92  0.04  0.09
K3 0.159  0.144  0.138 0.221  0.041  0.136 0.150  0.028  0.104 0.109  0.017  0.061

Table B.2: (continued)
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W
n
1=k
2 =NDF
m
d
c
2 =NDF

W
n
1=k
2 =NDF
m
d
c
2 =NDF

W
n
1=k
2 =NDF
m
d
c
2 =NDF

W

1 <  < 2
80 { 115 GeV 115 { 150 GeV 150 { 185 GeV 185 { 220 GeV
2.52  0.10
0.285  0.080
29.4/13
2.44  0.16
0.791  0.092
2.6  3.4
21.8/12

2.58  0.13
0.288  0.056
23.0/14
2.49  0.16
0.812  0.077
3.1  1.2
8.9/13

2.72  0.15
0.269  0.034
33.0/15
2.66  0.20
0.743  0.094
1.9  1.7
24.9/14

2.75  0.19
0.270  0.064
27.1/14
2.67  0.13
0.768  0.122
2.5  7.5
19.8/13

1 <  < 3
80 { 115 GeV 115 { 150 GeV 150 { 185 GeV 185 { 220 GeV
4.85  0.16
0.161  0.039
121.6/19
4.79  0.24
0.634  0.017
4.5  2.2
71.1/18

5.12  0.26
0.235  0.017
54.5/19
5.05  0.30
0.644  0.080
2.0  6.5
42.7/18

5.36  0.25
0.256  0.028
61.5/21
5.25  0.20
0.662  0.074
2.1  5.5
43.6/20

5.41  0.20
0.245  0.034
44.7/24
5.32  0.17
0.641  0.060
1.8  6.3
31.1/23

1 <  < 4
80 { 115 GeV 115 { 150 GeV 150 { 185 GeV 185 { 220 GeV
6.41  0.28
0.085  0.018
96.8/21
6.40  0.33
0.475  0.009
2.7  1.3
62.6/20

7.00  0.39
0.102  0.014
112.4/21
6.98  0.37
0.484  0.011
2.7  2.5
69.6/20

7.52  0.46
0.132  0.026
88.6/25
7.45  0.41
0.505  0.023
2.8  7.1
43.8/24

7.71  0.30
0.142  0.020
44.7/24
7.59  0.28
0.527  0.022
4.5  5.9
32.8/23

1 <  < 5
80 { 115 GeV 115 { 150 GeV 150 { 185 GeV 185 { 220 GeV

n
1=k
2 =NDF

6.90  0.33
0.067  0.011
44.7/19

7.73  0.41
0.068  0.012
57.0/21

8.44  0.49
0.074  0.013
80.8/24

8.88  0.34
0.069  0.020
63.6/25

m
d
c
2 =NDF

6.89  0.29
0.433  0.010
1.7  1.5
41.6/18

7.72  0.41
0.422  0.007
1.8  2.0
52.8/20

8.40  0.48
0.422  0.015
2.4  5.1
58.4/23

8.78  0.33
0.422  0.020
4.1  6.1
27.7/24

Table B.3 : Results of Negative Binomial and Lognormal ts to the charged
particle multiplicity distribution of the hadronic nal state in non-di ractive
DIS

The best- t parameters of the Negative Binomial Distribution (n and 1=k) and the Lognormal
Distribution (m, d, and c) are listed together with their resulting 2 =NDF , for dierent ranges in
hadronic centre-of-mass energy, W , and centre-of-mass pseudorapidity, .
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n
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

n
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

n
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

forward
5.87  0.48  1.42
20.96  1.08  4.24
28.85  1.02  5.44
23.59  0.97  4.11
12.86  0.72  2.33
5.32  0.36  1.47
1.89  0.18  0.83
0.48  0.07  0.36
0.13  0.03  0.17

forward
1.60  0.13  0.70
8.17  0.58  2.41
14.55  0.76  3.19
23.24  1.03  4.20
19.93  0.82  3.42
14.45  0.66  2.48
9.28  0.48  2.00
4.69  0.26  1.38
2.55  0.21  0.80
0.90  0.10  0.72
0.46  0.09  0.31
0.08  0.01  0.31

forward
0.42  0.04  0.24
3.30  0.39  1.16
6.85  0.54  2.09
12.82  0.76  3.22
16.29  0.81  3.94
17.61  0.74  4.20
14.97  0.67  2.84
10.85  0.52  2.10
7.41  0.38  1.30
4.50  0.25  1.05
2.48  0.16  0.64
1.21  0.13  0.53
0.73  0.11  0.33
0.34  0.08  0.19
0.07  0.02  0.14
0.03  0.01  0.08

3 GeV < MX < 8 GeV
Pn (%)
backward
positives
6.38  0.53  2.42
21.63  1.07  4.63
29.13  1.07  5.74
23.63  0.88  4.01
12.87  0.62  1.96
4.52  0.30  1.32
1.29  0.15  0.62
0.40  0.11  0.22
0.10  0.04  0.05

1.00  0.10  0.35
17.14  0.94  4.34
38.88  1.45  7.45
29.53  1.25  4.85
10.74  0.67  2.56
2.46  0.26  1.13
0.21  0.04  0.43

8 GeV < MX < 15 GeV
Pn (%)
backward
positives
1.17  0.08  0.36
8.12  0.48  2.05
16.17  0.65  4.02
22.27  0.73  5.04
20.85  0.76  4.20
14.79  0.63  2.87
8.93  0.47  1.68
4.29  0.28  1.31
2.28  0.24  0.91
0.64  0.08  0.66
0.33  0.08  0.32
0.09  0.06  0.13

0.03  0.01  0.05
2.49  0.22  0.91
14.04  0.64  3.52
27.54  0.99  5.79
27.91  0.89  5.35
16.90  0.71  3.09
7.40  0.38  2.12
2.66  0.19  1.35
0.85  0.10  0.57
0.09  0.02  0.28

15 GeV < MX < 30 GeV
Pn (%)
backward
positives
0.59  0.04  0.19
3.30  0.23  1.01
7.55  0.35  2.37
13.51  0.50  4.36
15.64  0.54  3.67
15.80  0.53  3.56
13.91  0.51  2.70
11.25  0.45  2.28
8.26  0.38  1.52
4.71  0.25  1.78
2.96  0.23  1.07
1.13  0.08  1.05
0.67  0.10  0.58
0.42  0.14  0.26
0.16  0.07  0.12
0.04  0.03  0.10

0.00  0.01  0.01
0.71  0.08  0.33
4.29  0.37  1.63
12.16  0.63  3.88
19.09  0.75  5.08
21.24  0.83  4.76
17.25  0.69  3.73
12.61  0.59  2.21
7.19  0.38  2.18
3.26  0.23  1.33
1.47  0.16  0.79
0.42  0.06  0.54
0.20  0.07  0.15

negatives
0.93  0.09  0.40
15.92  1.09  4.01
39.40  1.72  7.37
29.76  1.11  4.97
11.29  0.66  2.38
2.51  0.29  1.21
0.16  0.03  0.46

negatives
0.03  0.01  0.05
2.43  0.25  1.01
14.34  0.79  3.69
27.82  1.06  5.72
27.63  0.89  5.26
16.65  0.65  2.99
7.33  0.39  1.95
2.64  0.21  1.31
0.95  0.13  0.52
0.09  0.02  0.34

negatives
0.00  0.01  0.01
0.53  0.08  0.19
3.69  0.35  1.20
12.40  0.72  3.83
19.77  0.78  4.92
22.44  0.82  4.86
17.64  0.69  3.45
11.78  0.46  2.30
6.56  0.36  1.89
3.16  0.23  1.41
1.42  0.16  0.64
0.35  0.05  0.61
0.15  0.03  0.10

Table B.4 : Charged particle multiplicity distributions of the photon dissociation system X in di ractive DIS

The fully corrected multiplicity distribution Pn (%) is listed for the forward and backward hemispheres, as well as for positive and negative particles.
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MX (GeV)
5.0
7.0
9.5
13.0
16.9
21.3
29.1

hni

Full phase space

4.66  0.08  0.23
5.72  0.09  0.21
6.87  0.08  0.28
8.18  0.11  0.39
9.49  0.16  0.44
10.85  0.16  0.54
12.32  0.18  0.72

D

R2

1.86  0.05  0.14
2.03  0.05  0.15
2.43  0.05  0.16
2.88  0.05  0.19
3.21  0.08  0.25
3.47  0.11  0.25
4.28  0.12  0.27

0.944  0.009  0.022
0.951  0.006  0.017
0.979  0.005  0.013
1.001  0.004  0.011
1.009  0.006  0.014
1.010  0.006  0.012
1.039  0.006  0.016

Forward hemisphere

MX (GeV)
5.0
7.0
9.5
13.0
16.9
21.3
29.1

MX (GeV)
5.0
7.0
9.5
13.0
16.9
21.3
29.1

hni

D

R2

2.32  0.05  0.12
3.00  0.07  0.13
3.52  0.06  0.15
4.08  0.06  0.19
4.71  0.10  0.20
5.36  0.11  0.23
6.28  0.11  0.32

1.29  0.03  0.14
1.51  0.03  0.20
1.76  0.04  0.20
1.95  0.04  0.17
2.12  0.05  0.12
2.22  0.06  0.13
2.76  0.06  0.17

0.877  0.014  0.058
0.919  0.011  0.031
0.966  0.011  0.028
0.984  0.009  0.036
0.991  0.010  0.019
0.985  0.010  0.018
1.034  0.009  0.022

Backward hemisphere

hni

D

R2

2.29  0.05  0.13
2.74  0.05  0.11
3.33  0.05  0.18
4.13  0.07  0.25
4.70  0.09  0.40
5.53  0.11  0.42
6.06  0.12  0.47

1.31  0.03  0.18
1.40  0.03  0.08
1.60  0.02  0.16
1.91  0.03  0.23
2.16  0.04  0.25
2.39  0.04  0.16
2.81  0.08  0.32

0.894  0.016  0.038
0.897  0.013  0.030
0.930  0.007  0.041
0.972  0.007  0.027
0.998  0.008  0.031
1.006  0.008  0.015
1.049  0.010  0.020

Table B.5 : Lower moments of the charged particle multiplicity distribution
of the photon dissociation system X in di ractive DIS

The average multiplicity hni, dispersion D and normalised second factorial moment R2 are listed
for the full phase space, as well as for the forward and backward hemispheres separately.
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y

dn=dy
3 < MX < 8 GeV 8 < MX < 15 GeV 15 < MX < 30 GeV

-3.0 { -2.5
-2.5 { -2.0
-2.0 { -1.5
-1.5 { -1.0
-1.0 { -0.5
-0.5 { 0.0
0.0 { 0.5
0.5 { 1.0
1.0 { 1.5
1.5 { 2.0
2.0 { 2.5
2.5 { 3.0

0.03  0.01  0.02
0.14  0.02  0.02
0.41  0.02  0.04
0.91  0.04  0.06
1.32  0.07  0.07
1.84  0.11  0.11
1.92  0.11  0.11
1.58  0.11  0.11
0.84  0.04  0.04
0.37  0.03  0.03
0.10  0.03  0.03
0.04  0.01  0.01

0.17  0.07  0.16
0.48  0.05  0.12
1.08  0.07  0.18
1.53  0.06  0.12
1.91  0.06  0.12
2.17  0.06  0.11
2.21  0.07  0.15
2.01  0.05  0.11
1.64  0.05  0.11
1.02  0.04  0.07
0.51  0.03  0.05
0.14  0.01  0.04

0.58  0.69  0.90
1.09  0.16  0.63
1.38  0.10  0.29
2.09  0.07  0.24
2.28  0.07  0.14
2.43  0.08  0.15
2.46  0.07  0.18
2.33  0.07  0.14
2.06  0.06  0.12
1.82  0.06  0.10
1.06  0.04  0.09
0.50  0.03  0.06

Table B.6 : Charged particle rapidity spectra in di ractive DIS

Charged particle rapidity spectra, measured in the IP centre-of-mass frame are listed for three
dierent intervals of MX .

MX (GeV)
4.9
6.9
9.4
12.9
16.8
21.3
29.0

dn=dy jy=0
1.94  0.07  0.12
1.90  0.05  0.10
2.15  0.07  0.10
2.23  0.06  0.17
2.30  0.08  0.16
2.56  0.11  0.19
2.50  0.10  0.17

Table B.7 : Particle density in the central rapidity region in di ractive DIS

The particle density in the centre-of-mass rapidity region ;0:5 < y < 0:5 is plotted as a function
of the invariant mass of the photon dissociation cluster, MX .

MX

3 { 8 GeV

8 { 15 GeV

15 { 30 GeV

0.081  0.032  0.035 0.108  0.030  0.041 0.194  0.033  0.023

Table B.8 : Forward-backward correlation in di ractive DIS

The correlation between the number of particles in the forward and backward hemispheres, characterised by the parameter , is listed for three dierent intervals of MX .
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